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Comparative Value of Hay, Corn and Oats,
An a<i>- >l ground iviamcd expiv^sly for l
iuy vi- 1 Is mi an average not more Ilian one
and a half tony of vegetable food ; an equal
"Paec planted with ear rots or rutabagas J
will yield from ten to twenty tons, say illeu tons, winch
is by in* means a high
average, and has often been attained without any
\ traopiiuu- '.attention.
It has
a
iixa r'.aint d b\ careful experiment that
hree working horses, llfteen and a half
hands high, •amsuine bay a!, the rate of 2U0
ibs. a w»-i k. or live tons and 1,o 1 » pounds
per annum besides one and a halt bushels
>f oats per week, 7s bushels per annum,
liy a repetition of tin same experiment it
> found that unworked horses consume
hay
at the rate of four and a
quarter tons per
•'.

annum.

The

produce, therefore,

of nearly six
is necessary to support a |
for one year; but half an
acre of carrots
at <-00 bushels per acre,
with the addition of chopped straw, while
the season for
them lasts, will do
as well if not better.
These things do not
admit of doubt, lor they have been the subjects of exact trials, as some of your agricultural friends will testify.
It has also been proved that the value of
one bushel of corn, together with the fodder upon which it grew, will keep a horse
in good order for a week.
An acre planted
in corn, and yielding sixty bushels, will be
ample to keep a good si/ d horse in workacres

of land

working hors*-

feeding

ing order

one year.
Let the farmer then consider whether it
better to maintain a horse on the product
half an acre of rutabagas or
carets, or
upon the produce of an acre of corn ; or, on
the other hand, upon the hay and grain from
six acres of land—for it will require six
acres of good land to produce the necessary
hay and grain as above. The same reasoning might be made use of in the feeding of
attic and sheep
fStock Journal.
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Butter

Makers.

One inch and a halt- shallower instead of !
to set the milk.
Zinc pans are better than tin, and the cooler the place when* there is a circulation of
air, the better. Skimming must be done
before curds form, or else after they have
solidified. Better if you want the best
butter ; better if you want the most, but
never half way between, unless
you are
more for your convenience in the matter
than your profit. We advise churning every
day, if the cows number half a doz.cn. Butter washed in clear cold water in the churn
is not injured, while considerable labor is
saved, and the less manipulation with the
hand while in the churn and while out of it
the better. There is a “grain" to butter, as
well as a delectable something ill the taste,
which the hand and even the paddle can
annihilate. Use oak boxes for marketing,
and if the rules are carefully followed, the
result must be satisfactory
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almost fabulous rise

to the Exchange and found-the nows was
true. A great English naval victory was
It needed but little time to
men fabricated
such falshoods, and then announced.
bought in large sums in the stocks, giving return to the office, and there, after a few
re.it-rrnce to a rotation of crops on their
I. >ng before whispered words to his cousin, he made
bills of three days’ date.
farms as at present. The extreme drouth
the three days bad expired, the excite- some excuse of business of the firm a
of two years lias destroyed the catch of
ment was over, and the stock so purchas- reason for going away for and hour or
grass on a large number of farms. The
You will soon forget to moan—
j
ed sold an an enormous premium; and two, and said
Ah ; the cheerless weather !"
consequence is that there is much more
“I need not wait, for l see Mr. Smith’s
waste land than they know how to manage.
thus, without one farthing of capital,
It' the world's a wilderues-.
The laud laid down for many years past
realized very considerable fortunes, | carriage, and it anything is wanted he
many
Go build houses in it
is now unproductive.
Some of it on moist
though in some cases the imposture was has a key of the safe.”
Will it hell) your loneliness.
land, where it has been highly manured,
A few minutes after, Mr. Smith was in
detected, and the olfenders brought to
< )n the winds to din it ?
the office, and Ellwood closely closeted
may be receded without plowing, but a
liaise a hut, however slight:
justice.
large portion of it must be plowed again
Weeds and brambles smother
Smith vV (Ireen being large money ! with him. After some time Frank was
before a crop of grass can be obtained.
And t<> roof ami meal invite
dealers, these transactions were well j sent for, and Mr. Smith told him in a few
The manure put on t he laud for t he last two
Some forlorner brother.
known to their clerks, and were often dis- j words, but without mentioning Ellwood’s
years has largely wasted awav by 'he
If the world's a \ aie ol tears,
guised among them. One day, many name, that he had just heard that his two
diuutii.
months after Frank's arrival, his cousin I clerks were related, and lie then sternly
Smile till rninbo v> spun it!
While ail this is going on, the older porBreathe the love that life endears.
asked him, just before they left the office, added Ihat ho had reason to suspect that
tions of the field need plowing up. Here is
(’leal from clouds to fan it,
whether he would go with lorn to his they had been embez7,ling his money, and
where ihe dilllculty comes, and the question
>1 your gladness lend a gleam
lodgings and dine. 1’here was, he said, ; that therefore lie wished immediately to
ar ses. how shall we balance these evils. Ii
I;nto souls that shiver;
a capital piece at Drury Dane
Theatre, examine accounts.
Show them how dark Sorrow's stream
we had an abundance of manure, the quesBlends with Hope’s bright river.
which they could sec, and then after a
Frank, who was trembling in every
tion would soon be answered, but farmers
little quiet could go to bed at reasonable limb, produced his key, and said Robert
geneially are destitute of manure, and the
hours.
almost universal reduction of our stock
| was absent and would be back presently,
The Successful Speculation.
Frank readily agreed. ’The dinner was He neither denied nor confessed anything,
wii. lender the manure heaps smaller than
j
usual.
excellent. 'The play was extremely en- but said that Robert would explain ail.
The following story, which was related
IToin what we have seen and can gather
tertaining. The supper was well served. ; Mr. Smith proceeded to open the safe. It
to me l>y a gentleman in England, some
from the opinions of our best farmers, the
In those days | eople did not smoke so was clear that a large sum was unactends to prove that though
safest course to pursue will generally be to few years ago,
much as now.
Neither of the young men counted for.
The proper officers were
for
a
while,
sometimes,
ph»w up and manure well and plant the wrong doing may
but both of them “snuffed,” and sent for, and two were dispatched at a
be successful, yet truth and honesty are smoked,
next year as much as we can, of land that
alter supper, while Frank was recom- venture to the Stock Exchange, for Robert.
failed to catch in grass.
If we have old ; the only true paths to ultimate success
mending a peculiar sort which he had 1 le was not there; in fact, at that moment
fields that have run out, plow up and sow and happiness in life.
mixe 1 himself, Robert proposed that for lie was sitting overwhelmed with anxiety,
with buckwheat or oats, so as to have the
It was ten o’clock on a bright summer
once they might indulge in a bowl of in the broker’s office, while the broker
ground in as mellow a condition as possible morning, in one of the early years of the
before he went to bed.
Frank himself was selling out the stock which
for the next year’s hoed crop.
present century, when a young man, punch
made no difficulty, and the pur,eh was he had bought a few days before.
With the present high price for labor it is whose name I
may state was Frank John- soon
Some time after this the broker entered
brewed, and they began to enter
me
advisable t,o take up too much land
son, entered the counting house of Messrs.
a
without manure to dress it. It only makes
lively conversation.
Suddenly j his office. Robert flew to him. A few
Smith, Green A: Co., in Lombard street, into
a slave
of a man, without any prospect
Robert assumed a serious air, and said
words explained everything. There was
which is the Wall street of London.
• d’ reward.
“'There is something I should like to : a little writing and signing, a transfer of
Messrs. Smith & Green carried on trade
The timely rains since the first of August ;
tell you, Frank ; but if so, you must swear i money, and Robert lett in :i very different
as private bankers and
general commishave enabled the grass roots to get a good j
state of mind than what had possessed
sion agents. Some of their transactions to l)e secret.”
start, and many fields that seemed barren j
Frank was in the very state to agree to ! him the last few days.
!a<t summer are rapidly becoming covered I rendered it necessary for them to keep
and so
swore eternal
About two o’clock, when all had given
with a good green sward.
ready at hand, in cash, a considerable anything,as to what readily
his cousin might say, him up, with elastic tread ho entered the
secrecy
it is also an encouraging thought that : sum—over, 1 believe, £10.000—that is
of the firm. The partners explainof
whatsoever
nature
the
communication
olliee
one extreme usually
follows another, so $50,000, at par.
1 shall here only state the eil to him what had taken place, and dcthat wo may anticipate a good crop of
This money, in gold and notes, was might be.
|
grass, apples and grain, and a scarcity of placed in a large iron safe in a back substance, and not the words of their manded an explanation.
“Explanation! There’s no explanation
gra'. hoppers the next year. This is one oflice. The safe was guarded at night by conversation.
nouert stateu mat :i menu m ms. who ! wanted.
decision on the score of “probabilities.” an old soldier, who acted its watchman,
Why have you treated my
1 .evviston Journal.
and it had two keys and two looks of dif- had some dealings with seamen, had in- I cousin in this shameful way ? Last night
i took from the safe £8,01)0 to pay a bill
formed him of certain transactions on the
iercm construction, ;um eacn oi tnese was
The bill was
entrusted to a confidential clerk, whose French coast, which would probably be which was presented.
Mistakes in the Use of Fertilizers.
character had been severely tested. No known in a day or two in London. News wrong, and I did not pay it. I very
then travelled very slowly, and the man carelessly put the bank notes in my pocket
I'lie cause of failure in the use of conmoney could be taken from tiic sale withi'
eutratedjfertilizers Is often due to the man- out the concurrence of both of the clerks, himself did not know the value of his and forgot them. I’m very sorry tor my
ner in which they are applied. It is diJlieult
who were a check upon each other’s communication. Robert argued that di- carelessness, but surely it was no crime;
for those who have been accustomed to use
tin; matter was made public, the and what had poor Frank to do with it?
honesty. The partners had duplicates of rectly which were then
bulky manures to realize that the full ferti- the
flunks,
pretty high, Here are the notes to speak for themtor their owil convenience.
keys,
a
of
bushel
of
animal
excrc'iny potency
would fall immensely— ten, twenty, pei- selves.”
Having thus far explained, I will beg
nienr
that may be held in a large tableA day or two afttr
As lie produced the mites, r rank’s face
readers to enter the office with young haps thirty per cent.
spoon, and that a handful of one adds to ! my
The partners were struck j
Frank Johnson. Early as it was, he found the\- would rise again, it might be even brightened.
i hint structures as decidedly as several |
dumb. They could do nothing. Robert
than at present.
shovels full of the other. A full dose of some one there before him. Seated at a higher
j
“Now." he said, “I have hail my eyes handed the money over and demanded I
opium given to patients furnishes quite a! desk was a young clerk named Robert
dark bulky powder, or pill; but if we l Brown, and he had only just entered, as open, and just now there is a peculiar with an air of innocence that lie and his
!
if two people—you and 1, cousin should be released immediately
separate the alkaloidal principle upon the office was opened a little while before. opportunity,
which its hypnotic power depends, we have j
Frank Johnson was about to address for instance-—could buy in when the lunds from their engagements, and that, too, he
only a lit tie. delicate white powder which a him, when the young man started, as for fell, paying down about five or six thou- added, “on account of the unwarranted
sand pounds, and give a note for the re- charges brought against both of them,
breath of wind will blow away.
The one- the first time he noticed
any one was near,
•■igbtli grain powder will affect the human and exclaimed, with great astonishment: mainder, we could sell out in a few days without forfeiting their salaries.”
The same afternoon the clerks lett the
organism r> powerfully as ten times the j
Good gracious, cousin ! who would and each of us realize a very handsome
weight >t opium. If we are so forgetful of j have
to see you here ? Why, 1 fortune, and then good bye to the drudgery olliee forever, and the same night, before
expected
•potencies” as to administer as much, or
of the olliee forever! Only, situated as they went to bed, they divided ±1100,000
were down in Northampton.”
even one-quarter as much, of the
white thought you
between them—the result of their hazard- ,
we are, we must lay down the £-‘>,<>oO or
“So 1 was, Robert,” replied Frank;
of
concentrated powder as
the bulky dark j
ous
speculation. Their fortunes were
‘‘but my father was anxious for me to get £f),(X>i). l)o you understand, Frank.'”
we
should
atient’s
one,
life, or
destroy our;
“No,” said Frank. “1 do not quite see made!
lit least do great injury to his health.
So. into a better place than I had there, and
I don’t doubt what you say, but
lint let not the reader suppose thaL this
ii in the use of genuine superphosphate, or i as my mother is related to Mr. Green, she clearly.
wrote to him, and he said he knew of some although we both have a very fair sllow- wrong doing was in the end successful.
guano, or ground bones and ashes, we forA few words will describe their after
anee, we neither ot us have so much as
one in London who wanted a responsible
g t their power, and apply too much, or
I wish wo had.
But what do you career, f rank Johnson became possessed
apply them too directly, we endanger the clerk. So, after a good deal of fuss, and that.
of a violent spirit of speculation, lived exmean. Robert?”
life of our plants.
my father had agreed to become security really
“1 mean this.” answered his cousin, travagantly, took to gambling in the
An experiment made upon corn furnishes
for a lot of money—as, you see. he is pretty
an illustrative case in point.
At the time well olV now—it turned out the ‘somebody’ holding up the key. “Do you see now ?” tumls. and in every way; and alter a
of planting upon a Held divided by a narrow
was Mr. Green’s own sell, and the place
Although he had been drinking pretty variety of vicissitudes, he was, in about
strip of sward laud, we directed that on —here. But it’s very strange, for though freely, Frank did see, but he looked on live years time, hung at Newgate—for
•■me side.- a
table-spoonful of the mixed we knew you were in London, we none almost stupefied with tin* bare idea. A forgery !
'»<■!!'• and ashes should be placed in each !
Robert Rrown was more prudent. lie
of us dreamed you were with mother’s ! long conversation then ensued, in which
Mill, and w-di covered with the soil; upon own cousin.”
both sides were argued, and Robert’s took a tine house, kept many servants,
he other, four rows were to be treated 1
and
set up his carriage.
Rut he was
'll is odd,” Robert answered slowly, as statement as to the smallness ot the risk
similarly, and upon the remainder, the hills j if
His wife, whom he had
and the certainty of the success, at last never at ease.
of
and
thinking
something;
carefully
should receive a double quantity. It. is
married
tor
was
settled.
wasted
it extravaThe
matter
money,
then lie added “it’s more, than odJ.
prevailed.
I'm
curious to observe the effects.
The first
The next morning the two young clerks gantly, and at the same time hated him.
glad you came early, for now 1 can put
licid u IJha.ir rows an- remarkably thrifty.
One of his daughters ran away with a
as usual, only at a
I’lie corn came up well, and has manifested you up to something for your own good. were at their posts
rather early hour, mid each wore :\ look of footman, and his eldest son ruined him
“Pi o kidvigor from the start. On the! Be attentive, or very likely you’ll have to
almost with gambling, and through a
dm
hand, the over-dosed corn appeared ; go back home this very day. You see anxiety which neither wished the other to
r a
uiig while as if paralyzed by some j this key: you sec thaL safe?
Now, ini observe, t ortainlv they had a. guilty speculation not unlike liis own successful
look when, the sate being opened with the (?) one. was sentenced—the laws being
wa>t ng disease.
It could not bear up uii- | that safe is a
very large sum of money. I
der
much of a good thing.
More free papers of great value, and plate and two keys, Robert transferred notes to the changed—to penal servitude for life.
if we learn the, end of
am;; ■■■,.was formed at the start than could
jewels belonging to French emigrants, amount of £0,000 to his pocket book. theThus, generally,
M'; r. -printed by the tender plants, anil
story of supposed “successful” wrong
who are waiting for Wellington to lick But the first step in the evil way was
<>i
diem
from
over-stimulaiany
perished
doing, we find that though, for a time,
Honey before they can go back to France. taken, and the other steps appeared easier, men
tion and heat produced by the fermentative
may seem to prosper in a evil or
And in the sate is a
sum for
although both began to teel that the path
changes of the active bodies in contact. use. Over that safe large see theredaily
doubtiul
of those who deviate from the way of
path, yet, as a certain book truly
are
you
The corn that survived is at present grow‘The
way of the transgressor is hard.’
several loaded pistols, ready for defence strictest honesty is not covered with roses, says,
;ng finely, and will no doubt afford a large
in case any one broke in suddenly. The but with bitter thorns. None of the other
yield.
clerks noticed that anything was at all
Now, if this had happened in the course money 1 spoke of is in sole charge of two
Why Can’t a Woman be a Mason?
clerks, who have to give a large security unusual with either of the cousins, except
of our regular agricultural labors, and with
and all that, and every Friday they have Ellwood, whose quick eye was ever upon
At a .Masonic celebration at Austin,
out. any understanding of the nature of the
fertilizing substance used, it is probable it to give an account of the money to the them, but oven he had no idea of tho Nevada, Major Sherman delivered the adwould have been condemned as a worthless utmost farthing. Each one has a key— cause, lie saw, however, that something dress, abounding in wit and humor, elusarticle. This has been the case with hun- you see there are two locks—and they was amiss and watched them.
taring around eloquent gems of Masonic
dreds of experiments, and it. is indeed a
The business of the office went on as j
cannot be opened unless both clerks are
history. As a specimen of the humor, we
perfectly natural conclusion to reach. But present. That is to prevent dishonesty usual. About midday the report—which quote the. solution of the above query, as
I
we must learn to reason, learn to have
pain cither of the clerks, lor you see, now they had hardly expected quite so soon- reported in the Reveille :
t iciii i*. Irani the character of the substances
the war’s going on, one might tie tempted arrived, and caused quite a sensation.
“Women sometimes complain that they
we
mwoy upon our lauds. We must be to run off with the
money, and could do All men -were anxious. On the Stock are not permitted to enter our lodge and
art.Tui how we reach a conclusion: we
so.
There is my key. f am one clerk, Exchange there was a perfect panic—con- 'vork with the craft in their labors, and
must examine closely to see If they are
Not the least learn all there is to be learned in the instiand as young Smith, ihc partner’s son—a sternation everywhere.
uise l upon correct grounds.
There are
fellow about your age—lias just become anxious were the cousins, as in those days tution.
We will explain the reason. We
wed-established principles in agriculture;
a breach of trust as they contemplated
learn that before the Almighty had finishlet us cling to them, and when we get re- junior partner, I suspect that you are to
ed his work he was in some doubt about
sults that are puzzling or paradoxical, we be the other clerk and to have the other was a hanging matter.
But Robert still held firmly to his first
must study causes, and not judge hastily.
key.”
creating live. The creation of every liv“Well, but,” said Frank, very much puz- views; and the news that stock had fallen ing creeping thing hud been accomplished,
[.Tournal of Chemistry.
zled. “I don’t, see what all this has to do to an unprecedented extent only assured and the Almighty had made Adam (who
with my not suiting. You surely don’t him. At dinner time lie hastened with was the first Mason,) and created tor him
Cooking Potatoes for Swine.
suppose 1 look as if I should holt with the Frank to a broker, whom both knew, and the tinest lodge in tin world, and called it
As tliu season for digging potatoes Is at money ?”
speedily arranged with him.
Paradise, No. 1. lie then caused all the
“it has a very great deal to do with
Land, it is well to consider the most ecobeasts of the lield and fowls of the air to
It was a rare chance lor a speculation.
nomical mode ot dealing with the small you,” his cousin answered,
“The folks That same day the vouchers for stock to pass before Adam for him to name them,
ones
Often farmers are so mistaken as to here are, of course, very particular. They an enormous amount
passed into the which was a piece of work he had to do
•save them for seed ; but as the seed is so
have no idea that wo are relatives. Re- broker’s hand’s and were
placed to Robert alone, so that no confusion might therewill tiie crop lie. l’lant small potatoes, and lations would he more
likely to he much Brown’s account. It was paid for with fore arise when li v e was created, whom
tlm crop will be “small potatoes.” Small
together, friendly and all that, and there- the money belonging to the lirm and lie knew would make trouble if she was
potatoes may be fed to hogs in such a man- fore more
likely to yield to one another, Robert’s note of hand. The cousins were allowed to participate in it, it lie created
ner as to return a fair value.
But they
if one of them got into trouble, and wished excited ; but if
they betrayed any anxiety, her before hand. Adam, being very much
must not be led raw.
The result of all the to
‘borrow’ from every one was too much taken up with fatigued with the labors of bis first task,
rob, or as he would
experiments we have heard or read of, as the lirm. Now, there say,
is no other place the
well as those made by ourselves, shows
important business of the hour to fell asleep, and when lie awoke lie found
vacant here, and I leel sure that if they notice it.
The next day no counter-report Eve in the lodge with him. Adam being
that potatoes are much more profitable
when fed cooked than when fed raw. The learn that we are related it will be all up had arrived, and the stocks even fell a Senior Warden, placed Kve as the pillar
of beauty, in the South, and they received
extra labor and fuel are well paid for.
A with you. So if you really want to come, little lower.
instructions from the Grand Master
good plan Is to boil them in a large Iron say nothing about relationship.”
involved, the cousins were their
fully
Being
Frank said nothing for a few moments
she
kettle, set in an archway of rough stone
almost desperate. £2,000 more was ab- in the East, which, when finished,
(which economizes fuel), and boil a few and then, being impulsive and easily led, stracted and invested. It was “neck or immediately called the Craft from labor
bushels at a time. When cooked they are he looked up, and said :
If they succeed- to refreshment. Instead of attending to
to them now.
“Thank you, cousin; I will do as you nothing,”
dipped out, with all the water, into a barIf they lost, the the duties of the olliee as she ought, site
a fortune was theirs.
ed,
and
a
rel,
peck of corn-meal mixed with say.”
left her station, violated her obligations,
was their fate.
gallows
each bushel of potatoes. The meal is thus
Soon after this the other clerks came in
let in an expelled Mason, who had no
another report
still
that
Robert
When the mess is and
argued
thoroughly scalded.
began their several occupations, lor must soon arrive, and all would bo well. business there, and went around with him,
If two barrels are the office was before
cold, it may be fed.
long thronged with But
leaving Adam to look after the jewels.
kept, one will be always cool, and will be people on business.
nothing could dispel their fears that This fellow hud been expelled from the
somewhat fermented, while the other is
About eleven, Mr. Green came down some call might be made upon the c llice Lodge, with several others, some time bemore
which would before then
preparing. We would not advise any warm in his own
fore.
But hearing the footsteps of the
carriage, and soon after him than the small balance in require
feed to be given to hogs. It has generally
their charge
the two Smiths—father and son.
Grand Master he suddenly took his leave,
resulted In producing a diseased state of
was
still
left
in
the
besides
it
which,
safe;
Trank said nothing of his cousinship to
the liver, and consequently unwholesome
telling Eve to go to making aprons, as
now Wednesday afternoon, and on Frishe ami Adam were not in proper regalia.
pork. Fermented food, on the other hand, Robert when lie was called into the private
balanced
accounts.
And
office before the partners, and so, all j day they always
oho went ami tom Adam, and when the
seems to be agreeable to them, and wholeeven had not that been the
the date
Grand Master returned to the Lodge he
some.
being satisfactory, he was duly installed, of Robert's note was fast ease, out.
running
and had the other key put into his possesfound his gavel had been stolen,
lie
Olten that afternoon did the cousins called tor the Senior and .1 unior Wardens,
sion, with suitable instructions as to its
To Wean a Colt.
with
fearful
at
the pistols who had
safe custody. T need not say that the im- glance
thoughts
neglected to guard the door, and
It is not necessary nor even desirable
portance of the trust hung heavily on his over the safe. Ellwood saw all. He did iound them absent. After searching for
that In weaning the colt should bo removed mind.
not know what was wrong; but lie sus- some time he came to where they were
from the mare. It is a good plan to have a
There was one young man, name Ell- pected that all was not right. lie watch- hid, and demanded of Adam what he was
dosed stall or box for her colt next to each
wood, to whom both the cousins took a ed them, and what lie discovered we shall doing there, instead ot occupying his ofmare’s stall. She can then communicate In
great dislike. He was in their own de- presently see. It was nearly four o’clock ficial station. Adam replied that he was
her own way with her colt, and will not be
partment, but they never got on well —closing time—that afternoon, when a waiting for Eve to call the Craft from reas uneasy as she would be were it removed
together. They could not allege anything gentleman came in with a bill for about freshment to labor again; and that the
out of sight, nor will the colt suffer In any
against him except that lie thought too £5,000, and wanted it cashed. The Craft was not properly clothed, which
way. Care must be taken to give the colt much of
himself; and he, for his part, cousins were in dispair. Of the £10,000 they were making provisions for. Turnwater four times a day, and feed with the
said they were too giddy.
He had been in their custody they had abstracted—they ing to Eve, he asked her what she, had to
best of the early-cut hay, and gradually a
said “borrowed!"—£8,000.
They had ofl'er in excuse for her un-official and unlew oats, a handful at a feed at first, until a unable to provide the necessary security,
or else the
partners had considered him paid away for the lirm oyer £1,000. Only masonic conduct. Sho replied that a felpint twice a day is fed. Colts must be kept
than
less
£1,000 remained ! Their agony low passing himself off as a grand lecturthriving if a good horse is wanted. The not smart enough for the post, for when
curry-comb must be used, but gently ; the the vacancy already spoken of occurred, may be supposed. Hardly knowing what er, had been giving her instructions, and
he
Robert
his
read the bill over carefully, she
did,
pretentions had been passed over, and
young animal be caressed and taught not to
thought it no harm. The Grand
fear but love its owner; to become used to Frank Johnson was appointed. Naturally, although ho saw at onoo it was good. Master then asked her what had become
the various movements made around the he took this much to heart, and it soured But there was an error. He pointed out of his
gavel. She said she didn’t know,
stable, and the various articles contained him, while he was constantly on the look to the gentleman that there was yet a day unless that fellow had taken it away.
therein.
It should be taught “to lead” out for faults in them,
although their dis- more for it to run. The owner of the bill Finding that Eve was no longer trustnow, if this has been neglected up to this covery did not profit him.
I do not justi- saw it at once, and said he would go and worthy, and that she had caused Adam to
time.
If there Is any danger of the mare
fy him in this, although he was a faithful rectify that by getting another bill, as it neglect his duty, and having let one in
it
troubled
with
of
milk
excess
becoming
was a mistake of the person who drew it;
servant to his employers, nor do I justify
whom he had expelled, the Grand Master
must be drawn from her, and dry feed be
the petty relations of the
clerks. “but,” he said, “it’s late now, and if lie closed the lodge, and turning them out,
given until all danger 13 passed. When she But the time came when young
Ellwcjod was has left his office I shall let It run the set a faithful Tiler to watch the door with
is quite dry the colt may take exercise with
able to take a most terrible revenge for* extra day, it’s of no object to me.” dust a flaming sword. Adam repenting of his
her, but previous to this it will be better In
at this moment the clock struck four.
all his real or fancied wrongs.
folly, went to work lake a man and a good
the stable.
Several months passed on, and the The porter came in to close up the office, Mason, in order to got reinstated again.
and
for
once
the
cousins
wore
saved.
Not so with Eve—she got angry about it,
young clerks continued to give the greatThe papers are all giving directions est satisfaction to their employers. But
The next day was Thursday, and the and commenced raising Cain.
“how to preserve autumn leaves.” Mr. those were times of great anxiety and cousins were as usual, early at the office,
Adam, on account of his reformation,
Greeley thinks tliay are rather tough for great speculation. 'Napoleon’s threatened Ellwood also was there. They sat gloom- was permitted to establish Lodges, and
are
boiled
with
if
of
but
invasion
caused
the
they
England
greatest ily over the papers and books tor some work in the degrees, and while Evo was
preserves,
plenty of beet syrup, and the syrup drawn variation of the public funds. A false re- time, when suddenly there was a greal allowed to join him in acts of charity outoff by thorough underdraining, the leaf port of the landing of the French army noise in the street. Robert went oni side, she was never again to be admitted
to assist in the regular Lodge work of the
may be perfectly retained. The leaves would cause an enormous depression in hastily to see, and found out it was sonu
Craft. Hence the reason why a woman
from
news
may then be used for mulching and with the value of stock, and when shortly after one crying,
“Important
care can be made to last till spring.
the truth was known, public confidence France.” He seized his lmt, rushed rouuc
cannot become an inside Mason

Crops.
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.-'l'.’ii!' be thoroughly
Put it in some tin
-rahi.-d aid sk.mined.
and pc.<. <. ;.t iu a
vessel ot ( nvciiiriit
tile
: I.m 1 !iv. aim
'ubau honey an-vv, rs .i g
h
feeding. Wlicrjmrpoxi
obtained.
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cannot
be
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a
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and it will be !'-und a good sub.-titufe.
We see
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uai some recommend pouring honey direct1
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Ibooablj ihe farmers ol' Maine were
never placed In so awkward a position with

whetliei it be two
nethod \v« prefer In
I'l-fSe the entrance of the
i:tinlx Is this
in escape. and rap
that, no h.-.-s
Live.
iti■•on Its sides for l!ieee or four minutes;
1 hen umigate them thoroughly wit a tobacco
-:11■ k<*
Now take out. the frames one by
in-, and brush the adhering bees into an
box
Proceed in tfie same way with
rupty
o
mam swarm- as you wish
put 'otiier
lhen
th
best combs, those
ntaming brood and homy, and till one of

good

mi.

were found clasped
together so tightly
that considerable force was necessary to
separate them. Those were undoubtedly
stilled to death, and sank away with the
deep, profound sleep that knows no wakhie old mail was found head downing.
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The Forest Fires In Wisconsin.
Scenes.

DISASTFR.

Steamer Coburn

Superior—Upwards

in

of Sixty Lives

L09t.

ward below the water; a little hoy was
him with his hands clinched in the
old man’s white hair.
Three women
were almost doubled with
heavy bodies
them
from
above.
Those
pressing upon
on the top of the well were
badly disfigured by tli« lire. This was indeed a pit
of destruction. The water was about live
feet deep, and the well was walled in
near

17.
Horrible

nicely with stone, having a diameter ot
fully lour feet, lint beyond was more de-

struction
In the road were two children
and a man roasted to a crisp. One cellar
contained
three bodies, evidently of
adults. All the houses along the roads

The story of the dreadful scenes and

|

[From the Detroit Post/

excruciating sufferings which have lately
occurred during the forest and prairie lires
in Wisconsin and Michigan lias been but
partially told. Every day adds new developments of the fearful disaster. Mr.
James li. Clark, ot Detroit, a land agent.
extensively engaged in the locality burn
ed, happened to be near the scene, and
although escaping unharmed was a wit-

down

to

ashes,

and in

S’urgeon hay
them,

were

reduced

to

the
blackened corpses >( the ill-fated residents. Twelve only are as yet known to
have escaped. These ran to the lake and
plunged to their necks in the water
Death and honor have made a clean
sweep in that settlement and vicinity as
far as the rye can reach.
No words can
express the facts as they stare at the spectator on the spot.
or

near

by

were

•

The Coburn left Sault Ste. Marie, on
her way down from Duluth to Buffalo, on
the morning of Saturday, the 14th inst.
Besides her officers, Gilbert Demont of
ness to the terrible visitation to others.
Detroit being captain, she had on board a
His story is substantially the same as that
crew of about thirty persons and about
more
related by others, but gives
forty passengers, seven of whom were more briefly
startling and important details.
Her cargo I
women, and three children.
I
consisted of about 13,000 bushels of wheat Sunday night last he was at niontown,
Wis. Fires were blazing through the
mj barrels of flour forward, taken
aft,
The Burning of the Forests.
forest and along the prairies in every dion at Duluth for Buffalo, and 00 barrels of
rection. At sundown there was a strong
l-rom tlif Nov York Herald.
silver ore from Silver Islet Mine.
breeze, which, at nine o’clock, increased
Through all tin; summer iVom week to
By In o’clock Saturday night it was to a furious
gale, blowing towards the week, we have hail to record heavy losses
blowing a fierce gale, anil there was no lake. The whole
surface of the country to the inhabitants ot this district, that
staying on deck. The Coburn struggled to the westward,eastward and southward
district or tin* other 1’roin these torest tires,
gallantly against the winds and waves un- seemed, to be one rtlass of
flame, which from New York ami the ( anadas out ttil about four o’clock Sunday morning,
almost reached to the lowering clouds am' Oregon ami California. On the northern
when she unshipped her rudder and was
rushed along like a treshet. Even where •side of the great lakes thousands of
square
henceforth entirely unmanageable. She
Mr. Clark was the heat ot the atmosphere mile.- of lore-t land-,
soon drifted into the trough of the sea,
involving the burn
was most intense,
towards the ing out of numerou- settler-, have been
ml,
lleyc
and though her engines were kept going,
was situated the settlement of Willaid waste ; millions ot the finest forest
she was unable to make any headway lake,
liamson's Mills, comprising about four- trees in the world have been
destroyed in
against the wind or to'hold'her course teen families. The
tire suddenly made a Washington
territory and in the States of
across the waives.
Soon her smokestack
rush like the flash ot a train of gunpowOregon and California, md even in the
blew down and come crashing through
der and swept in the shape of a crescent Si:r
f .N’t \ada and in Colorado, Wcointhe roof of the cabin; whether any peraround the settlement.
It is almost im- ing and ( t ill Territories, where the i;m
sons were seriously wounded by the accito
believe
ot
her
ilimited to narrow patches here and
the"frightful rapidity
dent is not known. Already the women possible
the progress of the flames. They sped there on the mountain sides.
The eauses
were, paralyzed with fear, and remained
taster
than
a
Somehorse
could
of
these
hres are, first, this year, a dry
go.
in their staterooms, praying in the agony along
when the wind would come with a season, approaching a
times,
general drought
of despair.
The wailings and lamentafurious sweep, the lire fairly shot like the over the bolt of tin- Continent indicated
tions that went up from the cabin on that
of
a
over
the
and
the
combustible
haraeter
of the forests
prairie
gun
awful night will ring in the ears of the discharge
woods.
So fierce and terr ble was its consumed, eon-isting mainly of
pines ami
survivors to their dving day.
that it seemed to eat up and annihi- spruce, whose leav*in a‘‘heated term,’
The barrels of silver ore on the main power
late the trees like the consuming torce ot in their greenest state, burn like
dry iv
deck rolled from side to side as the vessel
a blast furnace.
ing-’. sparks from railway* iocomotiv. »,
rolled in the trough, and, being of great
tlie negligence *.t
: 11• r-,
TUB liO.Ut VX11 1SATTLK
emigrants and
weight, knocked holes in her bulwarks.
She was loaded down very deep, and the of the hot currents was as loud as the hunters in regard to their tires, and in
tiie full combustiM-1 nature of the dry
water rushed in at the holes in her sides whirr of a
great mill, and added to this grass of the prairie-.
and poured down the firemen’s gangway, horrid sound were the awful
and
moaning
The immediate consequences of these
filling the hold. Her foundering is be- wailing of the wind. That noise wen- destructive lires involve
the financial ruin
lieved to he largely attributable to the through one’s
very bones and marrow ot thousands of industrious people, the inAs wo stooil looking on, say at about ten
shifting of this part of her cargo.
evitable death of many from exposure,
About 7 o’clock on Sunday morning,
o'clock, wo heard another strange sound. disease and want, and a
general depreswhen about twenty or twenty-live miles
Straining our eyes toward the fire, about sion of the communities ahlicted hy these
off Point anx Barques, it became evident seven miles distant, wo could
just discern visitations in all their business affairs and
to Capt. Demont that the steamer must be
something moving. Now it would appear social relation-. 'flic ultimate con.sewrecked, and the order wa raven to stand like ■! black mass then it would
separate jiicin «•> ui Ihi-se allhUal JileS ot t!u* SUIUby the boats. She carried five boats prob- into iragmem.\ swaying to ana iro ana int*r
and autumn, if not arrested, will in a
of
sutHcient
to
take
oil*
all
ably
capacity
bobbing up and down. It came towards few years involve in tin* destruction ot
the people on board in a smooth sea; but us
of
tlamrs.
directly from the lurid wall
their timber, damages and losses to the
in such a gale, which a staunch steamer So intense was the
glare of light all States and Territories concerned, which
could not withstand, there was little hope about us that our
were
da/.cd,
eyes
never be
repaired. Over all these
for a frail yawl-boat.
At that time no they ran with wafer, and we eould only may
regions ot the great West the great drawperson on theill-tated steamer expected to see by constantly using our handkerchiefs. back is the
general absence ot timber,
escape alive. However, their only hope At last we made out by sight and sound and all the timberless
countries are rainwas in the small boats, and one was im- that the
of
mass
was
a
number
moving
less or subject to drought and famine*
mediately launched. None of the women cattle and horses, thundering along to- From Minnesota eastward,
on both sides
or children could
be got into it, as they wards us,
away from the ilames, bellow- of the great lakes, we have a
region of
would not leave the cabin, and several of
and
as they galloping,
neighing
moaning
j
and extensive forests; but it
them were in their state-rooms and seem- ed on. Finally they came rushing past splendid
needs no meteorologist to intorm the peoed unable to get out.
It was almost im- ; with fearful speed, their eyeballs dilated
ple ot this district of the great lakes that
possible to stay out on tin* deck, so fierce- and glaring with terror, and every motion their
annual rainfall diminishes'with the
ly was the wind blowing at the time. ; betokening the perfect delirium of fright.
of their timber, and that
Nevertheless the small boat was idled with Some appeared to have been badly burn- (dealing away
their living wells and .»!reams are graduwas safely launched, and : ed, and
and
must have plunged through
passengers
as the country is laid bare
drifted away toward the Canada shore, long space of tlame in the desperate effort ally drying up
to ths sun.
Hie simple truth is that the
and was soon out oi sight.
I to escape. Following considerably bt
States and Territories of the West, whose
A second boat was launched and filled | hind came a
solitary horse, panting and great want is timber, must save what they
with passengers and crew.
She was snorting, and nearly exhausted,
lie was
have and plant more trees, instead of depicked up tlie same afternoon with all I saddled and bridled, and, as we first
what they have, if they would
her occupants—ten in number—by a Cana- ! thought, had a bag lashed to his back. A- stroying
escape the danger trom year to year of
dian schooner.
he came up we were startled at the sight
drought and famine. Minnesota and
A (’apt. Conden, who had charge of of a
young lad, lying fallen over the ani- Wisconsin, we doubt not, if completely
one of the life boats, says:
mal's neck, the bridle wound around his
of their forests, would be as rain“On launching her she got half full of hands and the mane being clinched by the stripped
j
b-s- as the :imbcrles< plains of 1 >akota.
There • lingers. Little effort was needed to stop
water, but we hailed her out.
It is in this view that Congress and the
were nine men in tin* boat with me
live the jaded horse and at once release the
.file States and Territories
colored men and four while men.
Wo helpless boy. He was taken in th*■ in-use, Legislatureeoneerned cannot ton soon direct attenhad all we could do to keep our boat ami all that we could do was done, but he i
tion rather to the
than the
alloat, bailing all the time4. Myself and | had inhaled the smoke and seemed in a ; destruction of theirenlargement
groves and forests
another man steered tin* boat, and it was dying condition.
Some time «* 1:ip-• ! and
f'»r ev en to the rising generation of the
all we could do to keep her before the he revived
;
enough to speak. He told his people this thing may become a
question
sea, a> the waves wore r unning mountain : name
Patrick Byrnes- -and s lid,
atlea*
ot life or death.
We recur to this subject
high. We momentarily <peeled to be and mother and the children got .1 the
because
it
i<
one
of
the
highest ino
1 don’t; know what Income nf again
swamped. We saw the boat that was wagon
meat ill reference I
the future ol our
first launched drifting away to the east- them.
I
is
am
burned
Everything
up.
West ru States and T'-rritorie*..
The imward, and watchc 1 her ho some- tine
dying.
mense and yet unextinguished
conflagraThere were nine persons i:i her, mostly
tion
in WC in-:
«*n ! is m
an\
rm>
without, a parallel,
wnusr. than
passengers, and they were provided with i
unl«~> it fine- ;
in the immense lire at
The poor fellow lay in a criin al coiidilife-preservers. A third boat, with lift' en
Miranr.ehi. -«thirl y -11 \
years ago,
persons in it. was launched soon after we ; tion when I left. The next morning we "ii which oeea
.(nil, aeeorditig to Marsh.
got oil*. We only saw her a few minutes. drove down to the settlement. Tie lir-t Ii six. thousand s
miles
of
woodland
piare
A fourth boat was upon the davits, tilled house we came to was that of Patrick
were destroyed.
In the latter instance
with people, and was about being launch- Byrnes, father of the lad before spoken of.
the soil became cinder, and a quarter of a
ed when the Coburn gave a lurch and im- it was but a heap of ashes. The. brick I
t
effaced the marks ot the
mediately sank out of sight. The small himney, the cooking stove and iron por- eentuiy scarcely
boat tilled with people was swamped, and tions of farm tools were the only rem- calamity.
For 'lime weeks this tire in the North
afterward saw them in the water.
When nants of the place left. We passed farther
west has been steadily expanding. Smoke.
the Coburn went down her upper cabin on.
The forest was burned down dost* to
from the scene .»f consuming for!
was burst otl‘, and wo afterward saw her
the ground, the stumps only being letl. rising
ests. has !n'i'U reported far and near in
!
covered
with
lloating away,
people. smouldering and smoking away. Every radial lines,
varying with tie* prevailing
Before the Coburn went down 1 saw (’apt. thing was hot.
liven the road was bake t
wind, ami for smu days. jn tj,t. valleys
Demont standing on the starboard arch, and cracked by the heat.
We had gone I
and the Ohio rive
I of th<* M -1 i | *
when a large wave struck him and threw about a mile when we came to a horrible
“dense --moke'* has be *n reported by the
him into the lake. When he rose he ! spectacle. Alongside the road, in a gully,
observers
Re.*«ml northerly' and
caught a barrel that was lloating near j lay the bodies of six persons, and two rignal
now northwesterly winds are
pivcipiiat
him; hut he soon sank again and disap- j horses roasted to a crisp. The iron tires
ing this smoke eastward v and spreading
peared. All the women were in the cabin ! of the wheels and braces and bolts of the 1 "lit a- a blaek pall over the
country’.
or staterooms, and went down with the »
wagon were scattered about. Here the
The losses by sueb a disaster are not to
boat. We drifted before the wind until 1 lire had surrounded and engulfed them
I if* reckoned by the de>! met ion of artitieia
about :> o’clock Sunday afternoon, when Evidently the team, in its mad career, had
nor vet
by tie* fall of the noble
we were picked up by the Canadian bark,
reared, plunged and fallen headlong from ! property,
forests, of v alue beyond estimation. The
Robert (bistin.”
the road to where they writhed in the climatic
changes that m.\y result are likeThe names of tin1 survivors rescued by
Mr. Byrnes
throes of a horrible death.
to be ot' die most unfortunate character
the Gastin, so far as could lie ascertained, was a native of Tipperary county, Ireland, j ly
and greatly to impair the future growth
are
as
follows:
C’apt. John Condon, and. with his wife, had been in America | and prosperity of this regem. In
Italy,
Thomas Herrin, of BulValo, deck hand; over thirty years. Formerly they lived in
tiie clearing of the Apn nines is believed
John Bridgman, passenger, of St. Mary’s, tin5 Fourth ward of this city, where he j
to have seriously alter-'d the climate of
Ont.; Spencer Ciiurchwell, Henry Mun- j was employed as a cartman. Seventeen tie* l*o
Valley, and now the African siroe
ford, and dno. Young. The three last j years ago re* <■.1010 West rmd. by illdustrio, ni ver known to the ancient armies of
was
mentioned are colored men.
ous
had
accumulated
habits,
!
Young
a^snug prop- Home, breathes its hot
blighting breath
thrown a distance of about fittcen feet ! erty. He had live children, die eldest beover the bank of uat river in the
territory
when the deck burst up, and was picked | ing eighteen, and the youngest live years
of Parma.
The similar removal of the
up by the boat.
| old. Sickened and thrilled at the scene, pine ioivsis near Ravenna, about twenty
It is not positively known who was lost, we hurried on, only to see more and
miles long, induced thi- same desolating
as
it is possible many may have becyi worse. All along the road lay the carwind, which continued until the wood
picked up from the other boats and the casses of cattle sheep, hogs ar.d dogs, had been allowed to grow
again. There
wreck of the cabin by passing vessels. burned to a crisp. The smaller animals
is no doubt that in France the removal of
Engineer Robinson kept his engine going were almost entirely consumed. Now we the old forests of the Vosges, sensible
and stood by it till the vessel went down, came to the village. Nothing was left exdeteriorated the climate on the plains of
so that it was certain that he was lost.
cept piles of ashes, smoking and smould- Alsace; and it. is a historic fact that the
we
The second mate, whose name was un- ering.
one
house
In the cellar of
ancient destruction of the forests of the
known, is also suppost d to have perished. found eight bodies—one, of a man, was revenues, under tie
reign ol Augustus,
The clerk, Mr. Major, Is considered lost. in a stooping position over that of a child,
left the large, and -ieh trails near the
In one of the boats which got oil'there as though he died trying to shield off the
mouth of the Rhone, exposed to the
were known to be William Walker of Ilames.
This was very likely’ the body of
violence of the mistral (or northCleveland, two gentlemen named Rhodes Mr. Williamson, the owner of the mills, steady
west
vind), before which the area of
of the Garrison House, Detroit, Fred who, with his entire family, is said to have
olive iiture has retreated
leagues,
Muinford, colored, James Turner of Can- perished. In the rear yard of the next the O O ;>■ jl-' i-onlined to many
a tew shelted
ada, colored, deck hand, Charles Miller, house were four bodies, apparently those
mi tin*
>a<t and fruit trees can
of a mother and her children. They were points be
colored, deck hand and two watchmen.
reared in places where they
Other persons known to have been on scorched, not burned crisp, and one check hardly
were fannm.-l v prolific.
the Coburn, but whose fate is uncertain, of the {youngest—a girl of six—retained
1 he curtailmcnt ol tin* rainfall is a
were Indian Agent Smith and his wife of
an expression of calmness that seemed to
well-known consequence of the disuppcarDetroit; Capt. Atwood oi Fort Gratiot,
indicate a painless death by suffocation.
ancc of forest: ami in
Kgypt, where durand another military oflieer who had been ! But
ing tin1 French oceupation, in the year
T1IE MOST IIOliKUSLK SK'.HT OK AI.I.
attending a court-martial at the Sault;
not
a
of
fell for sixteen
rain
17!*S,
drop
Geo. S. Wcseott and wife, who were last
Sir. Moorman’s months, and from time immemorial the
was at Moorman’s well.
seen in the cabin; a brother of Capt. Deliouso was tlie largest in the village, anil country has been a rainless bed ot sand.
mont, and Robert Hutchings of Detroit.
in the centre of the yard, midway between Mohemed Ali, by planting his millions
the house and barn, was located a large of lig and orange Irees, has since seen his
Bedford County, Tennessee, was recent- but shallow well. Several ol the
neigh- country blessed with an annual rainfall of
ly the scene of a summary punishment bors were supplied with water from this several inches.
citizens
the
indicted by
upon fountain, and it is likely that in the midst
It is painlul to contemplate the sad reindignant
two negroes, who had been discovered of the
conllagration, when all hope was sults which must ensue from the ravages
while attempting a villainous outrage up- out off, the
neighbors, insane with terror, now going on and likely to continue for
on two white women.
After their arrest,
thronged with one purpose to this well. some days, from the present strong northand while being taken away for trial, the The
ordinary chain and wheel pump used westerly winds -in the fair state of Wisconstables and prisoners were suddenly in that,
place had been removed, and the consin. Kven now in that State the wheat
surrounded by a party of mounted men, wretched
people entered this well as the cannot he left in the earth all tin' winter,
twenty-five or thirty in number, who wore last refuge. Boards had been thrown owing to the severity of the frost. The
no disguises, but were unknown to the
down to prevent them being drowned, but normal and necessary consumption of
officers and other persons present. The
evidently the relentless fury of the lire timber would of itself have in the course
strangers demanded that the prisoners be drove them pell-mell into the pit to strug- of half a century robbed the sod ot all the
surrendered to them, which was refused gle with each other and die—some by wood it can spare. The present tire, ununtil jit became evident that further opdrowning and others by lire and suffoca- less soon arrested, must prove the doom
position was useless, the. strangers an- tion. Nono escaped. Thirty-two bodies of the horticulturist, and it may also prove
that
to
were
determined
they
nouncing
were found there.
They were in every a severe blow to the interests of the farmhave them, no matter what the cost or
imaginable position, but the contortions er. It will destroy the reputation of all
At
last,
consequence.
obtaining possess- of their faces told the borrowing tale. that region for its uniform and medicinal
ion of the prisoners, the party proceeded
They must have fought with the fury of climate.
with them about two miles from the mag- wild
Let no etlort or expense be saved ft) arbeasts, and their death pangs must
istrate’s office, where, in broad daylight, have been
The fixed glare rest the foe, even it it should require an
excruciating.
and without resorting to any disguise of the
eyes—sometimes staring and strain- army of laborers to light the flames.
whatever, they without further ceremony ed almost out of their sockets—the clinched
A huly in Iowa gave such a hearty kiss
hanged the two guilty negroes upon the hands extended, grasping or pushing, the
same tree.
Waiting at the place until the set jaws, dishevelled hair and bruised per- to a lady friend in a carriage that the
two men were dead, the strangers attached
home mistook the sound for the era* k of
sons, made one’s blood freeze to look upa placard to the fatal tree,
the whip and started oil’, throwing the
containing the on.
words, “Under penalty of death, let the
lady out of the vehicle, fortunately with
ONE E A lit YOllJW WOMAN
bodies of Samuel (lallighan and Henry
but slight damage
but
to
hero
until noon to-mor- was bent nearly double,
Williams remain
clasped
A Troy policeman knocked a man down
a
sweet
when
was
whose
the
coroner
can
row,
hold an inquest, her breast
young babe,
if ho wishes.” Both Williams and Cal- lips seemed glued to the fond young the other evening for approaching him
with an uplifted club. < >n examining his
lighan were a terror to the whites and mother’s in the last long kiss ot death.
Three little girls, one of them with gold- victim he discovered that he was carrying
blacks of Bedford, and all rejoice at havhu umbrella on his shoulder
en blonde
tresses falling to her waist,
ing been rid of their presence.

|

|

|

j

|

Sentence of Hawkins—Reported Flight of
Brigham Young.
A? an rarh hour on Wednesday of last
week, a milkman, driving into the city
Saturday Chief Justice Melvean passed
«. i- tin* W» stern avenue, discovered the
sentence upon Thomas Ilawkins, the polyTerrible

Murder

Near

Boston.

body of a woman lying under the bank
<
ide the [highway, between 'rremont
.ml Francis streets.
The police were
■tided of the fact, ami on
repairing to
tin spot discovered the body in the posiion described, and on the avenue, about
v
feet from the spot, evidences of a
riv

struggle.

gamist
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THURSDAY,

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

1 am sorry for you. very sorry. You may
not think so now, hut I shall try to make you
so hv the mercy which I shall show you.
You came from England to this country with
tin wife of your youth; for many years you
were a kind husband and a kind father.
At
length, however, the civil spirit of polygamy
tempted and possessed you. Then happiness

■
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the Knox
Railroad.

and

that the views of the
editor of the Whig are his sentiments?
Read the Whig, acrostics and all, and
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The Pennsylvania Senate.
The country is safe! Two giant minds
Philadki.imiia, Oct. 27. The death of arc in
happy accord! The editor of the
Senator Connell leaves the political com(he who prints acrostics in his own
Whig
plexion of the State Senate as follows: laudation) says he has had a
interIt Weakly of Cumberland gets Ins seat view with President Grant, andlong
proclaims
If not, Iho
there will be a tie in the Senate.
satisfactory result in his leader of last
the Democrats will have one majority.
Monday morning, in the following assurIt special elections in Connell’s and Weak- ing
language:
ly's districts are ordered, Republicans
•'Oil all points
discussed, liis sentiments
will be elected, and there will be one ma- were entirely in
accordance with our views of
in
the
and
but
as
the
jority
justice.”
Senate;
Speaker propriety
ol the Senate is Democratic, lie is not
There, there, now, ought not the whole
to
order
these
likely
elections, even sup- people of Maine ;to breathe freer. The
posing he had the power, which is ques- President, in his travels, does not utter
tionable.
his sentiments; but when we have the

SIMPSON.

H.

EDITOR ANI)

■

of

NOVEMBER 2, 1871.

Next

Elections.

will witness elections in

Tuesday

nine of the Slates of the Union, and a

monize,

far the voice of

Thus

arc

themselves discordant and

are

double tickets

being in the
field in some districts, and Orecley is
cursing Collector Murphy as vigorously
belligerent,

1871.

upon

Troops

pavements

the seven

days

programme. Now of all winds that blow
soever the commander chooses, without
warrant, without complaint, without pro- “wheresoever they list,” an east wind is
cess of any kind,
and the unfortunate the most provoking, abominable and unbearable.
It is so clinging and overmen thus seized are thrust into
dungeons
in its attentions, so pertinacious
and held
save the will whelming

subject tojno power
in its enquiries, so searching in its invesmilitary commander and his superiors. How this work is being carried tigations, so cold and chilling in its adforward can be learned from our news dresses, so aggravating, so unwelcome a
visitor—ah, me! if there were only a few
columns.
We wish that every person in all this more bitter adjectives to hurl at its conWhat could usually
broad land might become acquainted with tumacious head.
the importance of the habeas corpus, that cheerful Bostonians do, frozen to their
marrow by the unkindly presence,
great writ cf human freedom, with the very
and tormented with headaches.sore throats
of
its
and
the
cenhistory
adoption
long
turies of oppression, resistance and blood and disordered livers, but walk disconsothrough which its privileges were made lately up and down the street, well muffled
up in waterproofs and rubbers, and shieldsecure to other and more favored countries. In England to-day it would cost ed from the drenching skies by wide
the sovereign her crown should an attempt spread umbrellas? Nothing! Bo matter-of-fact people have gone gloomily
be made to suspend the habeas
corpus
without the sanction of parliament, given about their business, dyspeptic ones have
after investigation of the ease in hand. groaned, and sighed, anddound fault with
But the radical Congress gives to a mili- the world, society and themselves; whilst
tary executive, by a gross violation ot the sentimental youth has looked woclully out
Constitution and of the traditional right to of windows, drearily repeating—

of the

as

sacred

“The day is cold, and dark and drenrv.
It rains and the winds are never weary."
To-day it is cold, clear and pleasant, with

the Con-

as

stitution itself, the power by a stroke of
his pen to sweep it out ot existence lor
the time

lots of

and it may be forever—

being,

The

despatches indicate

vigor,

healthfulness and animation

in the air, sending pedestrians along the
streets with hurried lively steps, seeming-

ly thankful

for the

changed

tactics of the

clerk ot the weather.
THE CATHOI.tl

EAI1E

of which mention was made last week, is
now in successful operation, and grand

imposing enough looks the Cathedral
oyenings, looming up so loftily from
the surrounding darkness, in such a brilliant blaze of l'ght. Indoor il is no less
attractive and pleasing, all alight and
and

of

decorated

as

it is from tbior to vaulted

On :tl 1 sides are specimens ot wonilevful ami dainty handiwork,beautiful and

root.

costly paintings, soft, shining draperies,
the breath of odorous dowers, and the
sounds of sweet music, low, rippling
hughter, and the hum of happy voices,
llosy'cheeked girls and bright eyed boys go
round and round amidst the vast throng
o' visitors
selling tickets in the Virgin
Mary, Popes, Cardinals, Bishops, paintings. mats, china, silver, etc., in the most
mixed

that before this

up and

unceremonious manner,

dimes and quarters change hands
rapidly, and the announcement of draware anxiously awaited.
Ono man
will have reached Rockland and departed ings
as ever,
Hoffman was elected last year
was fortunate enough, some time last
j
on their regular trips.
The event is one
week, to draw a barrel of dour, another
by more than 8:1,000 majority over Wood- of the lirst
importance to that locality, as i| became the
ford. The rest of the state was nearly
luck possessor of a ton ot
the opening of similar channels of com| balanced, and the Democratic majority of munication have always been in every coal, and many more have been made
[ the city was that of the State. The 111a- section. It is to become the
happy and tempted to another investment
great artery of
scrip by the securing of still other
j jority in the State will be reduced in proI

]Mirtion

to

the influence which the state of

affairs in the

may have upon its own
The best informed Democrats by

vote.

i no means

!

city

There is

up the State.

give

election ot Governor this year, but the
general ticket will be headed by tile canno

I

didates for

of State—Diedrieh

Secretary

Willers Jr., Democrat, and G. II. Scribner,

Republican.

In Massachusetts matters are
mixed.
i didn't

The

powder boat
explode altogether

seriously

of Hen. liutler

without harm
I last month, but leaves the party considerably shattered and demoralized. liven

last year the radical majority, which
swelled to fiO.OOO in former years, was
Becut down to eight or nine thousand.
sides Adams, Democrat, and Washburn,
Republican and anti-Butler, there are in
the field Chamberlain, Labor Reformer,
The result in
and l’itman, Ramrod.
Massachusetts will be looked for with
interest.

great

Illinois election

The

Congressman

at

large,

includes
in

of

place

elected to the H. S. Senate, and

only a
Bogan,

are

to fill

vacancy in the sixth District, besides
county officers. S. S. Hayes, a well
knowm and able Democrat of Chicago is

large, and Gen. J.
Republican nominee.

at

man

is the

Minnesota

chooses

B.

of trade and travel

wealthy

towns

is

Winthrop Young

Begislature.

the

Democratic and Horace Austin the Re-

publican
as

a

candidate.

It has been

regarded
Republican, alyear was only

state certain to vote

though

the

majority

last

7000.

Jersey chooses Governor ami Legislature. The Congressional election last
New

year indicated a very small radical majority in the state, which encourages them
to hope for an election of Walsh, the radical candidate for Governor, over Joel
Parker, ltut it is believed that Parker
will lie elected.
In

Maryland,

which is

Democratic, there is
choice of W. P. White
the radical candidate.

overwhelmingly
of

doubt

no

over

A

the

Jacob Tome,

Legislature

is

also to bo elected.
In Wisconsin Ex-Senator
left the radicals with

Doolittle, who
Andy Johnson, is

the Democratic candidate lor Governor,
and opposed by Gen C. G. Washburn,
radical. Both candidates have been

on

the

through the large and
along the sea-

board between Rockland and Bath, and to
draw to itself very largely of the business ;
hitherto of sailing vessels and common
road conveyance. The road will not ab- i
I
sorb to itself largely of this business at
the outset. Such changes are gradual,
I
but progress with increasing rapidity, as

|

the

Secretary Boutwell,

in

a

lecture deliv-

cvcrywlipri'.

The radicals are

Congress

thoroughly

accustomed to the old

ed in Texas,

communities

along the line of tho
they have bettered

will realize that

road

their

condition.
The

could

not

have been much

Such is the

spirit of prothe means of communi-

cation all over the

Degener,

the radi-

Angelos,

in

in

Califoinia,

between the

A

Our readers will remember that

time.

before the Coroner’s Jury were apparently reluctant to give testimony, fearing to implicate
Irishmen who boasted of assisting ip killing the Chinese. The Chinaman who shot officer Bilderain has been turned over to the authorities by tlie Chinese themselves. Only four
rioters have been arrested. From §14,000 to
§00.000 and all the valuables belonging to the
Chinese were carried off by the mob, and even
those arrested were robbed on their wav to
two

and possesses fine qualities

as a

The

a

yacht.

—In Portland some roughs went to a
office in the evening, and threw
lawyer’s
legally
a
cabbage head through his window—just
as though the occupant “was another.”
A lively light ensued, in which the man
a letter

from Florida last winter gave an account
of the murder of a young woman and two

j

—

|

&
recently
Uy
Ames, is nearly finished, and will ho
ready for occupancy about the lirst of
December. The building is to lie heated
by steam, and have all other modern imIt will seat about fiftsen

provements.

hundred people, ami is pronounced by
competent judges one of the linest arranged Halls in the state.
AMUSEMENTS, I. El LI liES,
From present indications we are to
have

plenty

of amusements to drive away
pleasantly pass the long

dull care and

winter
been

evenings.

made

for

Arrangements

a

course

have

of first class

of law was hurt, and now he wants to get
hooks fastened to the assailants.

legal

to an old legend, if a young lady
down cellar backwards at 12 o'clock toa mirror before her, she will see
in it the face of her future husband. [Bangor
Whig.
Mr. Newbegin says that a young lady

—According

goes

night, holding

went backward down his stairs once, and
nothing but stars. What Mr. N. saw,

saw

that discreet man isn’t inclined to state.

the

during

[tall

houses,

and

I

past

am

week to crowded

informed application

has been made to Messrs. Farwell & Ames

‘•\Vo must have an anti-slavery liihle and an ! turkie
anti-slavery Clod." In England nr France peo-

ple are

content to

worship,

year after y.*:ir and

century after century, in one established form
but it is ditt\ rent here. An American cannot
carry a doubt or an idea in his mind twentyfour hours. New England civilization specially
illustrates the inharmonious and contradictory
phases of American life. In principles, as well
as in practice, New England society was a wry
embodiment of contradictions. In old time*
the aristocracy of Massachusetts was not only
an anomaly, but it appeared where it should be
least expected—in the church. To be an olli-a r
of the church in those days was the highest
dignity. The Deacon” was looked up to with
but little less reverence than the pastor himself.
1
The lecturer then proceeded to exhibit the
: Deacon is bis various phases, with very lumpy
descriptions of the different kinds of deacons
to be found in every society. Tlie.se hecharae! terized and classified—among them the bigoted,
narrow-minded deacon, of wbieli class he had a
specimen in one of his churches once, “that von
had to hold otf and look at sidewise to sc- that
he had any mind at all.** There too was the
querulous deacon, who fought his pa-tor with
the same fervor with which he prayed for the
wleheathen; the heresy-hunting d.-i >n.
le
i".
did
watehed tho pulpit .i> a t. rr:.<
order to pounce upon sunn unfortuuat- sentence or quotation, and wont trotting down tie*
centre aisle after the beuedietion, hi* e\ e* lairly

Generalities.
.1. < urlet.>n. Hs<|.. of I lock port aends us a
of
<h-mo.-mtif paper in Iowa, which jubilates over a lorn! election, and out-roosterany production of ours when m that branch ot
business. We've retired from it now.
I'.

copy

Judge Goddard having resigned his position
tin* bench of the Superior < >urt of < umbei
land County. to n-vept the plac*- .>» Postmaster
"f Portland, the Governor has appointed lion.
on

>f. I >. L. Liine to The
Scott

**

v

n

alley.

Harvey, for the killing of Savage, at

August a, has heen i tide ted for murder, and
arraigned }»•■! »n .ludge Hiekerson on Friday. He will he defended hy K F Pillsbury
and Joseph Baker
V piece of the Ogden-htirg Hail road across
w:e

j
I

!

<

;

of

Pond. sunk on S iturdav until it went out
sight—hut is now repai <•.!.

Hter

*inv.

rerham ha- issued

I (unplimenting
and

troops

General

a

on

their

Order

deportment

drill at Bangor.

The (.'rand
I in

tin-

-ession

the Stale

<

it

Lodge of Good

Templers wa*
They want

Portland last week.

'o;i-tahu;.u >

again.

The snowy peak of Mt. Wa-hiuglou was seen
I from August a last week.
The Spiritualist- >; Maine talk of holding a

by lirst

companies for the
during the greater part ot

class theatre

of their hall

uso

snapping

the

had scented out

with

**

1

.•

Chinaman

shot an officer while he was

self.

the

suppressed satisfaetion, that he State onvention next ear.
one more proof that hi* pa-for
Last Tuesday—th" steamer » ity of Klchmond
was
unsound in the Faith ;*' tin* timid deacon,
Iiaving a erowd of passengers—a lady going to
winter months.
when about t<> leave
the boat at
Franklin,
lest
do
somehi*
minister
will
worrying
Our city has been exceedingly quiet always
I Bueksport, found that within a few minute*
thing to hurt his influence, and there wz-tic i 'lie had lost her portemommie eontaining about
and orderly during the summer months, old
fogy deacon and the deacon who led the sp;. She o111 v had time to notify Capt. L>eunotwithstanding the liquor law has not choir, and knew better than the pastor how to j nison, and give Inin one mark of a man whom
she suspected. On arrival of the boat at Banbeen enforced to any considerable extent. select the hymns; and last, but not least, the
J gor, the lady was informed hy telegram, that
Marshal Carver and his small force of deacon who studied two terms in the 'rheologi- l the portemommie and contents were found, and
cal
and whom the sewing society of | flic next noon w. re delivered to the owner, all
police are active and vigilant, and arc \ his Seminary,
fLIlsworth \mcriean.
native village was educating to send a* a ! right.
Z.
Mr.
much
credit.
of
Pope
deserving
not
to
the
who
did
blit
g..
heathen,
U.vtu:oAi» Aiviiifm'.
I’lie night train to
missionary
Vose, believing, I presume, that a tem- for two reasons, lirst, the sewing so* it iy g- t in- Bangor on W due-day ran off the track neai
Detroit, throwing tH•• i’ullmau ar partiv upon
in
needed
no
was
to
a
and
and
the
fund-fai
l,
longer
broke
light
up
ing the past two years. The Committee perance paper
it- side and injuring ii e.»n-idorably.
The
.i
■.vp- k 'ig ti"i.ri fr
\\ Pervi!! r:\i-- l lie
of the “Citizen’s Course” of lectures at this vicinity, has sold an interest in the and second, he failed to pass his examination at
ou
traek
and
were
about
the
Thur-dav
night,
Tremont Temple, of which young Litch- Youths Temperance Visitor to parties In the end of the second term, all of whieh w;i* ! to return, when, in -hackling
the
cars, Mr.
ordered by Providence in mercy to tic heathen.
Albert Hurrill wa- 'aught by the slipping ■:
field was treasurer, also sutler by him to in Portland, and purchased an interest in
In half the churches no new measure, bow the patent, hunter and .'rushed to death instant
the Rockland (lazottc, of which sheet he
the extent of $2000.
ever good, could be proposed and not mt w ith
iy. Mr. Burriil ha- been in the employ ot the
VARIOUS ITEMS.
it the repair -hop in Watervlll- several
is hereafter to be tbe editor. Mr. E. E. persistent opposition.
-in h | road
Tin
motto in
I years.
John Quincy Adams has sent a letter to Wortman, late of the < lazette, has opened churches was “what has not
>*t '•<
u-hali
1'he Whig-ays tin' Thomu- (•allagher, a la t
Rev. James Freeman Clark and others of a job printing oftice in Kimball Block, In church alter church a dozen men it like ;
w le>
ve- m Bangor, loaded ft
of some IX
the Woman’s Suffrage Committee, delin- and is doing a flourishing business in his leeches on the swelling veins >i holy enter- miniature years
aunon, Wednesday, and endeavored

Rongwood murder still continues
mystery, though the most strenuous efendeavoring forts are
being made to unravel it. The
to make an arrest.
The mob then attackuniversally
accepted theory now is that
ed the Chinese quarter,
killing many of the unfortunate
girl must have perished
them and burning their houses.
A desChinese and Americans.

cal candidate in the Fourth District, refuses to take the certificate, on the ground

that his Democratic opponent is
elected!

flail

using all
enterprise,
that the community which neglects to
avail itself of them is inevitably run over ing liis position on this much agitated
or thrust aside in the race.
The time has question, the sum and substance being
come, even in Maine, when no considera- that he is opposed to female suffrage lieble town can afford to be without railroad cause it is a “new
departure” from old
communication.
It will fail to do justice time customs.
Mr. Adams seems wholly
to itself, its people and its industries, if it to
forget the scriptural prediction “that
does not use this important agent of de- there shall lie turnings and overturnings
velopment to all, when the means lie among tie' nations,” which doubtlessly
within its grasp. And, notwithstanding means that man shall lie ousted from the
the many mistakes made and the high comfortable position lie has occupied this
cost of the road, it is doubtful whether, in six thousand years, and fair play given to
iiis better half. We are afraid that the
one year front this time, any resident uphonorable gentleman, pink ot propriety
on the line of the Knox and Lincoln Radroad would desire to have the road blot- and perfection as he is, has, hj his unted out of existence and its cost back in gallant remarks, effectually barred bis
the purses from which it was drawn.
way to the White House, and licit tho
wheels of progress will run right over his
A Row With the Chinese.
presidential aspirations, proud progeniand antiquated ideas all at the same
A serious riot took place last week at tors,
Los

in

country,

facilities for competition

to

;

that

Dak

of

keep out She has been beaten
by the Columbia,
just elect- Dauntless and
in fair sailing.
Sappho,
election
(fov. Davis refuses
The Livonia is a splendid vessel, however,
three of them but so bald

proceeding

known

ways
clothing establishment of Messrs. Simlife, and content therein, who fail to per- mons A Sons.
Being allowed, after his
ceive the advantages of the enterprise,
arrest, a little time in which to balance
and even predict disaster as the result.
the books,'.ho took advantage ot the opSome apparent disadvantages to those
portunity to make good his escape, sendwho are compelled to seek new channels
ing back a penitential note to his employof business may be perceived. But when
ers.
He was a young, unmarried man,
the industries and avocations have all adonly twenty-six years old, and was held
justed themselves to the new order of in
high esteem by all who knew him. Too
things, stimulated by better facilities, much vanity and a consequent living bespeedier communication and the emula- yond his means was the occasion of the,
tion which comes of contact with the I
to him, unfortunate
speculation. The
world, it is confidently believed that the sum embezzled was $10,000, taken dur-

the lour Democrats

certificates to
is the

trying hard

Last

ed clerk at the well

chants in building large steamships which
could be used for ships-of-war if needed,
and that American vessels should be inde- jail.
pendent of the Lloyds classification, which
The English yacht Livonia, which came
often was unjust to them. The first sugoyer for the express purpose of whipping
gestion wouldn’t be of much benefit to
out all Yankee fast sailers and winning
Maine builders.
back the Quee i*s cup, has been badly
beaten, and goes back with her tail down.
of

door of a squalid and freezing apartment, he
rinds on the straw truss of a miserable bed a
poor little girl, her features pinched with cold
and hunger and so weak that she can scarce reply to hi- fjue>timiing-. Taking off his furred
overcoat, the good Deacon spreads it over her
chilled form, and hid- h< r be of good cheer, for
he has «*»m.■ to her aid. ITe goes out and returns with fuel, and all needed comforts.
Having tilled the hearth with a blazing fire, the
Deacon slowly and carefully lift* his coat from
the bed, gazes upon the waded fan*, places tin
hand upon her cheek, and—know* that In*
stand' in the presence of the great
mystery ol
death, for («od has taken her home.

Lyceum.

They hold that the world has moved in
last hundred or two of years, that the rising
generations are prevailed by newer and fresher
a penal statute, I
presume it will bo eon- ideas in matters of religion as of every thing !
strm d liberally by our people, the said
else, and that the church must move with them
commandment having been givon long or lose its hold upon the people. Mr. Murrav I
•John Quincy Adams has declared
before the age of Railroads. On the ar- is the leading exemplar in New England of
what is popularly known as muscular Christi- against woman suffrage in Massachusetts,
rival of the construction train at the deanity. Me believes that clergymen, no less than regardless of possible splits in the tickets
pot, a large concourse of people hail as- church members, should know the world ! He
says—
sembled to sec it, and to witness the lay- around them, and that their inlluence and u.x I
1 shall feel it my duty in the very improbable
ing of the last rails of the long looked for fulness are increased in proportion us they ac- contingency <>t my ever occupying any considerable public office, to stand by the old immemand costly road which is to open com- quire that knowledge, lie holds th:i’
lergv- orial division
of activities and functions which
men should partake of the rational
of
pleasures
seems to tin to lie at the foundation of
munication
with
th
outward world.
society.
the world, and that the stock of vital <*m*rg\
Which means that men are not til to
Among the number assembled, notwith- which can be acquired only by out do..;- ev,
standing it was the Sabbath, I noticed cise is eminently tlieir need—-that boating gtm- stu kle ehildten.
The editor of the 1 >emoerat i* opposed »o
quite a number of deacons and ex-elders uing, fishing and all manly sports are their- >,
til u.w departure-,,
lie lately sent Simpson.
with countenances beaming with joy,equal the same right that they are other m< o
-m
■! He- I’clfa-t Journal, a
quantity of the old
in the language of Dr. Watts—
time » ip mango potatoes. 'Dexter Gazette.
to what might have been
a
produced by
And we were thankful for the remind
Religion never was designed
sight of the “Old Ship of Zion.” As the
To make our pleasures !es--."
cr that then* was a time when neither tin*
train approached the depot, Hon.
Joseph Mr.
Murray is a practical Christian. II.- be- farms of Maine nor the
Farwell of this city, not seeming to have
departments at
lieves specially in that gospel which eoun-s to
were afflicted with the potafear of the day before his eyes,
Washington
jump- the poor mau in the shape of a barrel of flour,
to rot c»t the present day.
ed upon the train, and called for three a basket of
provisions or a load of wood on a
cheers which were given with a will by bitter winter s day—that makes hi- lot in life
—Polygamous Brigham is ou the tenter
hooks. [Portland Star.
the large crowd assembled. One of the easier, his home more cheerful, and permits an
I’enters are. hooks lor stretching cloth
occasional laugh springing from abseil.-•• of rare.
workmen who had labored assiduously
The lecturer began by alluding to tin
How many yards does this government
mirall day, forgetting the solemnity of the
acle* isties of the Americans in comparison with
purpose to make of Brigham before it let
occasion, innocently inquired if he had the people of other countries. The
J
pe..p| ,,t
up
to
?
take
was
are
Europe
like each other in a thou-mei wa\
anything
Thereupon Joseph
Hie Portland Star, which we havn’f
seen no more
during the day. It is the —but. in this country there is no nation.-.!
•i ii bel
n- for a month,
put in an appear
intention ol the directors to commence The Yankee is a law un'.o himself. ltigotr>
and liberality sit side by side in the am.- pew,
anee on Monday evening with two
copies
trains
from
this
to
running regular
city
and progression and old fogy ism sing piou.-lv
f tin
line date.
Can't you make a bet
Hath on Wednesday the first day of Nofrom the same hymn book. In nothing wa-,
ter average, Enoch ?
vember next. The first passenger train this
diversity and antagonism of character no l
it is said that the President will not
will arrive here tomorrow evening to prominent as in ecclesiastical affairs. In
religthe San Domingo scheme in his
ious
matters
the
the
members
of
the
American
n<
v
r
-how-.
urge
typical
bring
AND LINCOLN MUSICAL ASSOCIA- Take a dozen men out of the audience and a-k
KNOX
message, hut let that Sambo sleep on in
them what they think <>f native depravitv, and the
TION,
grave where Sumner has laid him
who are to hold a convention in this city it would be found that each had a very positive
-Boston lias taken a newborn, design
Assertion would be set against asserthe present week.
ft will lie under the opinion.
d to make one less in the dilemma ol be
tion, until their tempers would cla-b, aid in
leadership of l'rof. L. H. Southard of Bos- half an hour the doctrine would be pro\ -l by togged mariners. It is at Boston Light,
ton, assisted by Miss II. A. Il.int, soprano, their conduct. In religion the Amen* n n.
i goes by steam, and gives a blast like (la
of Boston, Miss Julia Wells, of Chicago, shams. Cool, calculating, secretive in otlu r
| briers.
contralto, Mr. II. C. Barnal ee, tenoro of things, touch him with a catechism and you
•Marker-1 war," is what the western
the flash of his eyes through his mask. T ik. ;t
Boston, Mr. C. II. McLellan, basso, of
dozen men out of this audience and you will j scoffers all the trouble with the English
with
an
efficient
ochcstra
Bath, together
find that each lias a definite opinion about total about the fisheries.
In the viniu vein.
of resident musicians, under direction of
depravity. Allow them to discu-s the >uhje.-t what shall wr call their fuss with Brigham
|
1‘rof. (1. F. Meservey of Rockland. Con- and
they will grow warm, then angry, aid per- ! and his concubines J
certs will be given on Thuriday and Fri- hups end in quarrelling, by way of illu-trating
-The President has appointed Th.mksthe doctrine. From this diversity of view*
day evenings.
arise sects. Every American is bound to ha\c | giving, but the government hasn't yet got
Tin: ni:w ii*i.i
1
to be
a religion that suits him, as Burlingum- said,
paternal enough to furnish the
erected
Messrs. Farwell

ment “Thou slialt remember the Sabbath
day to keep it holy.” However, it being

superior speed, certainty and comfort
Parsons, and to conclude with a lirst class
A NOTH Kit EMliKZZEI.MKNT
of the transit arc approved by experience.
Mr. Wilson’s
i- made public; the defaulting individual musical entertainment.
Such is the history of similar enterprises
in Pillsbury
in this case a confidential and trust- Theatre has been performing
being
Doul.Ucss fhere arc .some

stump, and a very exciting and interesting campaign has been had. At the last
previous vote for Governor, in 1869, the
radical majority was about 8000.
patch of the 27th says—
The latest details of the Los Angelos horror
Mississippi and Virginia elect Legislaa worse version ot' the riot.
The mob it
tures, the former having a radical ma- give
appears were actuated solely from animosity to
the race anil desire for plunder. The witnesses
jority and the latter Democratic.

ered last week in Boston, said that government should aid capitalists and mer-

Oct. oO.

evening witnessed the lirst lectures, to consist of seven lectures and
of the two grand concerts to lie given at
one concert.
The course is to be opened
tin? Cathedral during the fair, and consiston Tuesday evening Nov. 14th, by ltev.
ed of a rendition of Mozart's Requiem
E. II. Chapin, of New York, to be folMass; the Cathedral choir of one hunlowed by Hon Horace (ireeley, Paul 1$.
dred an 1 titty voices supplying the chorus,
DuChaillu, ltev. W. II II. Murray, Mrs.
and Mrs. West, Miss Adelaide Philipps,
M. A. Livermore, 1). It. Locke, (ltev.
and Messrs. Fessenden, Ryder and PowPetroleum V. Nasby,) and Hon. Wm.
ers the solos.
prizes

which lie

change
CongressBeveridge longer delayed.
gress in bettering

Governor and

a

the

paper reaches our friends in Knox County,
the passenger trains on the new railroad

a

the Democratic candidate for

Rockland,

WEATHER

framfts, have constituted
scouring that region, arresting whom-

the

children at Jacksonville, and that Scott, a
you have them.
[Bangor Democrat.
northern man belonging to a vessel in
The
rails
on
the
Rockland,
Knox A Lincoln railroad reached the depot
There have been ten fishing vessels and port, had been arrested. The following
grounds in this city at two o’clock yester- eighty-seven lives lost on Georges the despatch tells the rest of the story—
day afternoon. A large number of citizens present year. Five engaged in other Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 27. William .Scott
wi re present to witness the arrival of the
branches of the fisheries have also been waif executed to-day for the murder of Rosafirst construction train that run the whole lost, making a total of fifteen vessels and mond Oarlin and two small children on Februnot a word.
ary 5th. lie was cool and
length of the road. Regular trains will one hundred and thirty-six lives sacrificed The knot slipped and his neckspoke
was not broken,
start from here on Wednesday
thus far this season
| but he strangled to death.
Oct. ,"0.

in nine counties of South Carolina.

for these insidious assaults]upon the privileges of the people, this marching with
States lias not been all the Democracy troops and arms and suspended laws to
could wish, in fact have not been of an do a work which belongs to a sheriff and
encouraging kind—blit it is believed that posse, if to anybody, tends to open the
the darkest hour is just before day, and way for still greater violations. Let not
the people of the North, who look comas the Presidential contest of I 872 approaches the desire ot the people for xi placently at these scenes while they are
change will be more decidedly expressed. iar away, imagine mat tuoy may never be
The principal interest centers in New touched. The force bill covers the whole
York, as being a Democratic State, the country, anil men in Maino may have oc1
largest m the Imion, anil to the acipust- casion in the future to weep over that
I lion ol which radicalism is looking with which delights them now. No candid and
hungry eyes. The frauds in the city gov- thinking man can review the history of
the suppression of inquiry into imprisonernment finances—which seem now to lie
admitted on all hands as existing, and ments, without confessing that the act is
without excuse—will he used to the ut- an usurpation. Am? the Farwell Address
most, as scarecrows. Hut fortunately the of the Father of llis Country enjoins inDemocracy can offset these by ten times to remember that “usurpation is the custothe amount as resulting from radical mis- mary weapon by which free governments
are destroyed.”
| government elsewhere, and give a Roland
for their Oliver.
Besides the radicals,
The Knox and Lincoln Railroad.
notwithstanding the utmost efforts to harthe result.

Belfast

The first lecture of the season was given on
Thursday evening the 20th, by Rev. W. II. IJ.
Murray, of Boston. Subject, Deacons.’ Tiespeaker is known as one of the progressives of

Correspondence of the Journal.
KNOX AND LINCOLN RAILROAD.

of interest is felt in

corresponding degree

Letter from Rockland.

during the past week lias been of anyThe rails of the above named road
the Congregational Church, the promulgators
but a desirable pattern.
Gray, reached the
of
'absolute
“strong government”
kings thing
depot in this place yesterday, of the new ideas that have arisen concerning the
sullen skies ; muddy streets, thick, warm,
and emperors. President (1 rant has reand the whistle of the locomotive was relations of the
pastor to his church and to the
east winds; and
heard lor the first time within the limits world, involving church discipline, an I percently, by proclamation, suspended the nasty fogs; disagreeable
occasional showers dripping mournfully
in some particulars the creed itof the city,
privileges of the writ of habeas corpus
notwithstanding the command- haps touching
down
and window-

the writ which is

Coming

The

Boston.

Boston, Oct. 30,
THE

uncertain voyage ever since it came
into power, still verges towards the
on an

a--

Completion

country, cast away from its olil safe
moorings by the radical party, and adrift

think

Tin body was identified

Letter From

Correspondence of the Journal.

The

follows:

that of a young unmarried woman departed from‘your household, and now, by
the
cf your faithful wife and the vernamed Catherine l.e.-han. who resided dict complaint
ol' a law -abiding jury, you stand at this bar
with M.s, It. M. Frown on the corner of a* a convicted criminal.
The law gives me a
Faik street and Western avenue.
I let- large discretionary power in passing sentence
head was horribly mutilated, and a stone upon yon. 1 might both tine and imprison, or
1 might line or impr son you. I might imprison
weighing at least twenty jioumls was im- you
twenty years and line you $10,000. 1 canbedded in the skall. The clothing of the
not imprison you fo less than three years nor
unlbrtumne \T:im was loin and disorder- line you less than $3,000. It is right that you
ed, ami the >dv presented unmistakable vhouid be lined, among other reasons, to help
evidence ot having been outraged.
A defray the expenses of enforcing the laws. Put
siiort distance Iro.n the body the officers my experience in I'tali has been such that
were 1 to fine you only, I am satisfied the fine
found an iron stow* wrench, at ached to
would l>e paid out of other funds than yours,
which was a cord.
It was partially and thus you would go free, absolutely free,
w
rapped with paper, and was covered from all punishment, and then those men who
with blood.
Coroner Allen was notified mislead the people would make thousands of
had sent money to pay
f the tragedy, and took charge of the others believe that God
the line: that God prevented the Court trout
body, which he removed to his olliee.
sending you to prison; that by a miracle you
It appears that between seven and nine ; had been rescued from the authorities of the
I must look to it that my judgI'nited States.
o'clock Tuesday evening tin* deceased, in
I
ment gives no aid and comfort to such men.
company with a voting woman named must look to it that
my judgment be not so
Fll.-n Morris, went to a store in Brookline
i severe as to seem vindicative and not so light as
t<< make
purchases. Finding tin* store j to seem to trifle with justice. This community
closed thev returned toward home, and | must begin to learn that God does not interpose
to rescue criminals from the consequences of
n
th
way stopped at a house or shop !
lheir crimes, but. on the contrary, he so orders
kept by one Curry, where 1 hey mot several the affairs of II is universe
that sooner or later
|
young men. They remained there until ! crime stands face to l'a«-e with justice, and justice
about nine o'clock when they proceeded to ; i< the master. I will say lure and now that
the house ol tin* girl Morris, and sat down ; whenever your good behavior and the public
At half-past nine I good shall just if. me in doing so. I will gladly
upon the door-step.
he pardoned. The judgrecommend that
Miss Morris retired, alter having been j ment of the Court you
is that you he lined $5000 and
her
to
remain
urged by
up that you be imprisoned at hard labor for the
companion
longer. On parting Miss Feelian said ; term of three years.
she should not go in until ten o’clock,*
»
ontrary to all expectations, there was
and as spe was soon met by two young little or no excitement in the Court room.
women, going b:»rk in the direction of ! The attendance, was
large but generally
Brookline, i* is conjectured that -he re- a.I maintained proper decorum. The
turned to < may'-.
This was the last seen I'nited States Marshal and detectives were
of her alive.
i fully prepared for any emergency. No< hi
Wednesday Sargent Folsom and tice ol an appeal to the Supreme Court
M'-Namara of the loth Station, assisted by was given by the prisoner's counsel.
•dicers Hines >f the bd and Drew ot the
Daniel 11. Wells, Mayor of the city,
!t)i Boston Stations, and ollieer Johnson Hosea Stout,formerly Attorney General of
ot Brookline, proceeded to the boarding the
Territory, and Win. llelden.and Parley
house of Dennis ('miners, near the rail- Pan non were arrested Saturday by the
wav depot in Brookline, where they found
lTnited States Marshal upon an indictment
dinner the three voting men in whose of the
grand jury charging them with
ompanv the* victim of the outrage ; assed murder. Tom Pitch made application to
1 lie
evening. They were taken into admit them to bail, which application is to
custody, liandeuHed, and followed bv an be heard Monday morning. The prison\i bed crowd, brought to the
Highland ers were placed in a carriage and taken to
Foliee Di-tre ; Station and seeurelv lodgCamp Douglas. Some slight excitement
ed.
prevailed at the Marshal’s office while the
I heir names :uv Patrick Mahoney. aeeuseu wen- uuti1
wailing 101 vmvf'vI>uniel L« onard and James Howe. Tin y atiee to the
camp. Some policeman said
are all young men lVom twenty to
twenty- they should not go to prison it' they did
! \e
years ot age. ami one or more, of tint wish to. and one or two women called
them liavi keen familiar to tlie police. to tlie olllcers to take, them if
they dared,
Mohoncv ami Leonard are shoemakers | and
they would fight them with a venami work at their trade in Hrookline, and i gcanee, etc. The oflieers, however were
Howe is employed as a laborer on a farm linn and
nothing serious happened. The
■v
Mr. Williams. Tin* latter has paid ! allowed crime consists in the. killing of
ns addres.-es
t.i the deceased woman.
Kiel',aril Yates and a man named Buck
Miss Leehan. while Malnmey had been at- several
years ago. A warrant was out
tentive to her companion. Mis-; Morris, ; for the arrest of Orson
llyde. one of the
who-e photograph he had in his possession twelve
Apostles, upon the santo charge,
when arrested, There was a feeling of but he eluded the deputies who were sent
'ealousy between the women which i< to arrest him. He was pursued to the
aid to have been shared by the men. southern
i
part of the territory. Warrants
I he panics were all
engaged in playing ! are also out for the arrest of Brigham
aids and drinking at Carry's during the
Young and his son Joseph A., on charge
of having ordered the same murder.
veiling of Tuesday.
The appalliiur nature of the crime ol
Indictments on all these murder eases
which these young men stand suspected, are understood to be founded
upon the
might appal the stoutest heart, and yet testimony of Bill Hickman, who was once
with the exception of Mahoney, who was what is called a 1 finite or secret
agent of
very pale and greatly agitated, the parties the Mormon authorities.
Yates visited
bore themselves with composure. The the Mormon
camp during the rebellion,
oilieers secured a coat besmeared with I
ostensibly to sell powder. The Mormons
blood and mud, which is supposed to
regarded him as a spy and he was first arrested and afterward killed.
oolong to the murderer.
Tiie autopsy was made yesterday afterIt is reported that Brigham Young left
noon
by Doctors Allen, Arnoid and Tuesday evening for the South. Saturday
<
at
the
otlioc
of
tin*
former, and (j he was said to have been 120 miles south
ampbcil
although the result will not be made pub- and his course is still onward. It is not
lie until the inquest is held, yet the doctors ! known to what
point he is bound; many
do not hesitate to pronounce it one of the think he intends to leave the
j
country.
most fiendish outrages ever committed in !
1'elegate Hooper has gone to Washington
this vicinity, and second only to the hnr- i to see the President, and endeavor to
il»lt* litissy Woods tragedy. The wounds eil'eet some basis for a
compromise by
"U the head made
by the wrench are three which the United States authorities here,
in number, arc star shaped, varying from
j judicial and executive, will be restrained
two to five inches in length, and at each
or removed.
Orson Hyde has also disapblow given by ihe murderer the skull !
peared.
was fractured.
The nail was torn lrom
the large linger of the left hand, and
The Reign of Terror.
marks <*f teeth were visible on both sides j
ot the X. V. World.1
'Correspondence
<>f a finger on which she wore a ring, f
It has al-o been ascertained that marks of
SfAiiTiNKUKG, S. (’., October 20.
a severe struggle were found on Western
The President’s proclamation of martial
avenue, where spots of blood were dis- law has caused a reign of terror in this
covered in the dirt., and that the body was section of the country. Not in the darkest
afterward carried some fifty feet to the days of the rebellion, when the cradle and
place when- it was found on Wednesday the grave were robbed to till the ranks of
morning. In order to remove it to its the army; when the country was loud
hiding place if became necessary to get it with the wail of the widow and orphan,
over a fence, and evidence of its
being was such distress and suffering known.
placed between the rails admits of no No military edict has ever caused such
doubt.
In the road was also found a heart-rending suffering as the proclamaportion of the. victim's shawl, and as her tion from the Executive ot a free Repubclothes are all badly torn it confirms the lb
Neighborhoods are depopulated,
bidief that a hard struggle must have farms are deserted, families scattered to
ensued even after sin had received the the tour winds of heaven, so great is the
lir-l blow from the wrench. According
terror. This might seem to apply guilt in
the statement of everybody who knew every one, but not so ; our population is a
ML- I. chan. <lie would submit to no in- moral one, especially near the mountains.
'•ult, and her character was beyond siispi- They don't understand what is meant by
martial law. They have an exaggerated
fee voting men, after thorough exami- motion of it, hence they ilee the country,
not from a consciousness of guilt, but
nation. hav-* been discharged, and the
from apprehension of some imaginary
still
as
tragedy
mysterious :is it i> ter- danger. To the stranger this might seem
libie.
without a cause. A President’s proclamation in itselt is a very harmless thing; bnt.
this is not all. Yesterday our town was a
The Mormon Situation.
quiet country village; to-day it is a miliSai.i I.aki City, < >> t. ::o. Thr t nited i;in
camp; tour companies ot cavalry
States i>is:rict f Y*urt v;i' occupied the and one of
infantry compose Uie army.
"'hole morning in mi argument ot the As
yet they have done little field work,
motion to admit Daniel II. Wells, one of for instead of
hunting up Ku-Ivlux, the
tin party arrested on Saturday upon a the Ku-Klux
are hunting up the
army.
"l.nrge of murder, to hail. Chief Just ice Near one hundred have given up, and are
Mekoan said: Although hefore this moquartered in a large building provided tor
tion was argued I was well aware that the
purpose. They (the Ku-Klux) are
oth in Dr.-at Britain and the United
mostly young men, without education and
"states jirisimers under indietntent for murlimited mea^s. As far as quality is conder are rarely, if ever, admitted to bail,
cerned, this
capitulation is a “wa'ill I was willing to he convinced if it ter Haul” for grand
the Republicans.
Not one
was
right in this ease to disregard the al- of “the chivalry” has been caught yet:
most universal rule.
Indeed 1 was anx- those who have surrendered are
from (lie
ious to lie eouvineed that it would be
mountains near the South Carolina line,
1
ight to do so. May, more, 1 have sought by trade, and profession distillers of mean
satisfy myself that it would be right whiskey, and splitters of shingles, whose
"id proper to say that as the defendant.
opposition to the United States governWells, is Mayor of the city, and head of ment was not on account of
politics, hut
the police, and that as Camp Douglas,
because of the whiskey tax.
To make
whefe prisoners nol bailed are usually the
chagrin of the Radicals complete, not
while
is
some
miles
kept
awaiting trial,
a few of their own rank have been arrestdistant from the City Hall and the Mayor’s ed as Ku-Klux.
The first man arrested
lesidenee, it would be practically impos- here for a
Ku-K.ux, Benjamin Cash, was
ible for the defendant while in that camp the first
man after the war who carried
to attend to
any of his ollleial duties, and the United States Hag at the head of a
he could not be belli responsible for the
Radical procession. Benjamin T. Bates,
quiet and good order of the city. I there- who is to lie tried next court for killing
tore will admit the prisoner to bail in $50Hampton, an alleged Ku-Klux, is now in
noO with two sullieient securities.
jail forjbeing a Ku-Klux. B. T. Bates’ son
Nrt:w Vouk, Out. :>0.
A Salt Lake has tied the
country. What say our Radispecial says that the excitement of yester- cal friends to this ? Are Democrats alone
day has somewhat disappeared from the responsible for this state of things ? All
surface, but there is still a very deep feel- these facts
one
go to prove what
ing among the Mormons. The Ilorald has always thought, viz : That every
these outthe
characterizes
arrest of Mayor Wells
were
never
committed
in
rages
hostility
as another link in the chain of
conspiracy to the United States government. They
aimed at the existence of Mormonism. were to correct
local abuses growing out
It says the indictments are all founded on
of bad State government, for which alone
the testimony of Ilickman, who commit- the
Radicals are responsible. And further
ted all the crimes. At least a thousand in
proof of it, these outrages were never
men and women have visited the
prison- done where the State law was impartially
ers at
Camp Douglas, including all the administered by competent officials. One
Mormons.
leading
Brigham Young is
of the State has been cursed with
still going southward, and will not return portion
incompetent, corrupt officers, and rather
before Spring. He travels by
and
than see criminals go unpunished, the
night,
will probably stop in the southern extrempeople, in a measure, took the law in
ity of Arizona.
their own hands.

Drifting.

Still
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at

the hands of some one who knew and

was

lying

in wait for her.

The

woods,

Non EX.

line.

prise. and bv them <’hri-t was made to .1 .phostile to whatever was most honorable in <"i
duel and noble in aspiration, lb* hud n *ympatliy with tin* tendencies of this gene-ation to
wash men out into a -ea of loo*e oiiiuion* uni
looser practices, but a man must have
deeply rooted faith. What lie urged was that
the churches should no longer abide by max in -.
which, although once proper, are now ill -nit* d
to tin* age. lie never let age alone samnifv
anything nor prejudice his mind agam-t it.
Pietv did not put a man into a straight .jacket.
Ii did
It did not cramp and pucker him uj
»r
not prescribe the fashion of hi- necktie
goose-poke him with spinal stillness. Tho-c
who thought that it was an unpardonable -m
to row a boat and shoot a rill* and rid-* a h->r*«-.
so as not to make a fool <»f <me*e!f **r kid :
horse, wore not tip in their cvegi-t
unity was full of adaptiveness ami lie v.-- d
in its fast racing progres*iveness oul-i n.** out■

Letter From Rockport.
Correspondence of the Journal.
Rock pout. Get. .'40, 1871.
Yl’SSi l.

A

our

STOLKN

AND

usually quiet village

liRCAl’Tl'UED.
was

thrown into

of excitement on Friday morning
of last week, the cause of which was the disappearance of the sell. James Warren, owned by
C'apt. James Magune.
The Captain left the vessel at nine o’clock the
previous evening properly secured to the wharf,
and the thought could not l>e entertained that
she had been set adrift by any one except for

quite

a

state

the purpose of theft. Tho matter was placed
in the hands of Sheriff Grose, who immediately chartered the sloop Havelock, C'apt. F. J.
Filler, and with a sufficient number of aids,
started in pursuit. The fog being very thick.
objects could lie seen Dut a tew reel irmn uic
sloop. They made their way through the tog
down the harbor as host they could, keeping a
good lookout. About :S o’clock in the afternoon
they discovered a sail, and on coming up to her
they found it to he the lost schooner, under sail.
Sherill' (Irose ordered her to heave to, which
order was promptly obeyed. The sloop’s boat
was sent to hoard her, and as the thieves found
there was no way of escaping they surrendered
without any words. They were transferred to
the sloop and a crew put aboard the schooner
to take her in. Both vessels arrived back at the
landing at 1 o’clock. The parties found on
hoard the schooner, gave their names as Win.
10. Ireland and John Wesley Giles. From every
appearance both are hardened thieves, hailing
from Newburg, X. Y. They came to this port
in schooner Forrest, having been shipped there

■

run

her.

II the church would duvet

\.;>■

age.

keep in the van. It had been represented by dyspeptic and consumptive men 'em"
enough. He hoped to live to sen the day when
a stoop in the back would be unorthodox and a
narrow chest put a theological student at an im-V < hurch
mense disadvantage in candidating.
it must

as closely touching
hygiene as touching his theological tenets. 11
was brought up among people like those he was
describing, and he had preached in a parish

should examine its pastor

discharge it. hut it hung lire. He look a
tlusk “f gun-powder and was pouring some upou
tlie vt nt, w lieu the .'barge and also the lla-k e\ploded, burning his ft. and bauds very badly
It was feared at tir-t that lit- yes were destroyed. hut it is now thought not.
to

|

tell ot a Chicago indy "Whose husband
worth S-r>0,0ob before the tire, and who
travelled last summer with Saratoga trunks
now all -he has h-tt wa- saved in two barrel«
This ease doe-n't strike us a, being so desperate
Betaibd if twenty cents
asome others.
drink, til"-,« two barrels will furnish a right
nice start.

They

was

< Jen. It c ert Anderson of Fori Sumpter fame,
Ft am
.lid at v
Thursday evening, lie
\ i»5*• tltr'e Weeks ago, hoping
had g.He !'i
iv. '..
lit from the change.
!
His family
w as with him
His remains will he brought by
the Coiled States vessel Guerriere to this some
try for interment.
.•

vral Prussian oilers in full uniform were
recently present at a concert in Amsterdam
riie Watch on the Uhlne,"
The Hiit. h his-, d
which was played, -o roundly that the hand
change*! to the hutch national air, whereupon

tli*' Prussians arose and
until the air wa- tiuislicd.

stood

with cap* olf

TIi*’ Dexter (. i/' iti1 -.ays lhut si Dover “south
child mow n*-arl\ u year old,
Mills. there i.-tiv.■. but hi- no eye*.
which i- l>rL'iii and
In tin1 Miinr neighborhood there is u Kill l_
vi-ur- oM. who, s- if to make up for tbe luck of
vision in thnt section. has eye* us I urge us u
horse—or rather a horse’s eyes.
A youn_r ladv
aid
pretty good thing the
other evening. She lets many admirers in the
1 imbs of the law and on being asked how she
eseaped heart whole, supposed it was owing to
the tact that “in ;t multitude of counselors there
is safety/’ f Lewiston .Journal.

where the blast of a steam whistle never sounded, where to skate was unministerial, and i<>
slide down hill a sin—where the crack of iii>
thoroughly searched by a large party of
The dogs have been at it again. The Mail
ritle caused as much excitement in tin; church
citizens last Saturday night, in hope that
says that about a do/en ot Sir. George V.
as the last trump would, and if he took a step
Shore's sheep, pastured
mile or so north of
the murderer might be found lurking in
over fourteen and a hall inches from heel to toe,
Watervillo village, were torn by dogs last week
their depths.
it made the sewing society lively for two weeks. several of them so badlv that they were afterwards killed. Another dozen cannot bo found.
Major White, who was sentenced one
Large hearted,level-headed men in the churches
Voodooisni is on tie' increase among the
year ago last March, to fifteen years im- for the voyage by Captain Pendleton, tin be- must come to the front.
iii Louisiana.
Any old rough-looking
He then proceeded to a dissection of Hcacon negroeswith an old
to
wanted
that
for
stated
the
ol
Mrs.
Ilobbs
they
hag containing bones, hair,
ing interrogated they
negro,
prisonment
shooting
the dyspeptic and captious Christian,
and other odd ends of traps and
Sharpface,
lizard
heads,
sell the vessel
could
and
to
New
York,
back
at her residence, was pardoned last Fri- get
lie belongs to that class of church members trash in keeping with a African imagination,
for something. But justice overtook them and
the
ean pa>stf himself off as a conjurer, and
day by the Governor and council.
who needed converting several times before ;
had
who,
to
the
owner,
is
restored
the property
negroes are all afraid of him.
Edwin Booth's performance ol Richard
His orthodoxy alone
tolerable.
become
have
lost
would
they
been
retaken,
not the vessel
A Kentucky judge recently decided that a
III, at the Boston Theatre, last Saturday his only means of support. They were ar- procures him his election as a deacon. "Woe to j railroad
company was responsible for the value
Deacon
before
who
man
preaches
and
the
was
witnessed
young
of cattle killed on the track; but when the case
evening,
by the largest raigned before Justice Talbot, plead guilty
word
of
the
to
listens
every
for
he
was
the
De- Sharpface,
appealed the court reversed the decision,
audience ever assembled there. Over were committed to jail to await trial at
on the ground that railway corporations are
sermon, and listens only to discover heresy.
Data.
four thousand persons were estimated to cember term of Court.
not required to fence in their traces near
But the greatest fault of this deacon i* that of stations.
be present, and standing room was not to
horn 1000 years too late. He should have
being
Yesterday forenoon as Mr. A. I., foe was
_Reader, did you ever hear of Stokes p been a Pharisee and a member of the Sanhedrim
bo secured at any price.
cleaning a revolver, 1 *v an accident one ot the
Mrs. Charles Moulton, a new candidate Well, Stokes was one of the patriotic band in the time of Christ.
barrels was discharged and the ball passed up
one and one-halt
for public favor, an American lady, and of carpet baggers and scallywags that
Mr. Murray then drew his ideal in Deacon through his hat brim, about
inches, directly in front of his forehead. ! 1 nrtsaid to be an extraordinarily sweet and were spawned upon Congress about the Goodheart, a large-hearted, good natured, ro- iand Argus.
who was a
artistic singer, makes her debut at Music time the war ended. They were a lovely tund and thoroughly good man,
Mr. Nelson Fuller of Fnioii. died very sudmember of a society which held on to the old denly while driving a team loaded with lime
and
to
into
now
Hall to-night.
Pf.kcie.
prison,
obscurity
set,
gone
edifice
church
The
little,
faith.
casks, near West < linden, last Friday. He
unpretending
Stokes is to
of age, and heart disease is supin about equal proportions.
sheltered a band of genuine Christians, and was fit years
—The Kennebec Journal will gain
been the cause of his death.
the innumerable caravan that moves therein Deacon Goodheart performed,not grace- posed to have
join
neither credit nor friends by its venomous
Advices from Harrisburg, Fa., state that apHere’s the nub of fully hut with Christian zeal, the duties of his
to the latter refuge.
attacks upon Hon. E. F. Pillsbury. That
pearances indicate a dead-lock in the. Pennsylthe matter:
position. He drew an affecting picture of one j vania Senate. The Republicans have only one
gentleman is too widely known and highly
Ex-Congressman William B. Stokes, Super- single instance of his practical benevolence majority, and the Democrats have the Speaker,
esteemed to be affected by attaoks so evi- visor of internal Revenue for Tennessee, was prompted by his overflowing Christian heart, who holds over until a new choice is effected.
arrested Friday, charged with defrauding the A bitter, winter storm howled along the streets,
The Press saw two freight cars at the Portdently inspired by personal and political government
to the amount of sixty thousand
land Co’s Works on Friday, built for the Maine
the air laden with thick falling snow, and the
»
malice. The Journal doesn’t invent with dollars.
Central road, marked “Boston, Bath, Gardiner,
gale shaking the houses to their foundations. Augusta, Lewiston, Belfast, Dexter, Bangor,
Exit Stokes!
even a show of probability.
Out on errands of mercy, and passing through
which is suggestive.
—A man was blown up at a granite
of the Deacon
—Dr. Fitzgerald’s carriage was used to
one of the poorer streets, the ear
The travel on the night express trains befrom
a
few
a
Massachusetts
in
distress
days ago, hears moans of
proceeding
tween Boston and Bangor has increased so,
convey the President about Bangor. It quarry
stairs
his
that lately two Pullman sleeping cars have
way up
and the coroner had time to get together house. He enters gropes
was the hardest dose that ever his four
train.
candle. Pushing open the been run on each
his
and
pocket
down.
lights
came
he
before
a
stallions hauled to suffering patients.1
jury
near

was

the spot where the terrible murder
committed, was to be surrounded and
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N. V
b that fearful chew of tohaee
on the
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ai the corner, is re.pit 'ted to rem n e
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it,1in^ it tlr v\ ist.i.iw>
V* e suppose the remark of Solomon about
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.ng the rod and spoiling the child, when ininon w;i- hurt.
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Hie ship Winged Hunter, < ,t| i. K. Ii. Small,
rived in Calcutta in PI days from Liverpool—
le of thoac* excellent passages for which Capt.
small is famous.
■

The §eh. Nelli,- F. Burgess, MfKeen, "f this
t, has been chartered by Swift Bros, of New
Bedford, to take men, provisions, &,*. to Mos,uifo intet, to sail about November *Jd.
Short < akk. Tin; manufacture of wreaths
and ornament- from autumn leaves is one of the
feminine employment- just now.The liquor
dealers was not touched by the Grand Jury,
and the guardian- of the shrines it which
elbows are crooked fee! jubilant.Mr. Hazeltine has been trying the shooting grounds about
Burnham, and brought hom<- a tine lot of woodoi k. a
pair of which were very heavy, weighing is ounces.The J'rog. Age records the
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disclaim
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were

to

Wheat dull, uni iour inactive
changed. Corn linn, unchanged. Guts lirui.
Fork nominal, 13. Lard, 10. Gold, 12 1 M,
and

Forget.

Win- 1 Kudintl editors and speakers talk
die corruption of the Democratic party
New York and elsewhere, they forget
Mr. P> Tw d!\ account of defalcations and
unsettle' demands to the tune of nearly
Twenty- ne Millions of Dollars. They
!1 M'gcit one bailey of New York, a Federal
runaway and defaulter to the tune ol over
They forget a larger sum than
his taken bv den. Grant from the Treas! ii'ihi San Domingo job. They
forget
b >.v th** debt of Louisiana has run up
1 Si" ooh,000 to $49,000,00(1 in eleven
y. ars. and the taxes from twenty-0111*
on the $100 to two
con:
dollars, with
roiiits as bad in North Carolina, and
almost as bad in Arkansas, Florida,
T xas and Georgia.
They forget that
vie: paying taxes tor the interest of the
Federal debt, which exceeds $100,000,000,
<*ar]y three hundred millions more are
wrung from the people—and that where
the expenses of Mr. Buchanan for civil
-ervirc alone were $70,000,000. those of
General Grant, for the civil service are
$_■:<2,000,000. All these matters they forget. and affect the utmost horror over a
false statementof the fiscal affairs of New
But this is a trick of scurvy poliYork.
ticians, and will leave no permanent im-

MOST

1

h.*avv.

pression upon sensible people.
delphia Age.
The

New

York

No. 1089—bearing Trade Mark,
Atherton A Co., Marion, N. J.”—
manufactured by United States Watch Co.,
(Giles, Wales &Co.,) has been carried by mo
from December, IK6*, to Jan. 17th. 1870, its total variation being only two seconds in the entire time. J.. E. Chittenden, Late Reg. U.
8. Treas’y.
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Ik a Man Wants a Bottle ok Whiskey,
let him buy it and take it home like a man, and
not sneak home with a bottle of “Bitters” or
“Cordial,” and pretend that it is medicine. If
he wants a tonic that is something better than a
temporary stimulant, he should get a bottle of
Peruvian Svrnp, (an Iron Tonic), that will
vitalize the blood, and give durable strength to
the system.
Tub Most Popular and valuable medical
works ever given to the press are those written
the Consulting Physician of the “Peabody
Medical Institution,” Boston, who has devoted
his life to the study of the subjects of which ho
treats in their pages. Those books are published by the Institution, whose advertisement
may he found in our columns, and should be
perused carefully by the young of both sexes.
“The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,” is
a practical treatise upon matters deeply concerning the health and vigor of both old and
young, and has already had a career of usefulness and popularity gratifying to the author.
Equally admirable is the work entitled “Sexual
Physiology of Woman and her Diseases,” by
the’ same able author. Read the advertisement.
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The

season

for

approaching, and

roughs am! colds is rapidly

every one should be prepared
to check the first symptoms, as a cough contracted between now and Christmas frequently
lasts all winter. There is no better remedy
For
than “Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.”
all diseases of the throat and lungs, it should be

used internally and externally.

Lung fever, common cold, catarrhal fever,
and nasal discharge of a brownish color in
may he checked at once by a liberal use
of Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders.”
horses,

Du, E. R. Clakkic’s Vegetable Siibiuit Wine
Bittehs are a certain cure lor female sickness, by
taking a wine-glass half full before getting out of bed
Delicate Ladies will find it of
in the morning.
service by using it three or four times a day.
tf
old by all dealers in medicines.

froat

Corns. Imagine for a moment what agony
is endured Irom Corns, Bunions, ingrowing
Nails, Sore Iusteps, Blistered Heels, Callosities
Then you will
on the soles of tlm feet, Ac.
understand why there is a rush for Dr. J.
Briggs’ Com and Bunion Kemedies. Sold by
Druggists.

tr

Ska Moss Farixk from pure Irish Moss for
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac,
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food in the world.

should

About the flrst of October I expect to take poscssion of my new building at the north-east corner of
Sixth and Arch street.-, where 1 shall be pleased to
give advice to ail wlm may require it.
Full directions accompany ail ray remedies, so that
a person in any part of the world can be readily
cured by a strict observance ot the same.
.1. 11. SCUENCK, M. D., Philadelphia,
ttEO.
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BOOTS OR SHOES;
THOSE

I AHTKNKI)

Jl

WITH

Cable Screw Wire.
BETTER Bocnusi- they are more Pliable, more
Cornlortable, art- Water-proof, and are warranted
not to Hip or < iape.
rllEAI’EU—Because, while their first cost is not
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
their Durability Is far greater, they preserve their
Shape much bettor, and the metalic fastening insures
a more Equ.v Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
Tht* Immense demand having called forth Imitations, consumers should lie sure
slim- bears the Patent Stamp.
Sold

tnat

every boot
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81 BIVH.

This superb Hair L)ve Is the best in the world—
perfectly harmless, reliabh and instantaneous; no
disappointment: no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
odor. The genuine Win. A. Batchelor's If.iir Dye
produces Immediately a splendi 1 Black or natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean, soft, beautiful; does
not contain a particle of lead or any injurious corn
pound. Sold by all Druggists, Factory, lfi BOND
STREET, N. Y.
lyrHsp

and for the benefit of

a

men

Debility, &c., supplying

imk mkans of ski.k-cithjs.
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CLUKE.YT.

Weekly for the Journal,

Belfast, Wednesday, Nor. 1, 1871.
Hound Ilog,
7 to 71-2
Flour,
Corn Meal,
Clear S’t Pork$lA to 17
fi
I Mutton per lb. 5 to
Rye Meal,
Lamb per lb.
6 to
8
Rye,
Turkey per lb. 15 to 18
Chicken per lb.lli to
14
Duck per lb.
20 to 00
Marrowfat Fean
1.25' jtleese per lb. 15 to 18
55 to
00 Hay per ton, $20 to 25
Oats,
40 to 45 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.25 to 00
8 to
Dried Apples,
10 W'aslion Wool 50 to 55
to 50 lUnwas’d
35 to 42
Cooking, do.
28 to 30 Pulled
15 to 50
Butter,
i:to oo Hides,
8
71-2 to
Cheese,
28 to SO Call Skins, 16 2-3 to
00
Ebk»,
14 to
15 Sheep Skins
75 to 1.25
Lard,
ft to
f» Wood, hard,$5.50 to 0.00
Beef,
Ap’la, Baldwin, 1.00 to 1.25 Wood, soft, $4.00 to 00
0 Dry Pollock,
OtO
5
Veal,
4 to
StO 10 Straw,
Dry Cod,
$l0to 12
$8,

,l!o0to

BRIGHTON

CATTLE

MARKET.

| For the week ending Wednesday, Oot. 25.J
At market for the current week—Cat tie 4401; Sheep
and Lambs 10,701; Swine 10.S00. Last week—Cattle,
5205; Sheep and Lambs, 11,768; Swine, 5500.
From Maine—Cattle 017; Sheep and Lambs 500.
Prices of lleef Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total weight
of hides, tallow and dressed Beet—Extra quality
$0 50a0 75; fii st quality $5 75a0 25; second quality 5a5
50; third quality $4 50a4 75; poorest grade of Cows,
Oxen, Bulls, &o., $5 50a4 00.
Hides and Tallow—Brighton Hides8a8 l-2c; Brighton Tallow GaO l-2c; Country Hides 7 l-2aS; Country
Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Calf Skins 10al8c; Sheep and Lamb
Skins, $1 50al 76.

Working Oxen—Extra, $2o0a250; ordinary, $140a
lyO; poor Oxen from $30 to $60 per pair.
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $llal5; 2 year olds, $15a
25, 3 year olds, $25al5. Those of a poorer quulity at
prices ranging from $7a$30.
Cows—Extra $55uU0; ordinary, $30a5li
Milch
per head. Store Cows, $16a25.
Sheep and Lambs—Extra and selected lots, $3 25a
5 50; Ordinary, $2 5oa3 00; or from 8a7 l-4c per lb.
Swine—Store pigs, wholesale, 4a5c; retail, 5a7c
per pound. Fat Hogs 5 l-3a0c.
Poultry—Extra, 15 l-2alCc; medium, H l-2a!51-4c:
poor 14aH

1
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from Boston, takes this oprjTH E SUBSCRIBER,
JL portunity to call the attention of the citizens of I
heretoBelfast and
to the Piano

tion at the house of W. P. Burrill, formerly
by Dr. Moore, and now invites the Musical Public to
examine the same. These pianos combine all requisite qualities so essent ial to constitute the instrument
in the highest possible degree,having power,solidity,
sweetness ana purity of tone, with an action susceptible to the lightest touch and will recommend
themselves to all lovers of good music. The subscriber is not introducing these pianos to the public
without a thorough knowledge of all their parts,
being a practical workman in every department of
manufacturing, therefore is confident of presenting
them an instrument which will not fall into disrepute
after using a short time but will retain all their excellent qualities for many years to come. Piano
Fortes put in complete order, tone and tune as heretofore.
STEPHEN GROVER,
•lwl5
Piano Forte Maker, Boston, Mass.

occupied

Teachers’ Insl it

uto.

-:o:rrUIE THIRD ANNUAL INSTITUTE FOR
X Waldo Co., will be held at Unity, beginning
Monday, Nov. fi, at 10 o’clock, A. M., and continuing
five days,
Oir Hoard will be furnished at the lowest possible rates. Teachers wishing boarding places secured
will please notify A, F. WATSON, Esq., at Unity.
X. A. LUCK,
4wl4
Co. iup’r o( Schools.
!

!

QBOAI8
SECONDHAND PARLOR

QRC1ASS
A FEW

ORGANS

good order, for sale low at Woodcock’s Bookstore,
3wl7*
opposite the American House.
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BY THE SUBSCRIBER, IMMEDIATELY,
50 M. Birch Hoop Poles. Apply to
It. O. SARGENT.
Searaport, Oct. to, 1S71, :iwir*

SAWYER'S

SALVE

assortment

public.

MILLIHERY
lTmler the sole

charge of

Mrs. E. R. JOHNSON,
has been added to the other
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keeps constantly on hand, a 1 ag
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DR. E. R. CLARKE’S

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

Goods

Bress
selling cheap

vs:<. i: r.v hu:

Bitters.

THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
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rTUlE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned,that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust ot Administratrix
of the estate ot George Knowltou, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore request’ all persons
who are indebted to suid deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit tin* same lor sett lenient
RUTH KNOW ETON.
3wl5
toher.

Schooner for Sale.
The Schr. JAMES JEWETT, fifty_four tons burthen, well found in sails,
rigging, cables, anchors. &c. Was built at llodgdon-'s Mills, In lwfifi, and is a good and substantial
vessel. Has been employed in fishing. Can be seen
at Frederick s Wharl, Belfast. Apply to
Capt. I1ENRY COOMBS,
or Woods, Mathews & Baker.
3wl5*
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great Service to
1
thankful

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AMO WELL.
Iltalth it id Happiness
If a T.oujg I.lfc
is
1
‘.In'-..'
in '>■*!taa.'ii, particularly
...

in tho summer season for the fall

bought

trade, sold very cheap

at

UDRKETT’S.

POUND PRINTS
at

151 IK RETT'S.

in the

Spring itmi
especially 1»\ tlii-

"f tli«» year. and
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idiould tak" tlios*' Ritters, ,• 1 fr. fly too, in order to g-t his system up. right au.l strong, and in
prime e,.nditi--u to g<* thr- ugh the warm weather
in good «hape, with hiholy labors. Tho
.if Uh* Peek
exhilarating and cleans;' g ; ov.
1, 1 »an h'iivi:i, ILpiar. ml Priekly Ash Hark,
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wii ibid this Medicine
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the very thing to eh ms.' '!>■• bl<...
ami strengthen
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health, beauty
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Flannels, Woolens,
Gent's

Furnishing Goods, reduced prices,

at BURKETT’S.

HEMP CARPETS,
Oilcloths, Feathers, &c., at BURKETT’S.

l'Kl'.l1 ALilU) i;y
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M.

Clio ml Hi,
i

tact you can find almost everyMillin-

Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
Goods, at
and
Housekeeping
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NORTHPORT, BETWEEN SATURDAY
Cove and Little Harbor, a Gold Bracelet. The owner
can have the same by calling and proving property.
MATHEW DRINK.WATER,
3wl5*
Northport, Oct. 13, 1871.
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MARY

Belfast, Oct. 17, 1871.

Sherry Wine

at lJUlilvKTT’S.

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin and for
the Couuty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October,A. I), 1871,
S, TUFTS, widow of John Tufts, late ol
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition lor an allowance from
the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
DC published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a ITobate Court, to be i eld at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, It any they have, why the prayer ot said
petition should not be granted.
ASA THURCOUGII, Judge.
15
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

Jjl IN

I:

A

VI.MIKA

10

Forte, (as
now placed on exhibi-

tau

Ml.j

TllURLOLGU, Judge.
if*
Fu-.i.k, Register.

ceased.
Ordered, That the said Almira give notice to all
THE SUBSCRIBER BEING do- 1
persons interested by causing a opy of this order to
slrous of leaving (lie State, oilers i !"■
published three weeks successively in the Repub'his farm,known as the White Farm, lican Journal, printed at. Belfast, that they may
apfor sale. Said farm contains about J00 acres of as |I pear at a Trobate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
in
is
has
as
there
Belfast,
good Buildings, j and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of
good land
is well wooded, watered and fenced. Cuts annually ! November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
to 30 tons of hay. Car. be mowed and raked
from
shew cause, il any they have, why the prayer o! said
with Horses, and is one of the -asiest farmes carried petition should not be granted.
on in the County, tin- soil being Clayey Imam, free
AS A THLVLOUGH, Judge.
Said
farm
is
within
:
1-2
ike.
situated
from rocks,
A true copy. Attest— B. T. Fn:i.i», Register,
15
miles of the Post Ollice, on a good road near a School
House anil has many other conveniences which aro
a
held
at
within
for
At
Probate
Court
and
Farm Stock and firming tools,
Belfast,
not enumerated.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
hay, &c., sold with the farm if desired.
October,A. D. 1871.
N. B.—This property will be sold at a great barA I.MIKA Li. ('ON NEK, widow of Benjamin I'.
gain if disposed of before .January next. Enquire
S. T. KIMI ECO MB.
on the premises.
Conner, late ol Unity, in said County ot Waldo,
4 wifi*
Belfast, Oct. 24, 1S7L
deceased, having presented a petition for an allow
ance from t he personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Almira give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successive ly in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may apSTEAM
REFINED.
It Oils, Blacks, Polishes, and Soaps pear at a i’robate <’ourr,to he held at Belfast, within
at the same time. Put up in large and and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of
small size boxes, also in :t lb. bars. November next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
shew cause, it any they linv* why the prayer of said
Has been in use for years and gives
perfect satisfaction. Send stump lor petition should not he granted.
ASA TUCK! OP Oil, Judge.
Address
WAVKKLY.
our
15
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. ! n. •> Register.
G. K. WHITNEY fc CO.,
fimlC
f»t) Milk St., Boston, Mass.

vicinity,
fore mentioned) which hr has

at

Burketts'

cannot tail to suit the

11. CONNKK, widow of Benjamin F.
Conner, late of Unity, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that her dower
may he assigned her in the real estate ot said de-

,ommissioners.

Musical Notice.

tinu

or

Attest—15. T

the County of Waldo,
October, A. i>. 1871.
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Whitney’s Neats Foot Harness Soap!

Written bv oim* who cured iiim-elf, and sent free
receh ing a post-paid directed envelope.
Address, Nathaniel Mayk.wu, Brooklyn. N. Y.
tirn 15ap

on
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Farm for Sale.

warning
and others, who sutler from Nervous
1IUBLISIIEI>
young

Trobrte C**e.r:

1j>KNJAMIN

hav

CHARLES^ MOORK,

TUB CO.AffBSSIOXS OP A\ INVALID.

MILLINERY

within and fur
•■euitd Tuesday of i

At a Trubut Court held at Bclfust, within anti lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. 1>. 1871.
!*.. LOGAN, of F.au C’larie, State of
> Wisconsin, baring presented a petition that th*
Administrator ot the estate of James White, late of
Belfast, County of Waldo, deceased, may ha author
ized to convey to him certain real estate situati in
l.udlov.-, < 'ounty of Aroostook, as contracted to him
by said deceased.
Ordered, That the said i?“njamin give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published thr*
weeks successively in
the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a 1’robato Court, to be held at Belfast
within and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday
of November next, at ten of th. clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should nut be granted.
AS \ I Hi RI.OLGn, Judge,
A true copy.
Atte-t —1*. T. Mk :>, Register,
15

WELLS.

Belfast, Oct. 23, 1871.

fiCOIOBY IM WRAI TII.
A botttle of LATHAM'S CATHARTIC EXTRA Cl will preserve the heattli of most families for
an entire year.
All the druggists have it
IT IS MOT MECE8SAWT
for the removal ot Dyspepsia, Billious Complaints,
and Impurities of the Blood, to deluge the patient
with medicine; a very few doses of LATHAM’S
CATHARTIC EXTRACT will suffice.
flwlosp

a

ASA

XlfF.
SUBSCRIBERS,
ing been ap\Y pointed by lion. Asa Yhurlough, .Judge of
Probate, for the County of Waldo, Commissioners’
to receive and examine the claims of the creditors
of Addison A. Moore, late of said Countv, deceased,
represented Insolvent, do her jbv give notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors! to bring in ami
prove their claims, and that we shall attend to that
service at the office of the Clerk o': Courts, in Belfast aforesaid, on the fourth] Wednesday or December and the second Wcdnes lay of April next, at tv o
o’clock m the afternoon of each day.

or

Hon. WILLIAM PARSONS,
'.KOROL VANlHiNIH >1 I
Prof. K. S. MORSE,
Mrs. A LlC t. 1H 1TON
BLACK'S STEKEnPI I• »N
Or. A A WILLI. I
"LINK LOO AN.
l>r C H A 11,1.1
HORACE (.REKI IN.
rickets for the c .iirf
i
Bookstores.
Bellasr, Oct. 4, ls71.
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true copy,

A

Insolvency Notice.
I HI

5iy Dt'alers EvermiiiTe.
fiWllHp
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1ST TD

*

now

MISS

lOwlf,

.A.

the administrator ot flu- estate of James White, i.m
of Belfast, County of Waldo, deceased, in iv he
authorized to convey to her certain real estnt- situate in said I.inncus, as contracted to her
by -aid deceased.
Ordered, That the said Thebe giro notice to
all persons interested by enuring a copy of this rd<
l
to be
published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Trobate Court,to be held at Relfast.
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ten of the dock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot
said petition should not be granted.

in stock, ail the new
RECEIVED,
styles ot Ladies’ Mats, Ribbons, Velvets and
Mowers. And will receive by every boat all the
New Styles as they come Into Market.
Ml** BOWE.1. our former Milliner recently from Boston, will take charge of the Trimming Department. Flense call and sec ou extensive
stock before purchasing, as all goods will be sold as
cheap as the cle apest, and perfect satisfaction given.
and

uni

11HKI5F

SS.-- Kn<nv all men by these presents,
that l W. M. Knowlton of Troy, County
aforesaid, for tin* consideration of one hundred dollars do relinquish all claim- upon the
wages of Jesse
A. Knowlton, (now a minor), and shall pay no bills
for said Jesse A. Knowlton, on or after July 8th, A.
D. 1871.
WM. M. KNOWLTON.
Witness—J. Litfitv, Jk.,
;Lv17'
\ Id

ST

at Beit
oil tie-

County of Wal.Jo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. D. 1871,
A. CORSON, ot I.inneus, ill the Count
ol Aroostook, having presented a petition that

Winter Miilinery.

ANY OTHKK

>i 1 h71-73.

<

public generally that they have arranged lor a course
ot 11.N
LEfTLRKS, at HAYKORD 11AL1. for
the coming season, as follows
W. H 11. MntUAY, Thurstiav, <»ct ju.
I o be followed by

KMFKY, widow ii Aiujah 1. Finery,
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, de-

the

1ST E W
&

COURSE

COMMITTEE OF THE EEI.F’AS T I.Yrt,
'•pill'.
±
lias the honor to announce to citizens and the

be allowed.
AbA 1 flURI.Ol <111, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register
i‘»

a petition for an allowance
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, licit the said Orissa, give notice to
all persons interested by Musing a <-opy ol this or
der to be published three weeks
successively in the
Republican Journal, print* d it Belfn-t, that tin-,
may apj arat a Trobate < Yum
be held at Belfast,
within and foi s.i ui County, on the -room'. !'uesda\
ol November next, at tt uV.i tile el*.ck before noon',
and slo w cause, *; any th. hava
why th- prayer
of said petition should not !>. granted.
AS A 1 lit RJ.I i|(,||, Judge.
A true copy. Attest- 15. !\ Fiku>. Kegisf.r.
la

lrom

BOSTON.

J iKT i'b'Al

L-ECTURF

l’or Mu- Winter

ceased, bavin*' presented

THE

Si it»L <>i’ Alaine.

\\T
YY

i

not

At a Trobate Court held
the Count v of Waldo.
October, A. 1>. 18?i.

A ooncijo history of tho ivi<t t,f tills most wonderThe person shoui ! hr kept on a wholesome ami !
fui of cities, and n detailed, circumstantial and vivid
nutritious die'., ami all the medicines continued un
account of it* destruction by lire; with semes, incin! the body has restored to if the natural pinntity of
dent®, &C. i»T MESrtUrt.Col.BKKT A OiAMIlKi:flesh aud strength.
m\. CITY KniToiiR me Clhca<»<i Tribcve.
I was myself cured by ;i)
Fully
treatment of the worst
: illustrated from Bho'ographs taken on the snot.
kind oi
onsumption, and have lived to got tut and I
Wanted.
hearty these many years, with one lung mostly gone, « AgentsNew York. Address C. K, VL\ 1, >s Mir
iivi:
have cured thousands .-ince, and very many have ray St.,
been cured by this treatment whom 1 have never

as

[Phila-

Troubles.

WONDERFUL TIMEKEEPING.

Watch
Frederick

i
|

same

>

by
sincerely pitied.
prob-

Washington Street, Boston.

1'

-•

Atruecopv,

(Brigham)
grand jury,

Co..

.No

MorsO

v

4w

Republican Journal, printed at Beltas', that thc>
may appear at a Probate Court, to be In hi at Belfast, within and fur said County, on the second
l'ucsday ot November next, at ten ul the clock before
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the

making

n

ill

C1

Citt,

morning
plaintiff’

I I

|
j

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
fhe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. Id. 1871.
if ARLES P, .STETSON, I'ruste- lor Arthur
/ Peirc
under the wills ul Waldo and Catherine
Peirce, late of Frankfurt, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented his second account of
Trusteeship lor allowance.
Ordered, 1 hut the said Trustee give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order
to be published three weeks
successively in the

coolly,

*-

S< >I.K AliKNTS FOE N. K. STATUS.

I7U1KN

living
Wednesday

isen/.weig,

B

j
!

At a Probate Court held it Belfast, within ami lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tucsuav uf
October, A. D. 1871.
FliAGtr, Administrator of the estate of
Hannah^ h. Higgins, late ot Belmont, in said I
Cunnty of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
first and linn! account of administration on said
estate lor allowance.
Ordered, 1 hat the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in tin
Republican Journal, printed at Uellust, that they
may appear at a l’robate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
ul November next, at ten ol the cluck before
noon,
an.) shew cause, it any they
have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA TIIUULOCGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—1J. 1*. Field, Register.
K.

Evening,

U

Judge ot Probate for the County

\

NEWS.

O

OR POUND.

T0EJALE

"*e iovirothopublictocali and examine our "Etastic Spon;i iioui!-', which \v<-:ir.- now celling in large
quantities, nud which angling great satisfaction.
than Hair, an 1
Sponge makes a -miter .Mat'n
will h
1 its la sticit v m
ig< r, Cor < urshion*
ing Churehc s, Halls, Theatre-, St. m anil Horae
Cars, it wil' !
ioumi the la st article in use, ami ia
warranted proof again t moths.
" c m1i< iiM »
.-pleased to scud <'ir.tnar of reference
to any who desire,

DRY AND

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, wit hin and
for the County ot Waldo, outlie second Tuesday
ot October, A. D. lt>71.
I.BLRT IIARRIMAN, Guardian d Ida M.
jTV. Witham, having presented bis coiul account
ot Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Pro bote Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesda
of November next, at ten of the clock before nuou,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the saun
should nut be allowed.
ASA TiiUBLOUGll, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
li

degree,

.hiiv

Tweed was arrested Friday afternoon
by .Sheriff Brennan. Tweed stated that be
After
was anxious to
go before the court.
a lengthy consultation between the counsel, bail to the amount of $2,000,000 was
f urnished by Jay (iould, Terrence Farley,
appearance of a white crow in Palermo—sup- Hugh Hastings, Barnard Kelly and P. O.
posed to tie. u result of the increased Democratic Fairchild. The bill of complaint against
vote in that town.Now is the time to guard 1 Tweed,
Garvey. Ingersoll, and Woodagainst tin*-; lie very careful where your : ward asks judgement for $6,312,000, with
ashes are put look closely to chimnies and interest thereon from September 1st, 1870,
and the costs of action. It is based on
stove pipes, and above all don’t allow pipes.
the board of audit, under
cigars or matches in the barn.Poultry the resolution of
which Watson’s audits of claims were adcomes into the market moderately; but the promitted without inspection by tho Mayor,
clamation of I 'lysses will make the feathers fly
or Comptroller Tweed.
by and by.Eggs are eggs now, and the
Another suit is commenced in tho Sufigure is thirty cents a dozen.Rev. Mr. Murpremo Court against Tweed, by Corpora<
Ifazeltino
B.
his
was
of
the
ray
during
guest
tion Counsel O’Gorman, in behalf of the
*tay here, the two being drawn together by the
Board of Supervisors, charging him with
S.
Parker
free masonry of gun and rod.II*
a
corrupt conspiracy to defraud the city
has been for a few days confined to the house
by fraudulent charges for work and maby a “crick in the back".Mr. i’ook, at hi« terials, and is to bn tried in New York.
■

DIED.

Y

BUY

Cushions.

Carriage

SPONGE BY

At a Court ol Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the Couuty of Waldo, on the Second Tuesday
of October, A. D. 1871.
I'l'-ii the for going Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, oy
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, ,o be published three weeks successive ly m
the Republican Journal, a
paper printed at Bellasi.
that they may appear at a Pro Date Court, to be held
at the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of November next, at ten o’clock tn
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be grunted.
ASA 1HCRLOUGH, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest— B. 1*. Field, Register. Jwlfi

community
nothing

j

Pew Cushions,

VBIGAIL

haggard
charged

jury

••

Ihis

*>i Trosp.M", but
r-.stihng with liisson nt tlie Sanborn House
this ity, li:i- Jo i '.' ith i.:- wife ‘o year-.

h.-ing

people
prisoner

m

sa!i>-
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ni

enzweig.

Pillow.-',
Car and

W. VICKERY, Administratrix of tin
estate of John Vickery, late of
Unity, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that tingoods, chatf* Is and credits of -aid deceased ar<- not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges of
Administration, by the sum of seventeen hundred
dollars.
Wif.'.i:KiM»i:ii your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her license to sell and convey so much of the
leal estate of said deceased, (including the r< version
of the widow's dower thereon, as will sutisly his
debts and incidental charges of administration.
ABIGAIL W. VICKERY.

Rosenzweig

to-day

"1

losi.jib S;uil>or:i, formerly
..

< ’01110.

To the Honorable
ot Waldo.

Guilty.

«

ron;i:Uic«» a!"iif

pi

The Cause ami Core of Coiisnmption.

Brass

jsitml

Ih-iM Ml!
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an

linn,
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\

the Law

NOTICES,

plaintiff—-Abbott for defence.
L. jI• 1 -nci vs. Albert B. Mayo A

I hey
Minstn Is and

m.I:*.i4i"v*

11

tor

to

j

*■

\V:iabout 4»»

hit'.* I.ii reduced

"in

Hu4 I.-

Mr to-

ini

itried

r.

|

Mm 11 ressc.*.--,

;

credits of said deceased an- not. sufficient, to answer j
his just debts and charges ot Administrat ion, bv the 1
suns of
twenty-live thousand dollars, and that'said
deceased was at the time ol his death, seized and j
possessed of certain parcels of land in the towns of
Deerfield and Littleton in the County ot Aroostook, !
upon which are trees or timber standing which it is
for the interest of all parties concerned should be
out and sold.
That he ii s- heretofore obtained from
this court a license to sell real estate to pay debts
and that in his opinion permit.- should be granted to
cut trees and timber on poi tions of said lands.
WiiEiiUi-an:!-: your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey so much
of said timber and trees standing on said real estate
of said deceased, as ho may deem
necessary and the
proceeds to be applied to the payment of said debts.
At a Probate Court field at Belfast, within and for
the County pf Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
<ictober, A. D. l*?i.
I pon th« foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy ot said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three w-eks successively in
the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at the Probate Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday id November next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
tho same should not be granted.
ASA Till R LOUD II, Judge
A true copy. Attest li. P. I ield Register.
U

ELASTIC SIM AGE

1871.

Jiulgo of Probate for the County

AITM. II. BUKKILL, of Belfast, in tho County of
V Waldo, Administrator of the estate of James
hife, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chattels and
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iYgicr b»l .iht’l lalit.
finished it- business on SatA Southern paper speaks of t he death of,
1
dl.cni» •:i
nnd agei 11st the ; vveral citizens “fiom throat disease, superin; dueed by razors.”
j-.-’ .cwii «r persons
i
i! turns out that the story of a British war
M( 111! Trcvctt, m.iih 1 -os mischief.
vessel (basing the Gloucester fishing schooner ;
^'•iden 1 tar ccii, burning building in the j
! is a pure fabrication.
'ii.dit tine and anotlc
lor assault and battery.
Dr. George F. Chase of Lowell, was lined j
\ c
lb'
assail!' -n I battery, two indic.t$100 on Friday, for concealing a ease of small- j
i pox in that ity.
.;:s 1
Briggs, assault and batten
The indictment against Mayor Hall ol New j
an Smith, rape.
York was ignominious!}’ dismissed by the grand
'•dm Berry, assault and battery.
; jury.
Alonzo B Wentworth, drunkenness ami iisa voting I ad v in < >il City. Penn., while wring- |
1
ing out it dress, ran :> needle through the palm
Iorbing the peace
of her hand, and died in live minutes.
Ira Traftoii, 111 ilieious ires pass.
Inhabitants o! Morrill, bad road.
New York Markets.
1habit:mt- of Belfast, bud road.
Inhabitants of Belfast, neglecting to fence the
j r.y '! logriph to tliu .Journal. J
dd burying ground on *. L« east side of the river.
New York. Nuv. l.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

common pea beans ^
I2a2 50; choice mediums at
tf
*
-75; and yellow
i-a at $2 75 per bush.
» EGETABLES
On* of the most desirable public houses m
Jackson'Whitea are selling at GO
a 03c per bush, Norfolk Sweets at
is
Boston
the
Pvkks
sr. |s; Washington
lbn
h one.
luvr
in
$2 75, and Jerseys
we
been
vear
pint
It is keni nil in, Purnpean plan, is cen- at $3 50 per bbl; Onions are dull at $2 25 per bbl.
the main free from lhe ills which elsewhere Si.
are plenty, and while a few lots
FRUIT—Apples
loealeil
or
amt
for
business
havt a tier ted our kind. If some of us have had
trally
pleasure,
i ol hard fruit arc sold at $3 35, a good many Apples
0 i! unities, there should he an occasion for >ymsulli<‘ient!y remowul irom the street to .--cure that are too ripe sell at $2
00 per bbl; Cranberries
pathy with the mi (beers, of resignation on their comfort and quiet. Mr. Boynton has had a arc plenty at $7al0 per bbl. for Country and Cape.
II \Y
We quote it $30a33 p< r ton for the best
part to the will of the Mud High, and of rejoie- large experience in the luisim-s. and is perfectermoni and Canada hay; $2fa2G lor inferior; $28a
ly familiar with ’.he warns of the traveling pub
| mg to the mai y who have been more favored.
fur Western timothy, and $15al7 for Swale. Straw
1. therefore, recommend that on Thursday.
•■ells at $28a2l» per ton.
I the doth day of Novemle-:- next, the people
IIkaDurn:!
AII*'-vantor is composed
Brigg’s
! meet in tiieir respective plates of worship and
of Ammonia. < lilorolbrin. Spirits of Camphor,
to Alj there make the usual auknowlcdgemcnt.s
l'inetiuv "i 1 ,u[inline. on of Juniper and AlMAKUIEO.
I mighty (lod. for the blessings he has conferred
cohol. Ti.i- compound in une.jiiaih'd in the
I upon them: for their merciful exemption from annals <u n .'dieine
tor .lie ure of Nervous or
lu this city, Oct.‘20. by Rev. VV. L.
evils, and invoke his protection and kindness ! sick 11 cia.-he.
Brown, Dr.
Neuralgia. Tr -nibling or
W. Stoddard and Miss Amanda M. iiarriman.
| for their less fortunate brethren, whom in His Twitching of the Nmo, an 1 all Nervous Oeo
both of this city.
i wisdom lie has deemed <t best to chastise
lu Brighton, "rt. 20. Rodney Eor-aith to
tf
Diseases.
;
In faith whereof I have hereunto set iq> hand i
Ford, both of Ellsworth.
j Jordan
ami caused the seal of .the Ignited Stales to be j
In
Hampden. <>ct. \ Charles A. Murch and Rose
atlixed.
B. Hullanii, both of Hampden.
SPECIAL
Hone at the city of Washington the twenty- ;
Belmont, Oct. a, Herbert Thorndike of Augus; ta In
and Sarah Kwii.T of Hope.
Abi Janie-, Flagged
;
eighth day «>f Oct., in the year of our Lord
j Vuu L< t, Cal., and Aurelia Maggot B.
one thousand eight hundred and sevenrvl-1 IWes boro, Oct. lu *
.James Coombs and
•ipf
of
the
I'nite.d
one and of the imlependenue
> '-EcU
Bunker, both of 1.
Stales of America tlu* ninety-sixth.
1,1 Kockport, Oet. 14 Frederick
Morang to Bertha
1' S. GRANT.
1 Sealed.1
I pham. both ot K.
I he primary cause ot Consumption in derangement
lii Rockland, Oct. A Edward Waldon of West
By the I’resitlent
o: the digestive organs.
This derangement producer
ll.iMiuiin Fish. Secretary of stale.
Camden and Laura 1'ackard of R.
>1' tici*nit nutrition and assimilation, l$y assimilation
In Viualhaven. Oct. 21. Frederick Lermond and
1 mean that process hy winch the nutrism lit o! the
Olive Filield, both *d Yinalhavvit.
Also 21, James
loud is converted into Mood, and them:, into tl.t
McIntosh
and Francis Lindsey, both of V.
Rosenzweig Found
solids of the body.
Persons with digestion thus
'n Hope, Oct. 21, Oliver Mink and Iieluna
Fevlcr,
impaired, having t in- -lightest predisposition to pul- both ot Waldoboro.
I” Warren, Oct. 14, Atwood
monary di-ea-r, nr if they take coin, will be Ycry
\iw York. Oct. ‘Js.
Spear ot W., and
liable to have Consumption of tin l.ungs in some ot
Martha Beverage ol Thomastou.
riiero was an immense crowd at the its lorn,-, and I hold that it wiil be impossible to
I» Bangor, Oct. 31, Win. Moore and Laura iiattcur. any case ot Consumption without first restoring
both of Ellsworth.
worth,
to witness the
Yoiirt
a good digestion and healthy assimilation.
The very
lu Bucksport, Ocl. 31. Edward Roberts of
Bangor
trial. District-Attorney (larvin summed !ii.-! Cling to be done is to cleanse the iternach and and Carrie
iiarriman of iiucksport.
bowels
Irom
all
is
diseased
mucus
and
slime
which
In Orrington, Oct. 2«J, Anderson Tower of Brewer
and Mr. Howe Tor Rosup lor the
these organs so that they cannot perform and Alcena
Littlefield
ol
clogging
O.
Also
Littlefield
Edgar
looked
Tiie
their lumlions, and then rouse up and restore the and Florence
Baker, both of Orrington.
liver to a healthy action. For this purpose, the
and anxious. Recorder I Tackett
surest an Chest remedy is ScUenck’s Mandrake Fills.
as
follows:
tin)
l hes< F Its cleanse the stomach and bowels of all
“The case is a sensational one as far as the don* and morbid slime that is causing disease
1
this
is concerned, lmt with and de< ty in the whole system. They will dear out
the live, ot all diseased bile that has accumulated
to do.
The crime there, and arouse it
that you have
[Obituary notire..*, beyond the date, name and aye,
up to a new and healthy action,
must be paid for.]
by which natural and healthy bile is ^secrete. 1.
; of which he is accused has been
lie stomach, bowels and liver are thus c.caused
I u Northport, Oct. 22, Robert Griflin, aged G'.i years.
from the formation of the world and will
Jn
by the use of Sehenek’s Mandrake Fills; bit there
orondolct, Mo., Sept. 2, ilirain I*, Greenlaw,
as
as human
continue to he
remains in the -tomach an excess of acid, the organ aged 50, son of Alex nud Susan Greenlaw, formerly
It can
be is torpid, and the appetite is poor. In the bowels, of Waldo.
nature remains as it is.
the lacteals are weak, and requiring strength and I
In Knox, Oct. 10, Abigail Tilton, aged 04.
restrained
potent
In North liaven, Oct, 21, Susan Beverage, aged 1
support. It i* iu a condition like this that Schenck’s
and the vindication of the law. The poor Seaweed Tonic proves to be the most valuable rem- year. 4 months.
In Hope, Oct. 13, Lewis Wentworth,aged75 years.
i
be- edy ever discovered. It is alkaline, and its use will
told.
story is
neutralize all excess of acid, making the stomach
in West Camden, Oct. 23, John Walker aged 33
the sweet and fresh ; it will give
she ami her seducer
permanent tom* to this
lu Thomastou, Oct. 10, Hannah i amb, wife of the
important organ, and create a good, hearty appetite,
Your
that know* no
and pn pare the system for the lirst process ot a good late Rev. John Lamb, aged *5 years.
is to
the
and
digestion, and ultimately make good, healthy, living
to your oaths.”
blood. Alter this preparatory treatment, wlmt rerender a verdict
Si LIP
The
then retired and returned after mains to cure most cases of consumption is the free
and persevering use of Sehenck’s Fulruonic Syrup.
an hour and a half with a verdict of manThe Pulmonic Syrup nourishes the system, purilies
The
bark
J li Bradley, Bradley, of Bucksport. Me.
the blood, and is readily absorded into tin- circula- J
recomin the second
from London for Philadelphia, was run down otl'the
and thence distributed to the deceased lungs.
Isle ol Wight by a steamer, name not given, and a
to the mercy of the tion,
mended the
There it ripens all morbid matters, whether iu the
of the crew perished.
No damage to the
ns to
In answer to the
form of abscesses <>r tubercles, and then assists Na- portion
Court.
steamer is reported.
should ture to expel all the diseased matt iu the form of
what he had to say
fret' expectoration, when once it ripens.
It is then,
not be
upon him.
by the great healing ami purifying properties of
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, that all ulcers and cavisaid :
ties are healed up sound, and my patient is cured.
Your honor, I am not
The essential tiling to be done in curing ConsumpNovember 4th, 1871.
sentence tion is to get up a good appetite and a good digestion Saturday
The Recorder then
so that the body will grow in flesh and get
strong.
as follows:
Another avalanche of attractions. Come to town
If a person has diseased lungs, a cavity or abscess
R
no person
knows there, the cavity cannot heal, the matter cannot ripen, and see the most gorgeous Street Parade ever made
the so long as the'system is below par What is neces- by any Hall show in this country, with their Croat
i better than you that on
order of things, a good appetite, Holden Six Horae Hand Chariot, “Romeo,” Conwas
with a steel in- sary to cure is new
the body to grow in flesh and get
taining Prof. Nix's Silver Cornet Hand.
ajgood
The associate artists of W HIT MO UK A CLARK’S
the victim was fat, thennutrition,
on
Natur. is h> iped, tin- cavities will heal, the
will
and
be
thrown
matter
otf
in
ripen
large quanti- MINSTRELS and Brass Hand. Clark & Hardy,
when she
I better, and on
up
and the person regain health ami strength. Proprietor*.
ties,
i
your advice, she got ill and died. This is tie* tru-* and only plan to cure Consumption,
Newly Argumented, Remodeled and Enlarged for
ami li a person is very bad. il the lungs are not the Summer of 1*71. Headed by E. P. llardy, the
1 .-.hall not, a< in
eases,
or even if one lung
is entirely ioumh of the present organization, whose success
destroyed,
entirely
I
of
tin*
and
the recommendation
gone, il there
enough vitality left in tho other to as a caterer lor the public has never been equalled,
sentence you to seven years in State Trisheal up, them ,s hope.
exertions have been the mean*
{ whose indefatigable
ot raising it to its present eb-vated standard.
1 have se u man. per-.oi.s cur* d with only one
on. with hard labor.
Card Explanatory. The Whitmore & Chirk’s
sound lung, live and enjoy !if«* to u good old age.
The audience
The This is what bchenek’s medicines will do to cure j Minstrels art composed of the
highest order of talprisoner received the .sentence with a Consumption, fliey will clean out the ,-tomaeh, jI ent—Gentlemen of Versatility, and selected from
the best performers in the country, combining in the
sweeten and strengthen it. get up a good digestion,
t<> all appear-unlid h><>k and very
and give Nature the assistance .-die tm. us to clear the organization the Best Negro Delineations and Comto the pen at the rear.
system ol all the disease that is Iu the lungs, what- edian.-. the most pleasing ami Heat (Quartette and
I mice walked back
ever the form may In*.
Vocalists, the Most Distinguished and Heat Instrumentalists ami Dancers, at present
It is important that, while u-ing .-v iiocciCs mediengaged In tinFrom Utah.
cines, cato should be exercised not, to take cold, profession. Now, as ever, we Challenge Competition.
keep in doors in c..ol and damp weather; avoid night In t:u*t the name of this Company is as familiar as
air, and take out-door ext n-i.-c only in a genial and household words, they being among the oldest perSam I.akk
Oct. 20. In tlio cusp warm sunshine.
formers in Miustrelsev -heuco the experience ami
wish u uisnncuy unuer-ioou tnnt wncn ! recoin
knowledge obtained during tne past twelve years
the
Mrs
vs.
ol
Cooke
nn n«l u patient to
eurilul m regaril to taking coM has led them to the fame which has made this Troupe
for
a
vcrilh't
returncl
this
jury
while using my m“dicines, I do so for a special the model of all others.
The present organization consists of Pro!. Andy
for tlifi whole amount of Urn reason. A man who .has but partially recovered from
the
tin «:1c.-; oi a bad cold i’ hu more liable to a relapse Wyatt’s Orchestra: Prof. Albert Nix’s Silver (..dra total of
claim, with interest,
mt Hand!
A Full Quartette of Vocalists’ Song
than one who ha- been entirely cured, and it is pre$2981). The defence gave notice of an cisely the sain-, in regard to Consumption. So long ami Dance Artists! Clog and Burlesque Dancing!
a- tile lungs an* not perfectly
healed, just so long is Three Star Ethiopian Comedians: All under the
for a now trial.
there imminent danger oi a full return of the disease,
direction of HANK WHITE' The best Ethiopian
to lion. Win. M.
has
Comedian living, each entertainment being under
lienee it is that 1 so strenuously caution pulmonary
on the
Kvarts to defend him
patients against exposing them-eives to m atmos- his personal supervision.
Admission, 3,*» Cents.
I indictments of the present
phere that is not genial and pleasant. Confirmed Children under fweive. .o Cents. Reserved Seats,
5t> Cents. Doors open at 7 1-2 o'clock ; Id commence
are a mass of sores, which th«
consumptives'
lungs
The Mormon newspapers arc mild in least change o! utmosphen will inflame, The grand at o o’clock. E. P. Hardy, Manager and Treasurer.
j
tone. The News says that in the crusade secret oi my suer-n th my medicines consists in [ Hank White, Stage Manager and Ticket Agent.
t
subdue inflammation instead of proAT CAMDEN, FRIDAY EVE. NOV. 3.
the Government my ability
the Mormons
|
as
of
the
laeultv do. An inflamed
voking it.
many
i the
are to be
lung cannot n itli safety to the patient be exposed to
the
of
winter
blasts
or
the
wind
of
biting
chilling
AND
; I’he Herald discusses the Mormon
spring or autumn. It shuuld b.- carefully shielded
II is a grave error to sup- from
all irritating influences. The utmost caution
; lem and says:
Im- «>!.-•
.1
till* jx.riicul.ir,
dlioulU
il M
ivitliota
Mormon
the
people generally cure under almost
pose that
any circumstances is an impossiit the
or that

tranquility.
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Neither
tliev will give up their iaith.
.-Yt was brought upon an account
this nor anv other religious belief can be
mi- v
i:w writ, and upon a certain writ*
rushed out. says the Herald, by any government on earth. The Utah ring and
ni
the defendants to take up
•( cpi;
m e of plaintiff.
The defendants the Administration cannot uproot Mormonism.
1 a
•: 1:11 in set off, in answer to which
John Meacham, a well known Mormon,
i-laimiilV alleged a former settlement,
charged with the murder of Richard
,7. Hubbard tor plaintiff— Vose
a diet for
Yates some twelve years ago. was arrest1 McLd.an for defendants.
ed by the United Mates Marshal at Round
17.(J. 1 gg vs. Franklin Mudgett. The plainValley
yesterday and brought to this city
er is 1
hysieian residing in the town of this afternoon.
Burnham, uno brings this suit to recover pay
’.•rule-.-i- !i:d services, in treating the ileAmong the school children ol a certain
1.
ii-i »'• 1
On trial,
broken arm
town was a poor little fellow. He could
v
aid jMcLellan lor plaintiff.
Abbott
not tell the number of the house in which
ho defendant.
he lived, and was charged when he
mnia ,1. Knowles, Lihc.llant vs. Orlando S.
The next
next came to school to bring it.
h 1
Divorce decreed. Libellant to have time ho
appeared he was asked if he
u'' -i
minor child
Fogler for libellant.
brought the number; "No sir,” said he;
1
1;> an l ibellant v-. Paul II. Hvan. "it was nailed on the door so tight that
1
d.
Lihidlant '.o have custody of i 1 couldn’t get it off.”
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BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
thandruo that
sulTer with inMonday, Oct. 30,1871.
ternal, external, bleeding, or itching Piles. It
BUTTER—We quote strictly line lots of fall made
is
admitted by eminent medical men that a re- j Butter
at 32o; fine dairies, comprising fall and sum
liable remedy must and will have an extensive make, at 28a30c;
common do
good fair lots at
This has been demonstrated by the at 14al8c; inferior do at llallc; 23a27c;
sale.
bakers’ at lOallc:
wonderful increasing sale of Dr. Brigg'- Pile Western Butter, choice grades, at 22a2Gc, and comRemedies. The progress of thi- disease, in its I mon do at 14al7e per lb.
CHEESE— Wre quote at 12 2a 13c for Ohio; 13 1-2
various tonus, is arrested, and some of the most *
alb*
Vermont and New York; 12al3c for choice
surprising cures imw bn n etrccted 1>\ it use. dairy,tor
and 10c per lb lor common cheese.
j
S
vSold by Richard >. Moodv,
A. ilo
A Co.,
EGGS—The market is at 34c per doz, and there
Belfasi. L. Curtis dr., Sctirsport, Roberts
is a little more demand.
Hi' ii’norn. Sioeklon. Mudgett »V Sildy Prospeef,
BEANS -We quote choice Northern hand-picked
fen beans at $ : 50a3 ou; choice Eastern at $3 25,
J \\ Seav\ Frankfort, and Druggists generally.

one
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Piles. It is no more strange
half of the adult population

by the President.

'•

o

t!

A Proclamation

GEO. W.

BURKETTS,

Hayford Block, Church St., Belfast, Me.

ROBBINS,
DviiKtt’lHt,

anti

ROCKLAND, ME.
Solo Proprietor of l»r. 11.
table Sherry Wine
manufaetured in Sharon,

II- Clark®’* VegeHitters.
Kormcrty
Mass.

Owing to the great
CAPTION EXTRA.
and aale of these Hitters, worthies* imitip in tho market, but as you
health, he sure and get the genuine Sherry Wine Hitters See that tin* Portrait of
I)r Clarke and uiy/<ic-»<. o '- signatures are upon
tho label of each bottle. No other is geuulnu.

popularity

tations may eoino
value your life and

SOLO RV DFAIERS IN

MEDICINES

The

Fate

MfisfjUlfOi

of the

Nassau is essentially a place for masterly inactivity and day-dreaming, and the
most energetic person is not long in com-

When some migratory clouds
broke upon flic leafy shrouds.
When* til.- insert- lay in crowds;

a crevice in the sash.
Wh-rc the spatter and the dash
Mad-* his purpose v--ry i;t>h,

Through

A niostjui!.., ii-an and thin.
1”'’roin the drowning and the dim.
I'tvlortnok to flutter in—
Ami

-i

o-

sluuior's

./y

swing

Ma.le tin- hanging l»lo~- -m fling
a thx-d upon lit" wing.

•Much

That ho rather fell than lien
And was air driven through
by the gusty w imi that blew ;

—

,i.

i n a golden current there
Ihtn her imflulating hair
From the polished shoulder bare.
the w liitest foam that flees,
i p the beaclies from the seas.
Lay the lace of her fo-mis- :

\**

A nd the billow of her breast.
I ii the pillows thei e imprest.
Kept an or.-an-liko unrest.
Ah. ’Iwas well indeed for her,
I hat tim only \ iewer near
M a> tin* pour mostjmto here:
\ nd
I was belter stili tor him.
That li> i'iou should be dim
In the halo oi ih glim.

For !h. '; it ndi.l rivalure there,
ith tic gilding on her hair,
! a\ m ;gni!i- cntly fair,
e\ e-.,

surprise.

Wliil-t ib>* mad-rem in ding rain.
vibratory pane,
brought its horrible refrain.

To the

large portion,

but within his little soul
He was grateful for the hole.
That allowed him smii a goal.

brushed his little e>
Saying: “Maybe by-and-l-v.
So he

comfortably dry,"

A

It \va>
ry plain that he.
With a can-lie burning free.
Found it difli nil to >e«-.
but bis e_\«•-, denied their s:g!u.
I n the waxen taper light.
Were \- reding goo 1 at night.

By-ui.iast h" tried.
dried

And tin- still existing breeze
Brought :t very pleasant ease.
To the bending of his knees.
Then lie fervently exclaimed:
"Now I wish I may he blamed
It I’m either wet or lamed."

Then In- went upon

Through

'Till lie

a

a

wings.

raid.

heavy

curtained shade,
upon the maid.

came

And it*' meet and proper here

That

Wh>J

should appeal-.
he tarries there with her.

a reason

the fact is simply this.
When lie came upon the Miss,
lie was famished for a kiss.

S >,

N"W, the coldest Illail
«
Mining on tie- Ilouri
I‘<>r the very
A
A

viiuh

w

know.

>

would

“go.**

it isn't fair !«» think,
mosijuito on the brink

no

»t a

iie.-tar-ciij—w<>n*t drink,

'splendid tpyo of atiitel sleep !
Fairer than the piil-ov'* heap.
Lying there in siiemc deep—
Who will Maine hint while he dips.
From the \ image of her lips.
Kedder wine than Bacchus sips y

impassioned things of earth.
Seeing swell, would know their worth.
Feel it in a fever birth.
1

.ess

\n\ statm

Nearing lips
•'

-(■n

wanting life
-o

passion rife

would wake to

pulsing

strilc.

So the glad mos.juito sank,
L>\(-us on the tniity tank,
And to titter fullness drank.
Bolter far the ernel rain
'I hrumtnmg at the wind »w p
Fell upon his win. again—

ine.

Better far the shutters »\\ ing.
•
aught his eoti'in-erviug win:-.
Nevermore to let it >iug.

d his hodv o'er ami o'er

ln-fore.

After consultation slow.
Fro and eon, and so and so.
Then* they let the insects know

“This imis«pi;to, lying dead.
the female

Fi/.ened

was

that bed,
with carmine red.**
m

Life at the Bahamas.
'Correspondence of the N. Y. Evening Post.,

Nassau,

N. I’.,

Sept. 20.1871.
lengthening nights and

M

We

WOO.

will

Agents $:it> per week

830.

Pay

sell our great and valuable
discoveries. 11 you want permanent, honorable and
pleasant work, apply lor particulars.
Address DY’KR & CO., .Jackson, Michigan.
to

'ITT'AAXEll. to give away £000,000 worth ot
Medical Advice to the sick and alllicted. AdT V
dress Dr. S. YORK, Auburn, Maine, or call at his
uflice, Lewiston, Lincoln Street, you will receive a
book tree. See page It!, a report of the late Dr. C.
W. ('ARi/roN—twenty-four different Medical Baths.
X. B.—A good chance tor a Medical student. Apply

A

VOID 4*1 ACK*. A victim 1 early iudisl\_ cretion, causing nervous debility, premature
decay, etc., having tried in vain »ven advertised
remedy, has discovered a simple means ot sell-cure,
which he will send to his fellow-sutlVrers.
Address
!. 11. itKKVKS, :s Nassau St., IN'. Y.
rIl4* XKE Tl

JL

A It It

I

i:i>.

A

new

work, show

by observing natural laws, parents may
produce oilspring of eitlier m-x. Sealed envelope,
ing how,

•:*C. Addres.' SANITARY
T. Box -itfGl, X. Y.

1*1 BLISH 1

N(.

CO., 1*.

are

YEARS’

THIRTY
in

thk

EXPERIENCE

i:i: vimk.nt ok

Chronic mid Sexual Diseases.
A lMlVSlOLIIldCAL VIEW IlF MAMIlAliL
The cheapest book ever published—containing
nearly tliree hundred pages, and one hundred and
thirty tine plates and engravings ot the anatomy ot
the human organs in a state of health and disease,
with a treatise on early errors, its deplorable consequences upon the mind and body, with the author's
plan of treatment—the only rational and successful
mode of cure, as shown by a report of c ises treated.
the married and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts oi their
physical condition. Sent free of postage to any adIrcss, on receipt of twenty-live cents in stamps or
postal currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, Xo.
11 Maiden Lane, Albany, X. Y
The author may be
-•onsulted upon any ot the diseases upon which his
book treats, either personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part ot the world.
A

truthful adviser

to

and at low prices, a bunch ora hundred
and fifty being easily procurable for seventy-live cents. Oranges, too, in their
season are plentiful and cheap; but one
nowhere sees them in the quantities that
are to be found in the islands further
south.
There are besides, many other
fruits; pineapples in abundance, limes,
sapadillo, mangoes; it would take much
space to write out the list, but to the average mortal, with the exception of bananas and oranges, and perhaps one or
two others, tropica] fruits are decidedly
tasteless and insipid.
It is seldom that any one wants a dead
man’s shoes, says the Hartford Times, hut
those ot Wilson were preserved and now
hang in the collection of trophies captured
from burglers and thieves, in the

police

the same ones he
headquarters. They
wore when
captured after the Brown
Thompson robbery, and in the soles of
which he concealed the knife with which

GO DS!

to be

hanged

j
|

several

physicians and’have paid

a bad
I had
them

$1.‘i0 without the leas' benefit. I have used $t>
worth of the University Medicines, and am relieved
from t lie ahov. tr oni.li
JOHN SHAW, West ComM St., Portland, Me.
over

Mrs.

A.

O. W.

Treated

(

Old

I.KWLS.

Sept. 17, 1X70.

■South Paris, Feb. J. 1X71.
1>k. st Ai’i.'
-Pear Sir; 1 he medicine I got at
your place, Jau. J 1, lias done wonders lor me. It is
ill you recommend i|t to be.
You may make any use of the above you think
} ours truly,
Shill MOUSE.
proper.
The above case has been Heated for the past lour
years by Uill'erent physicians lor cancer.
s

This may certify that I had been suffering with
the ‘•Uheumatism,,,Sor ti\ e months, and at that time
it seized my right hip and leg dow n to the loot,
l'liis the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried many
kinds id highly recommended medicines which 1
took for tlu* blood.
Still I got no reltef for seven
mouths more, all the time doing my best, with agood advisers as we have in our city. Finally I called at the New York University Hraneh, and the
proprietor said he could help me. So 1 commenced
on his medicine, and in lour weeks I
thought I lelt
relief, and in eight weeks 1 was able to leave my
cane at home, and have been well up to this time,
Lhreo mouths have passed.
DAVID KEA/EK.
Portland, Aug. 2d, 1X70.
For twenty-live years 1 have suffered with Scrofula
and Salt Kheuui, ior Tetter.) Have paid out hun
dreds ol dollars, and been treated by several firstclass physicians without bent-tit. Some four weeks
ago, 1 commenced using the l.'niv rsity Medicines,
At the time my forehead and head were covered with
sores and scaliness of the skin; also my tongue was
covered with small ulcers. 1 am to-day tree trom
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommend
these medicines to the alllicted,
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut St.
Portland, Jan. 2d, 1x70.

1

Capt. ,J. 1‘. .lullNm»N,
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K

STEAMER

ATAHDIN,

was

v

LINE

STEAMERS

Mew York and

Glaagow.

Calling at Londonderry

to land Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers ot this favorite line are built expressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience ol passengers.

For fifty years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended from
the ankle-joint nearly to the knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this condition 1 commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a few days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and 1 feel like a new being.
ELIZA HE Til CHAMBERLAIN,
38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.

guarantee the above certificates to be genuine,
and 1 will lorfeit $1000 to any one that witl find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the
I

parties.

3ml2

Capt. H. S. RICH,

Fare9 and

R.

MOODY, Agent for Belfast.

ABBOTT

Glasgow, Liverpool dc Londonderry,

Family School!

particulars apply to

Bowling Green, N.Y.,

or

Agents, Belfast, Maine.

reduced rates. For furHENDERSON BRO’S., 7
COX & FIELD, Insurance
3ml4*

at

published i.v

: r i "i! HAW at ,4.1

ri! k

M

Agent.

Belfast, April H, 1871.

FARES
INSIDE

tf,’4

3

TRIPS

STKAMBOAT AND

SUMMER

PER

WEEK.

JtAII.HOAD.

ARRANGEMENT.

1871.

WINTER TERM OF THE ABBOTT
I'A fllLl N( HOOL, at Little Blue, Farmington, Me., will open on Monday the 20th of Nov.
Catalogue sent on application to Principal,

1.

A.

J.

BLETHEN.

QUACKS,

NOSTRU M-MA KERS.

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy,heielies upon Meruuky,
and gives it to all his patient*, in Pills, Drops, Sec.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equu !y ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts, Specifics, Antidote, &c.,both
relying upon its effects in curing a lew in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various ways throughout the land ;
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some of
whom die, others grow wors? and are left to linger

Leaves

Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at 0 o’clock, touching at all the
usual landings on the river and bay, arriving at Portland in season to connect with tlm 0 o'clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at 10 o’clock,

evening.
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o'clock, or on the
arrival of Steamboat Express Train from Boston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about 10
same

—

and suffer for months or years, until relieved or
cured, it possible, by compel ?nt physicians.
BUT AI.L QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,

o’clock
morning.
Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
Going East, sure connections can be made at Belfast with the Belfast & Moosehead R. R., and European & North American Railway at Bangor.
next

;

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
FARK. Belfast to Portland
Railroad $3.50. By Steamer Irom

Moals Served

the

on

ROSS & STUDIYAXT,
Street, Portland.
■June 1, 1871.

I

i\> Boston by
[
Portland, $".75.
|

European

Pian.

Agents, 170 Commercial

WILSON
i \ b e it s i; i: i)

\ k w

S 11

I

Notwithstanding the foregc ing facts are known to
sonn quack doctors and no-trammakers, yet, regardless -t the life and health ot others, there arc
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or

that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual foe’’ may be obtained for professedly curing,
or
ike dollar,” or fractior of M,” may be obtain*
ed tor the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and ail may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
be the disease, condition >r situation of any one,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to ail parts of
the L’nit* d States.
All letters requiring ndvee must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address I>u. L. 1>i\, N. Ji Kndicott Street, boston, Mass.
Iioston, Jan. 1, 1371—1 yr.

.‘!7

T T Tj K

I'll E LADIES.—The celebrated DU. L.

rno

Sewing Machines.

1 >I X

I

particularly invites all Ladies who need a Med
lent or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, til
Kndicott St., boston, Mass., which they will find
arranged for their specif 1 accommodation.
1>K.1>1\ having devoted over twenty years to
this particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to fema es, is now conceded by all.
iboth in this country uni Kurope, that he excels
all other known prae icioners in the safe, speedy
and l!ectua! treatment «>t all female complaints.
His medicines are piepared with the express purpose ol removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which flow from a mor-

PRICE,

W

bid

state

of the blood.

-jPlM
Jib

No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston,
(OISoute.)
PARKKIt, Assistant Physician.
>'
knowledge for everybody.

UK. W. II.
Medical

1

llunk

fur

Ylan.

CM-n

THE SCIENCE OF I.IFJS, OK SKU fill l.K
VATION. A Medical Treatise on t!> <:ii
Cure of Kxhalsted Vitality, I’ckmaii
1>
<'i-1Nk In MAN. N
am* I'• v>i< \i Dk.i
i;\ <u
I-.S
ir
ITY, HYI’IH HOMH'.l A, Ulld ill other :!
iug from the I'.kkoks ok Yoi in, m. mih i s.
HKTIONS OK Kxi KISSES (•! nuitUr*
II1 III.indeed a book lor et (ry in ui. Pt
pages, bound iu clot h,

]

I

Of WERVOl S AND MENIAL I »1> EASES.
IS
i:kk on r.. :;.» ..t
pp cloth. Price $1.00, or ss n r
$n lor the other two books, postage paid.
These are bevond all comparison, fin m
e\:i
ordinary works on l’h\-iidogy vn ]...t !i>fj. I.
There is nothing what- \er tli.it the M ii.im.
Single, ot Either Sen can either
to know, but what is fuily explain*
:«-i
■

A GREAT MEDICAL D
»nr. WALKER'S OALIFOR

VINEGAR BITTi: •;
Hundreds of Thousands

>
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matters

the
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most
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WHAT ARE THE V V
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character are Introduced to which no allu-ion «\ n
can be found in any other works in
"in lunguag.
A11 the JN k\v Dim o\ khii s ot the author, wh
exis such as probably never
re 1. 11 t.. 11>.
perience
lot of any man, are given lit lull
No p> r-on -hot:Id
be without these valuable books.
"Valuable Books.
We haw r.-n ivi d
invaluable medical works published by tin- I’e.-.h.-iy
These hooks are m aetu
Medical Institute.
»!••■:it, and should tind a place in every int« log-. m hum
ly. They are not the cheap order of ahomiiu'.
trash, published by irresponsible panic- and jur
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are wrir'en by a
.-e

responsible professional gentleman

ot

In«

r;■

i(^

source ot instruction on vital matt' r-. «-oi m rniio.'
which lamentable ignorance exist
I lie unj ■.rr:*nt
t Id:;,
subjects presented are treated w itii d«
and care, and, as an appendix, many uselul
ri
i•,•
scriptions tor prevailing complaint- [■
[Loos Republican. I ancaster. N. H.
"The author ot these books is on*
t’.• m
learned and popular physicians ot tin day,
entitled to the gratitude of our nu e f--r t }»•■-.■
uable productions. It seems to be hi- aim w i,,;n,■,
men and women to avoid the cause of tho.-e di-. m»,
to which they are subject, ami he tells tln m
i-t
how and when to do it."
[Chronicle, Fanning!-u
Maine, Sept. 7,
Either book scut by mail on receipt of pm-.-.
N. B. The author oi the above named iiieihe.-i!
works is the Chief Consulting Physician of tinPeabody Medical Institute, and is so eoa-tantly cm
ployed in consultation with inviluls lrom all p mof the country, that he has no time i.> atundm
1 hemtore .ill l.-imr- -h,
mere business details.
hi
be addressed to the PEAlP »I>V MEDIC AC INSTITCTE.or Ur. \V. 11. PARKER, the M. dicai A
sistant ot the author, and his liusim ss Agent, uh"
>u!t ■: w,
as well us the author himself, may Ikall u. uses requiring skill, -ren ey and exj ri. in
Y A N
INVIOLABLE S l-:« i:
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EiiiImmImmI in t la «t OlebrutHl
Tliicltiii«* limn any otli«»r in file World,
lluea **v«*ry Variety of Work, in .tlecliuiiivm ih t ncxcellnl.
€Vrfilicato of

Warranly
llie

for

Vive

.lfamifartiircrM

nitlt each

•tecnreil l»y a Half Million Dollars.
Inducements offered worthy the careful considerstion of capitalists.
Send f.ir circulars and sample sewing.
AGENTS WANTED in unoceupied territory.
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COHN, MEAL,

OATS

AND RYE !

W*MKAI< at Boston Mark- t l“i.
to Shipper? at the ’vliarv<
'\i'l
B\ 'I’lt
CIIAIIUE.
All orders promptlv att« ml* •! to.
<« KO.
% 1 O. 4 **m.
KOCK LAM», M
July IS, 1871.
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Du
elas. l.tch. Scurfs,
und Diseases oi the Skin, -d' whatever name oruature
ar.- literally dug up and carried out oftbo system
<. »ne bottle In
-1.
oj these Hitt'-:•••»-»
l>> the 'I

»

•_»«•>.! Blood whenever you And Its
bursting through the skin in Pimples, Erupy>u fln-1 It obstructed
an !
sluggish in tin* veins clcauso It w hen It Is foul,
ami your tcelings w iii tell you when. Keep thu blood
sysp m will follow.
pine and the In -i!-.h oft
WOlt MS, lurking In th-PIN, TAPE illso
are
of
:n
thousands,
dectually destroy
system
my
••land remove.1 I-‘or full directions, read carefully
•:» b title, printed tt. four Ian
the circular around
gtia,:- -s English, German. l'rencli and Spaulsb.
«*
.J. WALKED. l’r »i-r..-for. II. H. McDONAI.D A

-o1)K. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endistreet, Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseases
Incident to the leniale system. Prolapus L’t- ri o;
Falling ot the Womb, Fluer Albus, fcuppre.-sieii,
and other Menstrual I>< rangemeuts. are all treated
on new pathological principles, ami
speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and tbeatllicted p« rson
soon rejoices in perleet health.
I)r. Dow has no doubt had givati r experience in
the cure of diseases ot women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations tor patients wiio may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treat*

M A C II I N I STS!

0-erm.ELH* Liniment I
(iKHATEST IMTKKNAI. AND FXTKll
Remedy ever used for the Cure ot Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracted Cords, Mucles and Tendons, Sprains.
Frost llites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Burns and
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrhcpa, Dysentery, also inflammation ol the Kidneys, Liver Complaints and Palpitation ot the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ot
nal
TIIK

Dogs.

The above medicine is compounded on tHe most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pi in, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
and
corrects any and all derangements of the nervo-vitai
The above medicine 1ms been put to the severest
test sever met with, and has proved to be more than
by all who use it.
represented. It is recommended
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be addressed and will receive prompt attention.
-Itf

DOLLAR REWARD SOAP
Washes

without rubbing; Removes Pitch, Tar,
Paint, Crease, Sweat and Leather Stains, &c.;
Washes with Hot or Cold, Hard, Soft, or Salt Water;
Saves Labor, Time, Fuel, Clothes, and Money.
Clothes washed with it wear twice as long as if
washed with common
soap. One pound of it will
wash from ten to fifteen dozen pieces of ordinary
family washing. It washes the finest lace without
injury, aud renders all articles as clear and bright as
SOAP!

Try it in the Bathroom; it leaves the skin cool,
smooth and soft.

Use it to cleanse your Marble
Ornaments, Mantles, Door-steps, &c., and Bfick
Walks and Alleys. Use it with scouring-brick in
cleansing iron or steel; it saves half the labor, and
gives a better appearance. It makes Tin Ware shine
like new, and has no equal in cleansing glass or china.
Dissolved in boiling water, it makes the best and
cheapest Soft Soap in the world.
CHARLEM E. MOODY &

CO., Boston.

SOLE AGENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND.
For Rale

by all Grocers.

3tn*l

V.. 4*! MMX STUKKT, Unf,u>, Me.
(Over t enant & Moody’s Store.)
We are prepared to do anything in the line of repairing, such ms fiuns, Pistols, Locks, &c. Ail kinds
of Jobbing on light machinery, in fact anything done
in ft General Blejiair ftiliop.
Repairing Sewing Machines, made a specialty,
;iwl
Give us a Call.

P'
J

4X0

I)-;;.
positive curt 1- I‘i;i
Indigestion, Bilious! injiiaini-, :.n,|
Diseases having theii origin in
impure state «t tin- !»!••<.

A

FOIITEK

a Hi

6-«r Beware oM !ouuterieits.

D (M) It

STEPHEN GROVER,from Boston, is hero ami
will remain lor a lew days, now offers his services as
usual to the Musical Public in putting in complete
order, tone and tune, Piano Fortes. Those desiring
Ids services will please leave their orders with Mr.
John Fierce, near the Post Office.
Also, will intro
»luce to the notice of the citizens ot Belfast and
vicinity, In a few days, a Piano Forte of superior
qualities, tone and finish. Those who may be contemplating buying, will lind it to their advantage to
examine these instruments, at which time and place,
further notice will be given.

%

P.u

A

Man his Own Painter.

Every

Is the title of

a Book published by ANSON
OILMAN, Lewiston, Me. It gives full directions
for Mixing and doing all kinds of HOUSE, CARRIAGE AND SIGN PAINTING, GRAINING,
KNAMELING, V A RNISHING, IvALSOMINING,
WHITEWASHING, &c., in plain English. Every
family should have a copy and do their own Painting.
Copyright recured. Agents wanted. Sent postpaid
for 50 cents by Anson Gilman, Box 208, Lewiston,
3m 10*
Me. (State where you saw this.

LAC K

B
At wholesale

NJI
or

ITU’S

»■«•

IKILI/i RHEI MATIC PILLS,

Justly celebrated for the cure of Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Gout and Sick Headache. Also Hill’s
Pile Ointment, equally reliable lor the cure ot Plies,
For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son and Richard II.
Moody of Belfast, and all other Druggists at the
small price of 25 ct3., per Box: 5 Boxes for $1.00.
Sample Boxes sent free by
3m*
O. A, HILL, Proprietor, Portland, Me
JL JE T !

Phoenix Row,
Black & Co.
Belfast, Oct.
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SEWING
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un<-.

MACHINES!
T

IlieskeU's ^Sa^ic Salu*
Cl

TETTER! TETTER
SIT as:

I T< 3S !

I'OH

ITCH!'!

<

I leer-

Ringworm-.
Rheum, Chillbluins, Scalds. Pun;
Frosted Limbs, Inflamed Ky*-», <
Also good
tions of the Skin.
horses.

«t*i

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
-t.
For sale by all Druggists and count
F. It. II1ESKKLL, Proprietor. Sang r, Me.
U, C. Goodwin A. Co., Wholesa e Ag. nt>, .'•> Hanover Street, Boston, Mass.
Prio
cents per

i: W S

M.muucturers

DOORS,
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Co.,

Hard and Solt \V
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i.

SASH.

BLINDS, SHUTTERS,
WINDOW FRAMES, &C.,

all

.4 ml

I*

ml %

of

Moulding

<«.

\

tl<

iS;

(ilaznl Windows k Dealers iii.il! Linds «f li.istern
Board, Clapboard, and Knee Planing, Saw-mg
Job Work ot all kznds done with dispatch.

fo irft) R y

Belfast, Me.

tiles, t-11 and nil tlii‘ tltllngd
keid oon-t.intly on hand.
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Bank

is a

penny earned."

bt-fort* the l«t ot any
i uimiu interest ever'
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utont
xei-j-t Ma> and Nov-niTer and Interent
computed upon thesaim in dune anil December.
Dij usits red'iveil daily it the Hanking Room
fromtut. A M.an I
io4l*.M. Saturda)r from

nl,iii
mouth, will
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or
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t* to 1. A.M.
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Del fast,
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TWINES & NETTING.
Manufactured
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1IMK TO DK1USII'.

‘A penny saved

-ALSO

Foot of Main St.,
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HARDWARE STORE.
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\\ A CHINES

TETTR !

Scald Head,
Kiysipelaa,
Suit

II

fi,inina; i ihih t

Ii R S

by

VVM. !•;. IIOOPKU & SONS,
H iltimore, Md.
Hair*Send lor Price-List.
1

> ro 1

Belfast, Me.
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oncvoN

INSTITUTE

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
in establishing this Institution
was to attain the greatest, perfection in tho
preparation, practice and uso of Vegetable
Remedies, and to secure a permanent plaro
where Families, Invalids, or any person couM
obtain the best medical advice, and such remedies as each might reijuire, without the use
of poisonous drug-.
hr. (Jreene has been Physician ot the Insti
tutc since its
foundation, now more than
twenty-five years. Few men have had so
large experience in the treatment of chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted his life to this branch of his
profession, and his success, wo believe is withThe

price by

Real Estate for Sale.

«

SAWS

34 TEMPLE

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
lor sale, the house and lot situated
on Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston, belonging to
heirs of tin- late Capt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27.000 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon,
and will be sold low if applied lor soon. For terms,
call on the subscriber.
J. M. BEVERAGE.
tf«
Thomaston, Aug. 24, 1871.
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III-- M-u.iOueturer.-,
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A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.,
No. 60 Main St.
Belfast, Maine.
tI82
Feb. 14, 1871.
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retail at the lowest market
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LUMBER I
Boston, Mass,
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N1EP1IEX CiROVEIl,
Piano Forte Maker,

P!Cl tltllSTS AND DKALKHa,

At I.
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Tr.XEl> .l.v/) IiEl'AIUEP.

tf 14
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u i:Li ii iY (jmi rmis

son* n\ wi o. rum;

VENNER & WALKER

:
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Alsu

guests.
1 he location is more accessible to all parts of New
York and Hrooklyn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street cars,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton Ferry, makes
it convenient tor those wishing to visit the "City of
Churches," as from this Ferry diverge ail the principal railroad routes in the city of Brooklyn.

I

1-i

■»

San Francisco,
Street, S'MV York

\ gents,

i.

: T_* and

lU.D

; gf~

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS
Near Fulton Ferry, NEW YORK.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation lor four hundred

1*71.

sores cle.a:r-o It when

....

tf42

ls>71.
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Druggists ai’d

lyr:i4

MASON’S

HKHiRII

hand.

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.

On and after JUNK 5th, next, passenger trains
will leave Belfast lor Boston and Portland, at *.::<)
A. M.—at 7 1*. M., connecting at Burnham with
night Express with l*ullman RI«M‘|»ingr far
attached, lor Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at ti A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at 3.30 A. M., with mixed train lor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains art' due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express Irom Boston, (this train will arrive every
P. M. Mail
morning except Mondays). At
Train from Portland and Boston. Fieight Train, at
5 I\ M.
Through Tickets will bo sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed bv this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup't.
L. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t.
tl 17
May 27, 1371.

DOLLA1I

on

United States Hotel,

Dr. Dow. since In-Iu, having confined his whole ntntiou to an oiliee practice for the cure ot Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
All letters must contain one dollar, or
N. B.
they will not be answered.
Office hours from h A. M. to1.* P. M.
Boston, .July tin, l>7t.
lyr:i

or

stand,

VV. T. COLBURN.
Belfast, April

t*

Insects, Reptiles
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High Sired,

Findings constantly
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Trunks, Vallsos, and Travelling

To Females in Delicate Health.

•*

.Vppct!/
.i>,
lead iUtt tippler Oil
•:

■

!

where may 1 c found a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and style in he Market. He invites his old
customers and til ot n-ra in want oi anything lu the
SIH >E line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good slock of

And all kind ot

!
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Sole & Upper Leather.
CaT Slips, Splits, Lasts.

s.

axliiii^ton Wt., Koston.
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The subscriber is still at the old
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ami ruin, but are a true Medicine,ma
tin Native l: HU and Herbs ui California,free
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Irom all Al< oliolic S: i mu Inula. They an* the
(.ur.\ r iti.noD ri itiriEit mid a i.ifi;
CIVIM; I’KIM'IPI.E
perfect Hem.vator and
i. carrying olf all poisonous
tiivl;;oiat'ir «>f tb" S;,
latter :i: 1 r- -.t< lug the Mood to a healthy condition
in'a
the-.* Hitter•* according to dire,
[m
tioii and remain ing u;.w. 11.
f- :• u
S ICO
neuralm- m.-..*. provided
mineral poison or
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.**»*■ r means, and tin- -. tal organs wasted beyond thu
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BALM.

rm; i\hal \ / n>.\
fronting Diseases of ihe Iaiii#'

The
:
A-U.m.i < ’u l-i 1.. n
Mil tubercular at) notion a. by
I iilial.-'t i.Mi, is an acknowledged success. By inhaling
tli" vapor trom
)‘.::!tn very cell or alveole of tie
lung-, and every 1 ouchial iubi*, in reached, tin
lungs are expand* I, m* the healing qualities of tb
weed are brought oito direct action upon the dieased organs.
1 lie u. -’d troi
which this Balut i- made was Jj
covered by a w -H kinovu pro! s-siona! g* utleman >r
Boston, upon tin* prairies in the great valley ot tb
M
'i-dppi, through tin- iiMinct ot horses atUlctcJ
with the 11 cm vis, and is therefore strictly a gre»i
Natural Itemed1
He cured him sell oi consumption
dan! a ten pronoun) id incurable by the best pby
I in Bo<t«»n, and now after fifteen years of in urly un
ini' rupled health confidently recommends it ro tin*
NVIinii ist,i in conneeiion with the Prairie
publn
Wt .'d I'.ai-aui, t has proved itself an unfailing rein
edy lor it!I consumptive difficulties. Send for <Mr

Eadicotc **»., llo»ton,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Xo

H*«,ion. .Ian. 1 1S71

.Tlor*'

COLBURN.
weed

prepared to treat in ais peculiar style, both medically and surgically, rII diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

DOLLARS.

J

1

till

<

FORTY-FIVE

I > E l’O T.

i;
IB

A itook for Evervhutl.t
Flattered oy the reception of, and gr* .a <i• nt.iml
;.ml a 1
for, the above valuable and timely tm ti
to meet a great need of tin* present age. t he author ;
has ju-.t published a new book, treating e\c!usi\ t;\

QUACK NOS I'UUM-MAKERS,
through false certificates and references,and recommendations ol their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides,
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and effects ot different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &c.,
most ol which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of Its “curing everything.’’
kill more than is cured,’' and
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

REDUCED!

LINE.

i:

<

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings In being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of
who know but little of the nature and character of
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit torgeil Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in am part ot the world; othrs exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only a.-suming and advertising in
names of those inserted In the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

Freight Reduced!

tiEO. «*. WELLM,

THE

Passage Pates, Payable in Currency,

purchase tickets

FOR ALL POINTS WEST AND SOUTH.

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many ot whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and

FOREIGN AND NATIVE

Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY,
WKDN'KSIlAA and FltlDAY, at ii’cloek, r M.
KKTUKNJ Nil-Will leave Boston cvrrv MON D V \
WF.DNKSDAY and FRIDAY, at o'clock, I*. »..

a

For three years I was badly afflicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
I was perfectly cured with the University Medicines in s'
weeks. For the past two months I have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return of symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.

Sail, every Wednesday it* Saturday, to & from

ther

CiC AM BRIDGE,

T,

Im

■
Si
i.--»>ne bottle of your extract of
e-« ruiniii v.i i.-»
Lancer 1'. wit cured mv Ltrl<* Dm
It
months stain ing.
should write all day I could
not give a liiil idea of his sullerings.
We employed
live physicians without reiiot.
His sores are all
healed and he appears perlccily well. We think it
is a wonderful cure. Several of our friends are Diking the medicine with good success.

afllicted with Sciatica for three months most
of the time so badly that l could not null off or put
on my boots aud stockings, and in order to
pick up
anything lrom the floor, I had to get down on my
knees, and then could not lift live pounds in that
position, By Using the University Medicines I was
cured.
O. O. NEWIIALL,
Firm Gosse, Ncwhall & Co., Printers.
Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts., opposite Marble P. O.
Portland, Dec. 13, 1870j.

ANCHOR

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

A Hook fur
lViutian.
IMtICK *1 ", INCl.l.DIM, 1.NHA1.KB
Entitled Si;\LA U ! II V-HU.Oi.'i oi- WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman
:.a m•.i
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents,
I’ll YSlOLOOl* AI.I.Y AM) l’A TllOl.m |( 1, |.l A I mill
I BO IVusliiiiglon Wlreel,
Infancy ro Ulo auk, with < g
TIVK Enc: HAVIN ',.
3/io pages, hound in h. .mtilul
Mil l »N Al SUN. I'ropr.
llo.Mii.N, MA.i.i
French cloth. Price
.uo.
lyrbeow

DR. DIX

FRIDAY, April H, tin
STEAMER
mrn

Du.

First Cabin:
Cabin Return Tickets:
Francisco, Oct. 21. George Q. $6T» and $75
securing best nc$130,
according]
Cannon, a Mormon leader in this city,
to Location.
i
coinmodations.
taking counsel on the prosecutions now Intermediate,
$33.i | Steerage*.$28.
progressing at Salt Take, says if the conrpHE
rallies sending for their friends in the Old Coun-

they

WEEK.

On and after

FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

year ago, I was so badly affected with
Kidney Disease and general debility, that I could
scarcely attend to my business. I took a lew bottles
of University Medicine, and have been well up to
the present time.
Oil AS. E. DUTTON,
Store No. Jig Congress St., Portland.

AUT MN
can

TRIPS PER

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS,

i To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and nai tlvc quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other
large cities,

can^say

I

try

THREE

I have been troubled wrh Scrofula all my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the head for seven years, and have
consulted good phvsiciaus from Maine to New York
without any benefit whatever. I have taken six
bottles of the cancer plant, end one and one-half of I
the Neuralgia Klixir,and a little of some other kinds,
and 1 now feel better than 1 ever was belore in m\
life. 1 cannot say with Mr. Munsey, that 1 fee.
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
I never felt so young to my knowledge n

About

San

victions continue the Mormons will burn
all
have and make another exodus as
they did from Illinois

BOSTON & LOWELL

1871.

I have been afllicted ffrr twenty years with Chronic
1 have spent hundreds of dollars for
Rheumatism.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, I
commenced taking the University Medicines, and I
iau truly say, it has been more beuelit to me than all
ather treatment 1 ever received. My place of business is Id? Pearl street.
1 shall be pleased to answer
all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.

AND

To

FOR

of Cures,

For live years I have sull'cred with catarrh,
coii'umpti
cough and pain in my left side.

TWENTY YEARS
j engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
j we arc known to many Citizeus, Publishers, Merj chants, Hotel Proprietors, Ac., that he is much recommended, and particularly t<>

Line!

Independent

ones

I had the Catarrh so bail lor seven
years, that my
head became contused and painful. I was obliged to
get up several times in the night to keep from chok! employed some of the best physicians in the
ing.
country without benefit. 1 was perfectly cured with
Hie University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 22jf Cumberland St., Portland,
Contractor on the Portlaud & Odgensburg Kailroud
Feb. 18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, I have been perfectly free lrom Catarrh, though I have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
June 10, 1870.
A. M. MORGAN.

WINTER

j

%

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

As certain individuals have reported that the above
certificate is false and my disease as bad as ever, I
wish to say, at tlu* time 1 gave the above certificate,
the story was not half told. I n addition to the above
my leg and back were covered with sores. I am nowwell and feel at least twenty years younger than 1 i
did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the alllicted is to give the med cine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry ot humbug. It
Maine Central H.
cured me, it has cured many others. I belie* e the
extract of cancer plant will cure any blood disease
MinnEII
AllRA.\«CnEHTIt.
In existence.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
1S7U;
Portland, June,

are

he murdered Warden Willard. They are
also the shoes which he stalled full of hash
to bring to Hartford to exhibit in court,and
in which he finally walked to the gallows

SANFORD'S

and one-halt years since the

Mis. WM.

Nassau is hardly far enough south to
produce its .fruit in true tropical luxuriance.
Bananas are always o be had,

car-

ried on in little outhouses, and for siny
other purpose fires are

unnecessary.

FRUITS.

one

To the Agent of I'niversity Medicines at \Wk rvlile.
Dr..\n Mks. Flood:—I think it my duty to address you with ;i lew lines stating my cure with your
wonderful catarrh specific.
I have been utUicted
with catarrh ever sinceachild and have speni a great
deal of money among our first doctors, ami have
tried everything I heard ot without obtaining anv
relii'l. I am cured by using your Catarrh Specific.
I am willing to answer ail enquiries.
Mrs. E. A. lUTTKliFIEl.D, Waterville, Me.

eui;.lined

Z O C A VOX1H ! Horse furnished. Kx
penses paid. II. IJ. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

TICKETS

Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers oi the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

J

|

in the State.jW

Some three months ago I was persuaded by my
wile !•> takb the University Medicines. My health
and mind was so badly affected that mv friends became alarmed lor my safety.
In a week after commencing to take the Medicine, I felt great relief. 1
am now as well as any other man. My wife has been
for a long time alllicted with disease that has baffled
the kill of our best physicians; some of which pronouneed her case incurable. Under treatment ot the
University Medicines, her health has greatly improved. Any one doubting, will please call at No. ii
Lincoln street, or at repair shop Oram] Trunk
GEORGE KINGSKUK Y.
Depot.
Portland, Aug. 3, 1871.

ASTHMA.

1)OI»H.4n'«

every town

Cerliiicatex

to

AWX1I.HA NPE( KFK iwarranted to relieve the worst case in ten minTrial package sent p.kk on receipt ol a three
utes.
C. A. 15RAMAX,
cent stamp.
1071 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

anil

1 have been alllicted with Scrofula and Salt Kheum
all my life. 1 have been under treatment of eleven
(miss called) physicians, and all the time grew worse.
No tongue can tell what my sufferings were, with
catarrh, diseased lungs, a fearful cough, my limbs,
wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, badly
diseased incidental to my sex. Though young, I t. It
t tat lile was a burden to me.
In this dreadful condition, through the advice of a friend, 1 called on
the proprietor of the New York University Medicines. tie told me my ease was doubtful, but would
do the best he could; I commenced takiiur his medicines April 17th, and am free from the above
Mrs. IIKNKY .IONES,
troubles.
duly 10,1*71.
Westbrook, Ale.

try Dr. Kimball’s 15. C. Balsam.
*
lor Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Son
UUli
Throat, Chest and Lungs. A pleasant and etfectual
remedy. Kimball & Co., Prop’s, Augusta, Me.
fail

of Maine

would be useless.
CATAKIUI, (the mother of consumption,' Scrofula, Salt Kheum, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
ol the University Medicines.
FI-’MALK PISEASKS treated with perfect success.
Having treated over two hundred cases within
the last three months, I consider it safe to warrant
a
perfect cure to 00 cases out ot every one hundred,
without cauterization or the least exposure.
.SPERM ATOKltllu: \, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the face of the (I’iobe. Now many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having Hie
slightest idea ot the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state ol hopeless decay. I have treated over live hundred eases
of this malady within six months with the University Medicines with perfect success.
Persons alllicted with diseases will please eall or
send and get a hook ilree) wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessrry remedies.
Address
PKI.KG ST A PLUS,
‘-'30 Congress St., Portland, Me.
additional

the

AKE l.T.

j

Cooking operations

It has been about

ADVERTISING,

—-

Scientific and Popular Nodical T-::~
Oh

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;

week.

Capt. CLIAS. DEERIXG,
Will leave llailroail Hliarf. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Poston, (commencing
lth h inst.,) for Rockland, Castine, Dr<
I *10, Sedg!»R. L. 1)IX’§
wick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge.
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
■*I Kmlicott Ntreel, lloiton, .tlatn.
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
15th in.'t.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, (Mt, j other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Desert,) each trip trom June :50th to September 15th Wo. 21, having no connection with his residence,
in addition to her usual landing at So. West Harbor. consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
For turthcr particulars inquire ot R< >SS & STl' DI
VANT, 170 Commercial Street, Or CYRUS STl 1)1DR. DIX
VANT, Genera* Agent.
1134
Portland, May, 1871.
i boldly asserts, iand it cannot be contradicted, ex
j cept by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
! perjure themselves, to Impose upou patients,) that
lie IS THE ONLY It KG LAK GRADUATE
IAN

University Medicines were introduced into this State.
Notwithstanding the opposition lrom the Fuculty,
the sale is daily increasing. Thousands of certificates
can be presented it necessary, bat if the following
are not sufficient to satisfy the most sceptical, 10,000

ASTHMA.
| Relief guaranteed in fire minute*, by iahalaI tiou. Also,
liay Fever an I Ko-n-Cold. ReI oirutieiided by I’:iysicians. Priee, 55**2 per box.
a Sent by uriil. in.istatro mid. on receipt of price.
■VM. II F.\ UN II AM A CO-. -21(1 Broadway. V V.
td'Sold by ail Druggists.
1’ O. Box 3-4*.

I * 11A W11A (' K

A visit to the fish market in the early j
is worth taking.
Along the
dge of the wharf is placed a row of tubs j
of water, and in them are live fish swim- i
ming lustily about, while the attendant
negroes stand about with little nets in
hand, and promptly lay out for inspection
any singled out by their customers, prob
ably a neat negro woman carrying on her
head a large wooden tray, in which to
deposit her marketing. A slight haggle
as to
price ensues, which being satisfactorily settled, she says “keel doze,” and
down comes a blow on the head of the
dapping wretches, who are speedily transferred to the tray, and the purchasin' departs, satisfied, at all events, as to the
f reshness of the fish.
l hese same
negroes are a source of
much amusement from their grotesque
I
action, anil from their habit of thinking
aloud ; and if one is on the lookout he
my often hear many comical soliloquies,
as I did
from an old gray-headed man,
slowly jogging down the street: “When
1 'way from home I eat all 1 can; when I
home I eat moderate. Dat’s a parable.”
And from a woman, evidently in an envious state of mind:
“Dere goes de
ladies, wid dere flowery gowns
Spanish
| and dere
gold chains; but,” with a
I
chuckle, “only so far as de grave.” The
small negro boys on the wharf beset you
with, “Give us a dive, boss;” and no
matter how small a coin you throw into
the water, they never tail to bring it up
in their teeth at their first attempt.

Now that the
the (‘hanging leaf betoken the early advent of winter, the thoughts of
many who
dread its chilly storms are turning to
some warmer clime, where they may bid
defiance to its severities. Nassau, during
the rebellion so prominent as the rendezvous ot the blockade-runners, is now attracting almost equal attention irom the
purity of its climate. Situated in nearly
the centre of the Bahama group, some
two hundred miles southeast of the lower
extremity of the peninsula of Florida, its
distance from the continent secures it
from any of those sudden changes in the
temperature to which all the favorite winter resorts in Florida and the other southern States are liable.
During the months
of February, March and April last, in
which the writer was tit the island, the
entire range of the thermometer was 20°, !
sixty-eight (tib“) anil eighty-night (88u).
being respectively the lowest and highest
points touched by the mercury. These
extremes were, of course, but" of slight
duration ; thus we had the temperature of
sixty-eight degrees for twenty-four hours
only, and for weeks together the thermometer would not vary more than a
single point from day to day. standing
regularly at 74“ to 75°, The island beinoin the region ot the trade winds, a cool,
steady breeze from the northeast never
fails.
As the spring and summer months
approach, the direction at times varies to
the southeast or south, and the temperature rises, but these lapses seldom exceed
three or lour days, and the wind returns
to its former direction with
great pertinacity. At Nassau, if anywhere, one can
be sure ol the morrow, as far as weather
is concerned, lor a cloudy day is a
thing
almost unknown,
Day after day the sun
shines brightly, the wind blows fresh and
ltain there is, to be sure, but it
clear,
comes from passing clouds, which
may
perhaps send upon your devoted head a
while
a
shower,
stone’s throw
pouring
distant not a drop of rain will fall; and
the
winter
months
even of this
during
there is little. Perhaps the best proof of
the truth of my statements
respecting the
evenness of temperature, its
uniformly
pleasant weather and its dryness, lies in
the fact that hardly a house in town lias a

chimney.
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tfspAgents wanted in

CONGRESS ARCTIC.
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Maid him out upon the lloor,

By

Hen

The BEST winter OVERSHOE!
NO BUCKLES to break t
NO TROUBLE to put on!

ki;s.

s? rr a p Ij

4g«*i»C for the

Getthe best. Earth
Wt., Hartford.
Proprietors of Moulc’s, Moulc &
•
rd lest on’s, Luther’s, Wiring's, Newton’s and Doolittle's Patents. The only Closets that have proved
The Earth Closet, by its disinfection ot
effective.
faeces, is the most valuable means ot preventing
spread ol cholera and other contagious diseases.
Send tor circulars. Agents wanted everywhere.
Mal«»*rnoni*: l'.» Doane St.. Boston; (>% Broadway, N. Y.; 1321 Market St., Philadelphia.

Thc

Congress Hall,

p k p p <t

Ntate

J

.4g«*.

250'CONGRESS ST.. PORT!,AMT

BRANCH OFFICE.

CLOSETS.

Closet Co., *-215
J^AKTH
<’t., Sole U. S.

morning

i'.otn rl’.v and humble bee,
For the coroner’s decree.
Marly --aim* the ei.rpse to see—

never was

Tlie l>ir«>a(c<it aiucccwi of the

rections how to obtain Patents Iree.
A bound volume of 11S pages, containing the Xew
Cemui by counties and all large cities, Ho Engravings of Mechanical Movements, Patent Laws and
rules lor obtaining Patents, mailed on receipt oi ca

i

THE FISH

F u '• m o n.: ir, fair and sweet.
I ouud him helpless on a sheet—
1* lassy eyes ami
icy feel.

As it

New York University Medicines

Ini
ilJMkll1]
Twenty-live years’ experience.
Pamphlets containing Patent Laws, with lull di-

j

Fetter he h oi known a drouth
n tie
marshes <,f the South.
1 hau the nectar of her mouth.

•anm

r it t

Solicited by II1 XY & CO.,
Publishers Scientific American, 111 Park Boa X. V.

1^*1 ilk

j

|

Under

j

trio* 1 a tune of inVii.
^uite a srrikin.it kiml of buzzin’,
I'm your t oiisin, ( ousin, (’oimin !**
A mi lie

Ami as joyously lie sings,
AM around about lie llings,
“Cousin, Cousin.** with his

overworked

File greatest drawback to Nassau as a
winter resort is the absence of frequent
communication with the rest of the world.
Once in two weeks the steamer from N ov i
York touches at the port on its way to !
Havana, bringing passengers and marls,
but besides this there is no eommunica- I
lion, except by sailing vessel, with any !
part of the inhabitable globe. The ex- ;
eitement when the steamer is due is quite j
refreshing. All occupying rooms commanding a view of the ocean are on the
lookout with their glasses to detect it in j
the distance, or watching the signal sta- ;
‘ion at the «>ld fort where a ilag of red i
and yellow stripes run up to the masthead !
gives notice of its approach. But befdte. !
the steamer is out ot sight the letters are
rea
and the papers glanced over, and the I
whole town and people have fallen into
a slumber as deep as ltip Van Winkle's,
to be awakened again lor a few hours
only on the arrival of the next steamer.
< >f course, the inconveniences on account
of this lack of communication are many,
especially in the matter of letters, but one
tails very quickly into the way or having
the morning paper only once in two
weeks, for the outside world and all its
concerns soon
appear to belong to another
age, and the struggles of the late war in
France were read with the same equanimity as the campaigns of Cresar and Hannibal.
And yet, notwithstanding its isolation,
Nassau is by no means a lonely place, i
The residents are uniformly hospitable, I
and even were they not, among the two |
hundred and fifty people and upward !
who every winter make the Royal Yicto- |
ria Hotel their home, the most fastidious
could hardly fail to lind congenial ac- j
quaintanees and friends. During the last j
winter
several
gentlemen formed an !
“American Club,” renting a bouse some !
two miles out. ot the city, on a prominent !
elevation, where a line sea view was to ;
be had, while a large American ilag floating high over all made the building quite
a landmark.
Wednesday and Saturday
afternoons informal receptions were given
to which ladies were invited, and these
receptions became decidedly popular, and
helped to while away many an afternoon,
all returning about sunset by sailboat or
carriage. A public library of good size,
containing an unusually well-selected assortment of books, is finely sustained, and
;
for an insignificant amount the visitor is
admitted to its lull privileges.

I hcii hi- yes began to mark
I’v their tiny inner spark.
What tliriv wa> within the -lark.
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OiYCKR. SYPHILIS NdtOKIt
N4LT HIIKI ?■ and ALL
I
IILOOn 1>INOTH Kit (IIIK^IC
EASES.
Dr.. P. T. KEENE
just returned from
Ecuador and brought with him a quantity <>t the
genuine Cunduriinso Hark, secured through
the official recommendation and assistance ot llis
Excellency the President of Ecuador, and the Government of that Republic, we are prepared to fill
orders tor it to a limited extent, and at a price about
one-quarter ot that which the cost of the tir<t very
small supply compelled us to charge.
Our Eliild Extract is prepared from the genuine Ciimluranyro Bark trom Loja, Ecuador,
secured by assistance of the authorities of that
country. Sold by all Druggists in pint bottles, having on them our name, trade mark and lull directions
tor use. Price. $10. Laboratory, No. ro Cedar St.,
BLK4H. KEENE A LO.
New York.
D. W. Bliss, M. D., Washington, D. C.; /.. H.
Bliss, Jl, D., New York 1*. T. Kkknk. M. D., New
York.
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There upon the window >ill.
He was fitting dreary still.
1 u the terror of the chill;

With
il otter at lii>
\nd Ins iittlr wings

REMEDY

the people arc wreckers. and live on tin* misfortunes ot the j
Neat, Genteel, Stylish!
ships that are stranded in great numbers
ASK VOI R SHOE DEALER FOR 1T1
every year upon the Bahama Banks.
Many thus make small fortunes from the
rescue "f a single vessel, and with but
i
little effort to themselves, and it has
IN THE WORLD!
Mtnietimes occurred to me that some person >. the livery stable men for instance,
Eor
Inch per .'floiilli. wc
$:84
lit 19 will insert anper
Advertisement in 31 firwvwhen they see an American coming have
clast .Xlaine I¥e%vspapert including a
some such
here’s
a
as:
“Oh,
thought
Bailie*. Proportionate rates lor smaller adv’ts.
wreck ; I'll make my fortune out of him
List sent free. Address
and advance prices accordingly.
This is.
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO..
1
of course, not the case in the larger shops
41 PARK ROW XEWr YORK.
to any extent, but in dealing with the !
blacks especially those who come to the j
hotel with curiosities, &c., to sell, it is
j
always safe to offer just one-half what !
Permanent Cure f
they a>k for anything.
A

’he inner window ease.
With his humid wing and far.-.
1 lc lud anything but grace :
ni

A ml exact!} a- lie l'lanm d
W illi his >ioicisin g -amLj
both his dripping wings wen

k

WONDERFUL

THK

body.

wi:k<

two
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SELF*ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

NTEAMER

And yet, notwithstanding this characteristic of the place, there is no lack ot
occupation. There is good roads on the
island, and good horses arc to be had,
though at perhaps rather high prices.
Some ot the drives wind along the beach,
and have beautiful views of the sea: ('tilers lead inward and take you through the
narrow streets ot the negro settlements,
every door swarming with shiny little
darkey babies, and out to the pineapple
plantations and the pine grove; others,
passing through to rests of palms and
other wild vegetation, lead you to the
lakes and caves which lie near tin* centre
of the island. Sail-boats are at ail times
to be had. and
fishing is not by any means
to be reckoned a dull sport in these w:it u's, which are alive with fish, and which
are so clear that you may look over the
boat’s side and see your victim nibbling
at the hook fifteen or twenty loot below,
is
plainly as if lie wen* within arm’s
length. The variety of lisli caught is
\ <-r\
great, and their brilliant colors a
marvel to one used only to tin* «|iiiet hues
of colder waters.

l- or a taper in the gloom.
'i the curtained <iuiet room.
Showed a woman in her bloom—

FI! be
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Mt. Desert & Machias.

C U N O U RANG O!

tin: dkiyks.

1

\n«I the smallest insert
Me.-ing mi eh
paradise,
M oiild be blinded with

tor

brain and tired-out

T was the chain her ot a maid.
Who. her perfectness displayed
In a measun—disarrayed:

And tie* mellow light was sli
Mi her bossoin and l.« a In-ad.
In tne splendor of hei bed.

good

wonderfully

Thus >ii; fording in his flight
From the unrelenting night.
In a wet and wretched plight.

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L,
DIX if failing to cure in less time an
any other physician, more effectually and per*
exposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant mcd*

j

LINE TO

INSIDE

ing under the inlluence of the place.
The warmth of the climate during the
middle ot the day precludes any active
exercise, and the visitor soon falls into
the ways ot the natives, whose measured
movements, even in the business part of
the town, bear little resemblance to the
hurrying to and fro so common in our
business streets at home. You probably
take your book and seat on the piazza after breakfast, determined to improve the
morning, and you suddenly awake to the
fact that the morning is gone, your book
lying unread, beside you, and that you
All of which
are uncommonly hungry.
mode of lile it is unnecessary to add, is

Vud a mclancli«l\ rain
< >11 the
sounding window pane.
He it. it" funeral refrain :

ARRANGEMENT,

SUMMER

ftcto f&berttsmrnts

HIGH STREET, OPPOSITE
leceutly occupied by Messrs. S. A,
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
IstflS
4,1871.

This well-known remedy does not dry up a Cough, and
lt*ave the cause behind, as is the ease with most preparations; but it loosens ami (‘Jeanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing Uxe cauu: of the complaint.
SKTH W. FUWLK .t SON, Proprietors. Boston
S..|d
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

PO HT 1, AN 1>

Business

College!

for lull business course issued
in this, are good tor an unlimited time in all ot
the Colleges of the International Business College
Association.
For full Information address

Scholarships

L. A. GRAY, A. M., Principal,

out

object

parallel.

Among the diseases to which ho gives especial attention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness.
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fpinal Diseases, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaint*.
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Dis-

Seminal Weakness, &c.
Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descriptive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
TO LET !
be sent free to invalids.
Address. K. GREENE, M. D.,
In City Block, over the store of 1-aue Allard, I
Temple Place, Boston 7 Milk
Apply at THE .mi'KNAI. OKKICh!.
v.
tt‘.»
Sept. 5, 1971.
;{m«
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